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for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
Abstract
CaF and CaCl are well described as a three body system
consisting of two closed shell atomic ions (Ca2 + and F- or Cl-) and a
single nonbonding electron, although CaCl is more difficult to study
due to the early onset of predissociation. Previously, all spectroscopy
on CaF has involved only the valence and core-penetrating Rydberg
states ( < 3). The spectroscopy on CaCl has involved valence and low
energy core-penetrating Rydberg states only. These states can be
modeled as Ca+ ion states perturbed by a point charge (the F- or CI-).
We have expanded the data available on the core-penetrating states
of CaF to include n*=13, 14, 17 and 18 (the highest previously
observed Rydberg state of CaF was n*=9.98). We have expanded the
data available on the core-penetrating states of CaCl to include n*= 3-
4 and n*=16-18 (the highest previously observed Rydberg state of
CaCl was n*=3.05). Some spectra in the high-n* region (n*=20-30)
has also been recorded for both CaCl and CaF.
We have observed another set of states which can be detected
by using the C21I state as the intermediate state in a double
resonance experiment. These are the core-nonpenetrating series ( >
2). These states are special because they are not effected by
collisions with the CaF+ core. The Rydberg electron in a
nonpenetrating orbital only interacts with the core through long
range forces due to the multipole moments of the core. Thus the
pattern of levels within an f (or g) complex is determined by the
multipole moments of the CaF+ core. Measurements of these splitting
patterns provides the best way of characterizing the longest-range
interaction of the ion-core with the outside world.
The n*=14 f complex in CaF presented in this thesis is the first
example of a core-nonpenetrating f complex observed and assigned
for a highly polar molecule. The complete analysis of these states
will eventually allow us to answer the question, what happens to the
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energy levels of a hydrogen atom when the point monopole is
replaced a large point dipole?
The methods used to detect and assign the core-nonpenetrating
states of CaF and the n*=13-18 core-penetrating states of CaF and
CaCl are discussed in this thesis. Predissociation of CaCl is briefly
discussed. The current theories available to explain the f (and g)
states of CaF are also mentioned.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Robert W. Field
Title: Professor of Chemistry
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The alkaline earth monohalides, in particular CaF, have been
the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental studies1 -9 .
This is in part due to their simple structure. CaF is well described as
a three body system consisting of two closed shell atomic ions (Ca2 +
and F-) and a single nonbonding electron. Previously, all
spectroscopy on CaF has involved only the valence and core-
penetrating Rydberg states (I < 3)1 - 4. These states can be modeled as
Ca+ ion states perturbed by a point charge (the F-) 5 ,6. We have
expanded the data available on the core-penetrating states to include
n*=13, 14, 17 and 18 (the highest previously observed Rydberg state
of CaF was n*=9.98). These new states can be used to test the limits
of the scaling relations developed for the Rydberg states below
n*=10.
Only core-penetrating states were detected previously because
all the spectra were recorded out of the A2HI state or the X2 y+ state
(see Chapter 3)1 - 4 . We now know that there is another set of states
which can be detected by using the C2 II state as the intermediate
state in a double resonance experiment. These are the core-
nonpenetrating series ( > 2). These states are special because they
are not effected by collisions with the CaF+ core. The Rydberg
electron in a nonpenetrating orbital only interacts with the core
through long range forces due to the multipole moments of the core.
Thus the pattern of levels within an f (or g) complex is determined
by the multipole moments of the CaF+ core. Measurements of these
splitting patterns provides the best way of characterizing the
longest-range interaction of the ion-core with the outside world.
These nonpenetrating states, which have not been observed
previously, were first detected in the n*=7 region. A direct
comparison of spectra recorded out of the A2 n state in the n*=13 and
14 regions and spectra in the n*=13 and 14 regions recorded out of
the C2 HI state proved that these new states were not higher
vibrational levels of the core-penetrating states detected previously.
The complete analysis of these states will eventually allow us to
answer the question, what happens to the energy levels of a
hydrogen atom when the point monopole is replaced a large point
dipole?
The core non-penetrating states of molecules such as NO, N2,
H2, and He2 have been observedl0-16 and are well characterized,
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however these molecules have a zero or very small dipole moment
and cannot be used as a prototype to understand the f-complex
observed in CaF or in any highly polar molecule. This new type of
highly polar core-nonpenetrating states require new methods of
detection, analysis, and assignment.
The methods used to detect and assign the core-nonpenetrating
states of CaF and the theories which could explain these states are
the main topics of this thesis. The core-penetrating states of CaF
observed in the n*=13, 14, 17 and 18 regions and the CaCl spectra
recorded in the n*=16, 17, and 18 regions are also included. The
high-n* spectra of CaF and CaCl used to determine the ionization
potential of CaCl and refine the ionization potential of CaF are
mentioned briefly.
Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods used to record
the spectra presented in this thesis. Both fluorescence based and ion
based detection schemes were used to record the spectra in this
thesis.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the core-penetrating series.
Each of the core-penetrating series of CaF and CaCl can be traced
back to a "valence"-state precursor. This is the lowest state in that
series. The properties of each series can be understood based on this
lowest state of the series. Scaling laws determine how the properties
of a particular Rydberg series evolve with n*. A unique property of
Rydberg states is that an infinite number of states and the associated
ionization continuum can be described with a limited number of
parameters using scaling relations.
The predissociation of the CaCl molecule is discussed only
briefly in Chapter 3 because the quantity and quality of the CaCl
spectra recorded did not allow any of the scaling relations for the
predissociation rates to be tested.
Chapter 4 describes theoretical models that are currently
available to explain the core-nonpenetrating states of CaF. The
model traditionally used to describe this kind of state does not
describe the observed states of CaF. CaF+ has a electric dipole
moment which is much larger than that of any molecule for which a
complete f-complex has been observed. This f-complex (and
fragments of a g-complex) is very important because it can be used
to test the current theoretical models. If those models fail to describe
these state completely, a new model must be developed. Once a
model is developed to describe the core-nonpenetrating states of CaF,
it can be used to describe the core-nonpenetrating states of other
molecules such as BaF, CaCl, ArH, KrH and possibly even molecules
like HCl.
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Chapter 5 contains tables of all the transitions that were
detected in the experiments described in Chapter 2. All observed
transitions were included along with their relative intensities and
assignments for many of them. The unassigned transitions were also
included because they may become useful as the study of these
molecules continues.
Chapter 6 describes the methods used to assign the spectra.
These methods are original to this work and will be generally
applicable to the study of molecular Rydberg spectra. A discussion of
each n*-region and the preliminary multichannel quantum defect
theory (MQDT) fits are also included in this chapter.
Chapter 7 is the conclusion. Suggestions for new experiments
which would complement the spectra presented in this thesis and
those recorded previously are also included in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Section
The spectra presented in this thesis were recorded with two
different detection schemes. Each detection scheme was used with a
different method of molecule production. The first detection scheme
to be discussed, fluorescence detection, was used previously to
record intermediate-n* CaF Rydberg statesl-3. The molecules for
this method were produced in a high temperature oven.
The second detection method, ion-detection, had not been used
previously to record CaF or CaCI Rydberg spectra and proved an
extremely valuable method for observing Rydberg states above
n*=13 (for CaF) and n*= 16 (for CaCl). The molecules for this method
were produced by laser ablation of calcium metal in a high vacuum
chamber.
Part 2.1 - Fluorescence
All of the Rydberg states of the CaF molecule observed
previously have been detected using fluorescence-based detection
schemes 2 . The first Rydberg states of CaF were observed by
Murphy1,2 and Berg et a13 using the fluorescence dip detection
scheme (described in Part 2.1.2). The signal-to-noise for this method
quickly proved to be inferior to the direct UV fluorescence method
described in Part 2.1.1.
CaF Rydberg spectra can be recorded using direct fluorescence,
but the CaCl molecule has a low dissociation limit 4 , 32,898 cm-l,
which makes the observation of direct UV fluorescence from levels
which lie above 41,300 cm- 1 difficult. For CaCl, the fluorescence dip
scheme can be used to observe Rydberg spectra in the intermediate-
n* region.
For both fluorescence-based techniques, gaseous calcium
monofluoride was produced from crystalline calcium difluoride in a
high temperature oven. The temperature of the oven was
approximately 1400 C 3. The pressure was maintained at about 200
mTorr by a constant flow of Argon which was used as a carrier gas.
CaCl was produced by using calcium dichloride instead of calcium
difluoride. Since CaC12 melts at a lower temperature, the oven was
maintained at approximately 800 C. The temperature used for the
CaF experiment caused the CaCl to vaporize too quickly, so the oven
had to maintained at a temperature closer to the CaC12 melting point.
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Part 2.1.1 - Direct UV Fluorescence
Direct UV fluorescence is a two-laser technique (see Figure 2.1).
The first laser, the PUMP, is tuned to a single rovibronic level in the
intermediate state. The PUMP laser frequency is then fixed and the
PROBE laser frequency is scanned. When the PROBE laser is resonant
with a Rydberg transition, a positive signal is observed. We used a
solar blind photomultiplier (Hamamatsu model R166) behind a broad
band UV interference filter (Andover) to detect the UV fluorescence.
Four experiments were done using this technique, with three
different laser configurations. They are discussed separately below.
In most cases, the PUMP laser pulse energy was too high to allow the
PUMPing of a single rovibronic transition so the power was reduced
with a neutral density filter. The approximate pulse energy used is in
parentheses next to the typical output of the PUMP laser. In each
case the pulsed dye lasers described were pumped by the same
Spectra Physics DCR2A Nd:YAG laser.
Direct UV fluorescence detection was used to record CaF
Rydberg spectra in the 36,000-40,000 cm- 1 energy region with the
A2rI3/2 (v=O) state as the intermediate state. That work is discussed
in the paper included as Appendix 1. The PUMP laser for that
experiment was a Lambda Physik 3002E (linewidth 0.05 cm- 1)
which was calibrated (to 0.01 cm- 1) using fluorescence from an
iodine cell. The PROBE laser was a Spectra Physics PDL-1 pulsed dye
laser (linewidth 0.03 cm- 1) which was calibrated (to +0.01 cm- 1)
using absorption from a tellurium cell (T= 500 C). Typical pulse
energies were 500 J for the PROBE and 5 mJ (about 100 gJ entering
the oven) for the PUMP.
In the n*=7 region, with the C2 I3/2 (v=0) state as the
intermediate state, Rydberg spectra of CaF were recorded in the
44700 - 44820 cm-1 energy region. In that experiment, a doubled
Spectra Physics PDL-1 pulsed dye laser (linewidth 0.03 cm-l) was
used as the PUMP. It was calibrated (to 0.01 cm- 1) using
fluorescence from an iodine cell. The PROBE was the Lambda Physik
3002E dye laser (linewidth 0.05 cm- 1) which was also calibrated (to
±0.01 cm- 1) using fluorescence from an iodine cell. Typical pulse
energies were 500 p.J (about 100 J entering the oven) for the PUMP
and 5 mJ for the PROBE.
Direct UV fluorescence from one CaCI Rydberg state at about
41,300 cm-1 was observed using the B2Z (v=0) state as the
intermediate state. The PUMP laser used for that experiment was a
Spectra Physics Pulsed Dye Amplifier pumped by a Spectra Physics
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DCR2A Nd:YAG laser and a Coherent 699-21 dye laser (linewidth 
0.003 cm-1). It was calibrated (to ±0.001 cm-l) using fluorescence
from an iodine cell. The PROBE was a doubled Lambda Physik 3002E
dye laser [linewidth 0.10 cm-l1 (no intracavity etalon was used)].
Typical pulsed energies were 500 J for the PUMP and about 5 mJ
for the PROBE. The Lambda Physik 3002E dye laser was calibrated
(to ±0.1 cm- 1) with uranium and neon spectra from a Uranium
optogalvanic lamp (PHOTRON) and an etalon. Due to severe
predissociation, no additional vibronic states were observed above
41,300 cm-1 using this technique. Vibronic states were observed
above this energy using the fluorescence dip scheme, which is
described below. Figure 2.3 shows a result of using the two different
techniques in the 44,400 cm- 1 energy region. It is clear that signal
appears using fluorescence dip detection that does not appear when
using direct fluorescence. This is direct evidence for predissociation.
Seven additional vibronic states were observed using direct UV
fluorescence detection in CaCl in the 37000-39000 cm-1 energy
region. The B21 (v=0) state was also used as the intermediate state
in that experiment. The PUMP laser was a Lambda Physik 3002E
(linewidth 0.05 cm-l) which was calibrated (to 0.01 cm- 1) using
fluorescence from an iodine cell. The PROBE laser was a Spectra
Physics PDL-1 pulsed dye laser (linewidth 0.03 cm-1), which was
calibrated (to ±0.01 cm- 1) using absorption in a tellurium cell (T= 500
2C). Typical pulse energies were 5 mJ (about 100 J entering the
oven) for the PUMP and 1 mJ for the PROBE. The scans recorded in
this region were only survey scans and not carefully calibrated (only
a few of the observed transitions were calibrated).
Part 2.1.2 Fluorescence Dip
The crucial difference between the fluorescence dip and direct
UV fluorescence scheme is the wavelength of fluorescence that is
monitored. In the fluorescence dip scheme the B-X fluorescence is
monitored instead of the Rydberg-+X fluorescence, see Figure 2.2.
When the PROBE is resonant with a Rydberg transition we observe a
dip in the intensity of the B-X fluorescence. We used this technique
to detect predissociated states of CaCl in the n*=5 region, since no
direct fluorescence was observed above 41,300 cm- 1 (about 11,000
cm- 1 above the dissociation limit). The signal to noise was poor due
to laser fluctuations and fluctuations in the amount of CaCl that was
produced by the oven. The signal-to-noise was better for a similar
technique, SEP (Stimulated Emission Pumping) 5 , which employs a
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dual-beam null scheme and has been used on permanent gases, such
as acetylene. The signal-to-noise decreases for SEP when a non-
permanent gas, such as HCO, is used6 . It should be possible to
improve the signal to noise by using some type of normalization
scheme. A different oven would have to be built in order to use any
kind of dual-beam null scheme. Normalization would not eliminate
another problem associated with this technique: positive signal from
the PROBE laser. The PROBE laser excites transitions from the ground
state which fluoresce through the intermediate state and thereby
produce a positive signal which interferes with the observation of
dips in the intensity of the B-X fluorescence (see figure 2.4).
The PUMP laser used for this experiment was a Spectra Physics
Pulsed Dye Amplifier (PDA) pumped by a Spectra Physics DCR2A
Nd:YAG laser and a Coherent 699-21 cw dye laser (linewidth 0.003
cm-1). Typical pulse energies from the PDA were 500gJ. The PROBE
was a doubled Lambda Physik 3002E pulsed dye laser [linewidth -
0.10 cm- 1 (no intracavity etalon was used)] pumped by the same
Spectra Physics Nd:YAG laser. The typical pulse energy after
doubling was about 1 mJ. The 3002E dye laser was not wavelength
calibrated for the initial survey scans recorded. The correction of the
wavelength dial on the dye laser was known approximately 1 - 3 . The
grating readings were adjusted by that estimated offset and should
be accurate to about +5 cm-1. Fluorescence from an iodine cell was
used as a calibration source (to 0.001 cm-1) for the 699-21 cw dye
laser. The experiment worked best when both lasers were focused to
about the size of the window going into the oven (approximately 2
cm).
Although one can observe predissociated states of CaCl using
this fluorescence dip method, non-fluorescence based techniques are
likely to work better. One such technique might involve probing one
of the products of the dissociation, the calcium atoms. That method
will be discussed in Chapter 7, Part 3.
2.2 Ion detection
Ion detection was used to detect Rydberg states of CaCl and
CaF. Those experiments and the apparatus are described in detail by
Gittins 7 and will only be briefly discussed here.
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2.2.1 REMPI
Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) was used
to record CaCI Rydberg spectra in the 36700-38200 cm-1 energy
region (see Figure 2.5). The A2nF3/2 (v=0) state was used as the
intermediate state in that experiment. The PROBE laser was a
Lumonics HyperDYE 550 dye laser (linewidth 0.1 cm- 1) and the
PUMP was a Lumonics HyperDYE 300 dye laser (linewidth 0.1
cm-1). Typical pulse energies used were 200 J for the PROBE and
250 gJ for the PUMP. Both lasers were pumped by a Spectra Physics
DCR1A Nd:YAG laser. Iodine fluorescence was used to calibrate the
PUMP laser (to 0.02 cm-1). Neon spectra from a uranium
optogalvanic lamp (PHOTRON) was used to calibrate the PROBE laser
to ±0.1 cm-1.
2.2.2 Autoionization
Ion detection was used to detect autoionizing Rydberg states of
CaCl and CaF above the v=0 ionization potential. This technique
allowed the observation of v=l Rydberg states from n*=13 (for CaF)
and n*=16 (for CaCl) up to n*- 40. Some v=2 and v=3 states were
also detected. One v=4 state was detected (with the C2 I3/2 (v=0)
state as the intermediate state).
CaF was produced in a supersonic jet by laser ablation of
calcium metal. The calcium metal reacted with the fluoroform (5%)
that was added to the carrier gas (helium) to produce gaseous CaF.
CaCl was produced the same way but chloroform (5% in He carrier
gas) was used instead of fluoroform gas.
As in the direct fluorescence experiment, the PUMP laser is
used to select a particular rovibronic level in the intermediate state.
The PROBE laser is then scanned. After the PROBE laser has excited a
transition to a v>0 Rydberg level, the excited state autoionizes and
ions are detected with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Mass
detection was used so the signal from the Ca3 5Cl and Ca3 7Cl
isotopomers could be separated and recorded simultaneously. That
greatly simplified the absolute vibrational assignments of the CaCl
spectra and allowed us to estimate the vibrational constant, e, of the
CaCl+ ion. It had been difficult to determine the CaCl+ vibrational
constant from the fluorescence data. CaF does not have any naturally
abundant isotopomers so the vibrational assignments are
considerably more difficult for CaF.
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The PUMP laser in the autoionization detected experiment, was
a Lumonics HyperDYE 550 dye laser (linewidth 0.1 cm-l) and the
PROBE was a doubled Lumonics HyperDYE 300 dye laser (linewidth =
0.15 cm-1l). Both lasers were pumped by a Spectra Physics DCR1A
Nd:YAG laser. Iodine fluorescence was used to calibrate both lasers
(to ±0.02 cm-1). Typical pulse energies used were 2 J for the PROBE
and 250 J for the PUMP. All of the CaCl spectra were recorded using
the A2H13/ 2 (v=0) state as the intermediate state. CaF spectra were
recorded using both the A2 I13/2 (v=0) and the C2I13/2 (v=0) states as
intermediate states.
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Figure Captions
Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram of the direct fluorescence method
used to detect both CaF and CaCl spectra.
Figure 2.2 A schematic diagram of the fluorescence dip method used
to detect CaCl spectra.
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Figure 2.3 This figure shows a predissociated state in CaCI that was
detected using the fluorescence dip method that did appear when
direct fluorescence detection was used.
Figure 2.4 This figure shows the spurious positive signal that
interfered with the observation of dips in the CaCI fluorescence dip
detected experiment. The spurious signal is due to excitation of the
C2 fI (v=3) state by the PROBE laser.
Figure 2.5 A schematic diagram of the REMPI method used to record
CaCI spectra.
Figure 2.6 A schematic diagram of how autoionization was used to
detect both CaCl and CaF spectra.
Figure 2.7 a) In this region, autoionization spectra were recorded
using the A21I3/2(v=0) state of CaF as the intermediate state. b) In
this region autoionization spectra were recorded using both the
A 2 Il3/2(v=0) and the C2 113/2(v=0) states as intermediate states. c) In
this region, direct UV fluorescence was detected using the
C2 I13/2(v=0) state as the intermediate state. d) In this region, direct
UV fluorescence was detected using the A2nl3/2(v=0) state as the
intermediate state.
Figure 2.8 a) In this region, autoionization spectra were recorded
using the A2 nI3/2(v=0) state of CaCl as the intermediate state. b) In
this region the fluorescence dip scheme was used to detect
transitions with the B21 (v=0) state as the intermediate state. c) In
this region, direct UV fluorescence was detected using the B2 (v=0)
state as the intermediate state. d) In this region, REMPI and direct
UV fluorescence spectra were recorded using the A2 lI3/2(v=0) and
B2E(v=O) states respectively as intermediate states.
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Chapter 3
The Core Penetrating States: "Valence"-state Precursors,
Scaling, and Predissociation
Part 3.1 CaF
Part 3.1.1 Core-penetrating vs. Core-nonpenetrating
The calcium fluoride electronic states can be grouped into two
general categories, core-penetrating and core-nonpenetrating states.
Each group of states has a unique set of characteristics which enables
them to provide information about the interaction of the nonbonding
Rydberg electron with the CaF+ cation. The core-penetrating states
have amplitude in region I (see Figure 3.1) and derive a significant
part of their quantum defect (scattering phase shift) from short
range interactions. These states sample the core (regions I and II)
and provide information about the bonding between the atomic ions,
and interactions of the electron with the Ca2+ and F- ions. The core-
nonpenetrating states (those with >2) are held out of the core by the
centrifugal barrier (( +1)/r2 ). They have negligible amplitude in
region II. The core-nonpenetrating states derive their quantum
defects from long-range interactions with the core and therefore
provide information about the multipole moments of the molecular
cation. These states will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
Part 3.1.3 "Valence"-state Precursors
Each of the core-penetrating Rydberg series can be
extrapolated back to a "valence"-state precursor. This is the lowest
energy state that belongs to a Rydberg series. These states are well
represented by a ligand-field atomic-ion-in-molecule modell. In
that model the CaF states are described as Ca+ atomic-ion states
perturbed by a point charge, the F-, which causes the atomic Ca+ nX
states to mix and thereby destroys . Each precursor state of CaF is
represented as a linear combination of Ca+ nX atomic-ion states.
In the "valence" -state precursor, the unpaired electron
occupies an orbital which consists only of the intracore loops of the
Rydberg orbital. Each Rydberg orbital within a series is built upon
these intracore loops (the nodes line up inside the core) which
express the complex interactions of the nonbonding electron with the
molecular ion-core. The quantum defect is a measure of these
complex interactions and therefore is expected to be nearly constant
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(it is only weakly energy dependent 2 ) within a series. There are
small deviations in the quantum defect for the n*-lowest states, but
in each case the Rydberg series connects smoothly to its "valence"-
state precursor and the deviations can be explained based on the
expected polarization of the orbitals (in the core region) 3 . The
"valence"-state precursors for each of the six core penetrating
Rydberg series are labeled in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Table 3.1 contains
each of the "valence"-state precursors with its nominal Ca+ nt
character and the n*-label for its series (the series label is just the
n*(mod 1) for the series). The states are referred to by this label in
the sense that the 9.55 2+ state is a member of the 0.55 2:+ series
and the 8.98 2I state is a member of the 0.98 21 series.
Table 3.1 "Valence" -state precursors with their dominant 
character and n* and the n* label for its series
To (cm- 1) n* Nominal n*-label
Ca+ n for series
X 2+ 0.00 1.53 4s 0.55
A 2 16,529.69 1.90 4 p 0.98
B 2+ 18,841.31 1.97 3d 0.88
B' 2A 21,543.89 2.08 3d 0.14
C 2 30,215.95 2.56 3d 0.36
F' 2+ 36,125.98 3.18 4p 0.19
Part 3.1.2 Scaling
The core penetrating states have been arranged into six
Rydberg series with the familiar Rydberg equation 4 - 6 .
Ep- E,*= R2 , n*=n-p. (3.1)
n
En* is the rotationless term value of each Rydberg state, n* is the
effective principal quantum number, gI is the quantum defect
mentioned above, R is the Rydberg constant (which is equal to
109,737 cm-1l), and EI.P. is the ionization potential (46998 
5 cm-1)4 -6 . After vibrational assignments were made, the ionization
potential was determined by Murphy assuming a constant quantum
defect. As the energy of the states used to calculate the I.P. increase,
the accuracy of the calculated ionization potential increase. The
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value of 46998 ± 5 cm-1 determined by Murphy et al. for the v=O
ionization potential has proven to be sufficiently accurate to assign
the v=l states in the n* = 13-18 region observed by autoionization.
A slightly more accurate value of the v=l ionization potential [which
is EI.p.(v=O) + AG1/2(for CaF+), AG1/2= G(1) - G(0)] of 47,687.5 ± 0.5
cm- 1 has been determined from the v=l states in the n*=27-32
region.
Equation 3.1 represents one of most important scaling relations
used to arrange the states into series. Knowledge of the scaling
relations of molecular constants such as the spin-orbit constant (ASo)
for 2 and 2A states and spin-rotation constant (y) for 2£+ states, were
also a great help to Murphy et. al. in grouping the states into series
and confirming the series assignment5 ,6. The spin-orbit constant is
expected to scale as n*-3. The origin of this scaling is in the r-3
dependence of the spin-orbit operator6 . Figure 3.4 shows the scaling
for ASO. The spin-rotation constant,
2AB /(/ +1)7= n (3.2)E,- Ex
is expected to be constant within a series because both the
numerator and denominator scale as n*-3.5,6 Figure 3.5 shows the
scaling behavior of y. This scaling relation is likely to break down at
very high n* where the energy difference becomes small and rapid e-
uncoupling occurs. This scaling relation assumes that the rotational
constant, B, will be constant as n* increases. Figures 3.6 and 3.7
show that this assumption is not valid (this effect will become more
important at high-n*).
The variations of the rotational and vibrational constants as n*
decreases are more of a trend rather than a true scaling relation.
However insight into the bonding of the calcium fluoride molecule,
the direction of the polarization of the orbitals of the "valence"-state
precursors, and the shape of the inner lobes of the Rydberg orbitals
is provided by studying these trends. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show how
the rotational constants increase as n* increases and become nearly
constant at about n*=4. This trend is observed for the vibrational
constants as well (Figures 3.8 and 3.9)
CaF is ionically bound, thus when the Rydberg orbital collapses
at low-n* into the core region, the Rydberg electron partially shields
the Ca2+ ion from the F- ion and thereby weakens the ionic bond.
This weakening of the ionic bond causes a decrease in the rotational
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and vibrational constants. This weakening of the ionic bond causes a
decrease in the rotational and vibrational constants at low n*.
Two states stand out as opposite extremes in this trend, the C211
state and the F' 2+ state. Ligand field theory predicts that the open-
shell orbital in the A2 FH state will be polarized away from the ligand
and that in the C211 state it will be polarized toward the ligand. Due
to the direction of its orbital polarization, the C2 I state is expected to
have higher electron density between (e.g. shielding) the two ions
than any of the other electronic states of CaF. This increased
electron density between the ions causes the C2II state to have the
smallest rotational and vibrational constants of all known states of
CaF. Figures 3.7 and 3.9 illustrate this. The F 2+ state is similar to
the C211 state in that it is polarized toward the F-, however Figures
3.6 and 3.8 show that it does not have small rotational and
vibrational constants, but instead has the largest of all the observed
CaF rotational and vibrational constants in this energy region. The F'
21+ orbital is pushed so high in energy due to repulsion by the F-
that the corresponding orbital is essentially pushed entirely out of
the core region and therefore the F' 2+ has the largest rotational
and vibrational constants of all of the "valence"-state precursors.3
Part 3.1.3 Comparison of the A211 and C2H States ("Valence"-
State Precursors) as Intermediate (PUMP) States in Double
Resonance Experiments
In the experiments presented in this thesis both the C2Il and
A2 I1 "valence"-state precursors have been used as intermediate
states in optical-optical double resonance experiments. Although
these two states both have p and d character according to ligand field
theoryl, we found that we are able to access a complementary set of
states with the C2IH state as the intermediate state instead of the A21I
state. The A 2 state has 60%/40% p/d Ca+ character. Based on
atomic (A e= ±1) and molecular (A A = 0, +1) selection rules, we should
be able to access s, pl, dE, f£, prl, dl, fFl, dA, and fA through the A2JI
state. However, Murphy et al, who used the A2 FI state for most of his
experiments observed only the core-penetrating states in his
spectra 4 - 6 . He did observe weak fragments of what he thought
might be an f-complex, however, those states were never
conclusively assigned. 7 States that were strong in Murphy's spectra
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were weak or did not appear in the spectra recorded out of the C2fi
state in the n*=7 region, with the exception of the 5.55 2 +(v=2)
state. Although the spectra were difficult to assign, it was clear that
a new set of states could be observed out of the C2I1 state. This new
set of states had to be the core-nonpenetrating states. The spectra
recorded in the n*=13 and 14 regions confirmed that the core-
nonpenetrating states are observed out of the C2 I state and the core-
penetrating states are observed out of the A2 n state. This would
seem to suggest that the A2 1n state is more "p-like" and the C2 n state
is more "d-like". If this were the case, the p series should be strong
in the C2 I1 state PUMP spectra, it is not. Simple atomic selection rules
are not enough to explain the difference in the intensity patterns of
the two sets of spectra.
The polarization of the orbitals in the A2 IH and C2 n statesl
could provide a simple, possibly naive, explanation for the difference
in the intensity patterns of the spectra. The orbitals of the core-
penetrating states are centered on the Ca2+ core and will overlap well
with the orbital of the A2 nI state which is polarized away from the F-.
The orbitals of the core-nonpenetrating states should be centered
closer to the center of mass of the molecule, so they probably overlap
better with the orbitals of the C2nI state which is polarized toward the
F- (has the most electron density between the two ions). Figures
3.10 and 3.11 summarize which of the states appear in the spectra
when the A2 n state is used as the intermediate state and the
complementary group of states that appear when the C2fn state is
used as the intermediate.
It would seem as CaF is the perfect molecule for studying core-
nonpenetrating Rydberg states, since these states show up so easily
and selectively from the C2n intermediate state. Although it is
convenient that we have a way to observe these states, the fact that
C2 n state is reverse polarized adds a degree of difficulty to assigning
the spectra recorded from this state that does not exist for spectra
recorded out of the A2yn state. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show vibrational
overlap integrals of the Rydberg - A 2 transition and the Rydberg
<- C 2n transition. Murphy observed v=0-3 Rydberg states out of the
A 2 1 state6 . According to the vibrational overlap integrals we should
be able to observe v=0-6 out of the C2n state. The fact the we could
observe v=0-6 Rydberg states makes the spectra considerably more
difficult to assign (especially for the core-nonpenetrating states since
we do not know the vibrational dependence of the splittings in the f
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and g complexes). Recording autoionization detected spectra
simplifies the spectra slightly because v=0 is not observed. v=4 is
the highest vibrational level assigned so far in the autoionization
detected spectra.
Table 3.2 Vibrational overlap integrals of the Rydberg v A2 1
transition. Both A2 II and Rydberg state potential curves were
calculated using the RKR method.
Rydberg A2J
V ' V " <v'v">
0 0 0.796
1 0 0.544
2 0 0.251
3 0 0.089
0 1 -0.530
1 1 0.427
2 1 0.603
3 1 0.379
Table 3.3 Vibrational overlap integrals of the Rydberg - C2Il
transition. Both C2n and Rydberg state potential curves were
calculated using the RKR method.
Rydberg C2Il
V ' V " <v'lv">
0 0 0.347
1 0 0.504
2 0 0.519
3 0 0.436
4 0 0.318
5 0 0.208
6 0 0.124
7 0 0.069
0 1 -0.499
1 1 -0.385
2 1 -0.479
3 1 0.257
4 1 0.407
5 1 0.411
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6 1 0.334
7 1 0.234
Part 3.2 CaCI
Part 3.2.1 Predissociation
The electronic structure of CaCI is expected to be similar to that
of CaF, but there is one important difference. This is that the
dissociation limit is only 32,990 cm-1 8, which is lies 15,500 cm- 1
(n*= 2.7)below the ionization potential (48,489 cm-1) 9, whereas the
dissociation limit of CaF is 44,200 cm- 1 8, only 2,800 cm-1 (n*= 6.3)
below its ionization potential (46,998 cm-1)4 - 6 . This low dissociation
limit of CaCl has both good and bad consequences. The disadvantage
is that the intermediate-n* states (n*=4-10), that provide the
foundation for understanding the higher n* states, are predissociated,
thus making them difficult to observe. The good side is that unique
insights into the mechanism of the Ca2+C1- (Xl1) + e- ~ Ca°(IS)+
C1°(2P) dissociative recombination reaction could be provided by
studying accurate measurements of linewidths vs. n*, , X, v, and N.
The dissociation of the CaC1+ ion core is surprising because it
requires two electron-transfer steps. In the first step, the Rydberg
must enter the spatial region of the 4sa orbital on the Ca2+. Second,
while the Rydberg electron is near the Ca2 +, an F- 2pr or 2pa electron
must transfer to the Ca 4sa. The rates, F, of such two-e- dissociative
processes 1 0 -12 are determined by the product of an interelectronic
1/r 12 matrix element and a vibrational overlap factor
r a I<Ca4s, Ca°4sl ICaCl n*61,cr3 pa or 3pir> x <v,*lC,.cl (3.3)
The vibrational dependence of the predissociation rate of a
particular Rydberg state could provide information about where the
Ca + C1° curve crosses the Ca2 +Cl - Rydberg curves (see Figure 3.12).
If some vibrational levels are more strongly predissociated, this
might suggest the path that the Ca + C1° curve takes through the
Ca 2 +Cl - Rydberg curves. For example, if the v=0 level is strongly
predissociated but the v=l level is relatively free of predissociation
this could suggest the repulsive curve passes directly though the
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minimum of the Rydberg curve. The vibrational integral also
depends on n* because the intersection of the repulsive Ca°+ C and
bound Ca2+C1- potential curves moves from near Re at low n* to
shorter internuclear distances as n* increases.
The electronic integral is nonzero only for X=0(£) or l(1I)
Rydberg states and should scale according to the n*-3/2 dependent
amplitude of the CaCl n*£1 orbital inside the Ca04s atomic orbital
(largest for low-E, very small for nonpenetrating series). It should be
larger for 2 than 2 Rydberg states due to the larger overlap of the
Cl°3pa with the Ca0 4s than that of the Cl0 3pn (the Rydberg e- must be
in a orbital for the two-e- 1/r12 matrix element between Ca04s and
Cl 03px to be nonzero) with the Ca04s.
The >1 states can only be predissociated by mixing with states
that are predissociated, thus we expect the 2 A states will be free of
predissociation at low n* and low N. As N (and n*) increases the 2A
should display an N2 -dependent predissociation rate.
The amount and quality of spectra currently available does not
allow these scaling relations for predissociation rates to be tested.
The spectra available could be more completely analyzed if spectra
in the critical n*=4-10 region were recorded and analyzed. Chapter 7
describes an experiment which might provide this important
information. Currently, only spectra in the n*< 5 (fluorescence) and
n*=16-40 (v=l autoionization) regions have been recorded.
Part 3.2.2 "Valence"-state Precursors
The Rydberg spectra that have been recorded in the n* < 5
region can be arranged into six Rydberg series and assigned a
"valence"-state precursor as was done for CaF. Molecular constants
have not been measured for the states in the n*=3-5 region, so
scaling relations cannot be used to confirm assignments. The six
series along with their "valence"-state precursors are presented in
Figure 3.13. A comparison of the energy and n* values for the
lowest CaF and CaCl electronic states presented in Figure 3.14 shows
that the electronic structures of these two molecules are similar but
not identical.
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Figure Captions
Figure 3.1 - This is a schematic representation of the different
regions of the core. Region I is the Ca2 + ion, Region II is the entire
area inside the ellipse, which is the molecular core. Region III is
outside the core, and is the spectral region where the core-
nonpenetrating states have all of their amplitude.
Figure 3.2 - n* vs. n*(mod 1) for CaF. This figure shows how the
"valence"-state precursors connect to the three L-series.
Figure 3.3- n* vs. n*(mod 1) for CaF. This figure shows how the
"valence"-state precursors connect to the two II and one A series.
The n*= 3.11 2A state is predicted because this state has not yet been
observed.
Figure 3.4 - Spin-rotation constant vs. n* for CaF. This figure shows
how y displays the expected n*O scaling relationship. The deviations
from the expected scaling behavior are due to the energy reordering
at low-n* and can be qualitatively accounted for.
Figure 3.5 - ASO x n*3 vs. n* for CaF. This figure shows the n*-scaling
of the spin-orbit constant. The deviations at low-n* are due to
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reverse polarization effects. The 3.11 2 A state has not yet been
observed. The value of the spin-orbit constant for the 3.11 2 A state
is predicted by extrapolation from the other states in the 0.11 A-
series.
Figure 3.6 - B vs. n* for CaF. This figure shows how the rotational
constant of the -states increases as n* increases. B+ is the rotational
constant of the CaF+ ion. The deviations above n*=5 are due to the
onset of -uncoupling.
Figure 3.7 - B vs. n* for CaF. This figure shows how the rotational
constants of the H and A states increase as n* increases. The B+ value
is the rotational constant of the CaF+ ion in v=0. The deviations
above n*=5 are due to the onset of -uncoupling. The spin-orbit
constant for the 3.11 2 A state was predicted from the other states in
the 0.11 A-series.
Figure 3.8 - AG1/2 vs. n* for CaF. This figure shows how the
vibrational constant of the -states increases as n* increases. AG+1/2
is the vibrational interval of the CaF+ ion.
Figure 3.9 - AG1/2 vs. n* for CaF. This figure shows how the
vibrational constants of the l-and A-states increase as n* increases.
The AG+1/2 value is the vibrational interval of the CaF+ ion. The
vibrational constant for the 3.11 2A state was predicted from the
other states in the 0.11 A-series.
Figure 3.10 - This figure shows spectra in the n*=13 region recorded
from both the A2 II and c2n states of CaF. This figure displays that
the intensity pattern in not the same for spectra recorded out of the
different intermediate states.
Figure 3.11 - This figure shows spectra in the n*=14 region recorded
from both the A2H and C2rI states of CaF. The figure displays that the
intensity pattern is not the same for spectra recorded out of the two
different intermediate states.
Figure 3.12 - This figure shows a schematic diagram of the potential
curves of CaCl.
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Figure 3.13 - n* vs. n*-n*(mod 1) for CaCi. This figure shows the
"valence"-state precursors for all six series in CaCl.
Figure 3.14 - This figure shows the energy and n* values of the
lowest states of CaF and CaCl. The ground state is not on the plot so
the energy scale of the graph could be expanded. The n* values for
the ground states are 1.53 and 1.50 for CaF and CaCl, respectively.
Figure 3.1
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Chapter 4
Theories Which Describe Core-Nonpenetrating States and
Comparison of Observations to Theories
Part 4.1 CaF
The core-nonpenetrating states of a number of systems have
been recorded and analyzed. These systems include N2, NO, He2, and
H2,. 1- 7 The ion cores of most of these molecules have no dipole
moment, NO+ has a small dipole moment. The CaF+ cation has a huge
dipole moment, about 10 Debye. 8 The long range force model
traditionally used to describe molecules such as H2 and NO does not
adequately describe the f complex that has been recorded at n*=14
(v=l) in CaF. Two other theoretical models exist which could
describe these states more accurately. Each of these three models
are discussed breifly below and a comparison of each model with the
experimental results is presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1.
Table 4.1 Comparison of the Predictions of the Splittings for the =3
States for the Three Different Models for n*=14 (v=l)
A aExperimental Long Range bWatson Jungen and
Results (n*=14 Force Model Harris
f complex)
i 14.12 14.00 14.10 14.186
n 14.021 13.99 14.07 14.091
A 14.004 13.97 14.00 13.966
'D 13.934 13.90 13.88
aThese quantum defects are from preliminary MQDT fits and may be
revised when the fits are complete.
bThe effects of polarization which could improve the agreement were
not consided when these values were calculated.
Part 4.1.1 Long Range Force Model
Traditionally the long range force model has been used to
determine the quadrupole moments of the ion core from the
splittings in a core-nonpenetrating complex such as the f-complexes
in NO5 and the 4d-complex in H27 .
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In this model it is assumed that the quantum defect of the
core-nonpenetrating states is due only to long range forces such the
quadrupole moment and the polarizability. The equation that
describes the splittings due is the quadrupole moment of the ion core
is:
Q 0202[(/+ 1) - 312]
(2 +3)(2/ + 1)(2/ - 1)1(e + 1)
where Q20 is the quadrupole moment and ane£. is the quantum
defect.
This model works well for states that have a zero or a very
small dipole moment. Watson9 recognized the importance of the
effects of a large molecular core dipole. First order effects of a dipole
moment are zero, however he pointed out that second-order
energetic effects of the dipole can be important in such systems.
Part 4.1.2 Watson's Point Dipole Model
Watson calculated the energy correction due to the second
order dipole using the simple model of a hydrogen atom with a point
dipole moment. The core dipole moment, Q10, mixes only the
angular part of the n wavefunctions of e±1. Watson calculated the
second-order correction to be:
2 2Q o [(/ + 1) - 31,2]
-(2/e+3)(2/+ 1)(2/- 1)/(/+ 1) Eq. 4.2
Part 4.1.3 2 Q, Origin-Independent Model
The energy correction from Watson's model and the long range
force model have the same form. This is convient because both
models can be combined to omit the question of how to choose your
origin of coordinates when calculating the multipole moments of the
ion core (see Eq. 4.3). The choice of origin is very important when
calculating the dipole moment of a highly polar molecule. The origin
is usually chosen at the center of mass.
'4'z = - (Q2 Q20) 2[/(/ + 1) - 3/2]
#~fI - (10 2 (+3)(2 + 1)(2/- 1)(1+ 1) Eq. 4.3
This model should be better than either of the models
described above, however, Watson's model does not include higher
order multipole moments which could be important and may change
his results and make the combination of the two models invalid.
Part 4.1.3 Atomic-Ion-in Molecule Quantum Defect Theory
(Jungen and Harris)
The paper 1 0 which describes this model in detail is included in
Appendix 2. This model is different from the others in at least three
different ways. One, it can used to calculate both the core-
penetrating and the core-nonpenetrating states of CaF. Two, it was
designed specifically for the CaF molecule. Three, elliptical
coordinates are used in the calculation which eliminates the concern
of multipole moments.
The energy levels calculated for the f states of CaF using this
model do not agree well with the observed levels. This is surprising
because it seems to be the most physically intuitive model and it
does not have the same type of approximations (concerning the
multipole moments) as the other models. The effects of polarizability
and the volume of the F- have not been included in this model yet,
perhaps that will improve the agreement.
Part 4.1.4 Conclusion
None of the currently available theoretical models agree well
with the observed levels. Clearly this problem needs more work.
The model that is most likely to work well will probably be one like
the Harris and Jungen 10 model which calculates the f states with
elliptical coordinates.
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Figure 4.1 Graphical Comparison of Observed States and Theoretical
Predictions for n*=14 f-Complex of CaF
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
This chapter contains tables of the transitions observed in each
type of experiment described in Chapter 2 except the CaF direct
fluorescence experiments in the 36,000-40,000 cm-1 energy range.
The results of those experiments are presented in the paper in
Appendix 1.
Term Value in the tables below is the total energy from
X2 1(v=), v=O, J=1/2, F1 which is the PROBE Energy plus the Term
Value for the upper level of the PUMP transitions listed in the tables
below.
Since only the relative intensity within one scan is meaningful,
all intensities are listed as a fraction of that for the strongest line for
each PUMP transition. For example, the strongest line within a
PUMP band will be listed with an intensity of 1.0, and a line half as
strong is listed as 0.50. In the n*=7 region, spectra from a single
PUMP transition were recorded in 10 cm- 1 pieces and the amount of
CaF produced by the oven fluctuated over time, so the intensities are
only qualitative, not quantitative measures of transition strengths.
Also, since we were detecting cascade fluorescence to the ground
state with a fixed gate width on the boxcar, it can not be assumed
that the intensity is a direct measure of the Rydberg-C2 II transition
strength.
Unlike the fluorescence-detected spectra, which were recorded
in pieces, much of the autoionization data was recorded as a
continuous scan for a particular PUMP transition. The production of
CaF was more constant in the ablation source than in the oven. The
relative intensities are more meaningful for those spectra. The
intensities depend on both autoionization rate and the transition
strength from the intermediate state.
n*-values are not meant to be exact. They are approximate
values which are used as labels to group the states into Rydberg
series. See Chapter 3 for a description of the six core-penetrating
series. Since the high ( >2) states had not been previously
observed and arranged into series, they are not assigned an n*
value. Instead they are assigned , A, and values. Assigning A to 
>2 states should not imply that A is a good quantum number (it is
useful for bookkeeping purposes).
"Extra lines" can result from PUMPing blended lines which
produce transitions that are not related to the intended PUMP
transition. This is one source of unassignable transitions. One way
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to identify "real" transitions is to PUMP the same level using two
different rotational transitions, for example, the R21(4.5) and the
Q2(5.5) PUMP transitions both terminate at the J=5.5, N=6, e-parity
level in the A2 13/2 state, see Figure 5.1. The transitions that appear
in the PROBE spectra recorded via both the R2 1(4.5) and Q2(5.5)
PUMP transitions are "real" transitions. The problem of PUMPing
blended lines is worse for the C 2 state than the A21 state because
the rotational constant for the C 2 state is smaller than it is for the
A2 1 state.
The presence of unexpected transitions, such as those to >3
and v >3 states, is the primary source of transitions that are difficult
to assign, especially when only a few transitions terminating in a
particular Rydberg state are observed. In the n*=7 region (Section
2.1), many of the unassigned transitions mostly likely originate from
unexpected high v or high e transitions. The fact that we do not
know the vibrational dependence of rotation-vibration constants for
the core-nonpenetrating states adds an additional degree of
difficulty to assigning the states in this region.
The unassigned term curves in Figure 6.7 (the reduced term
value plot for the n*=7 region) are numbered, such as terml, term2,
etc. (Only terms which could be assigned with a reasonable degree
of certainty were assigned an , A, and I values). A note in the A
and n* section of the tables identifies transitions that belong to these
unassigned terms. The unassigned term curves in the n*=17 and
n*=18 region are also given termi, term2, etc. labels. All other
unassigned transitions will have only a term value and intensity
listed in the tables below.
In the cases where transitions to two different Rydberg
rovibronic levels are not resolved (for example a P and an R
transition from two different states happen to occur at the same
energy), the term value and transition intensity is repeated and the
word "blended" is written in the comment section.
In the high n* region for both CaF and CaCl the ionization
potential used to identify a particular high-n* series is listed at the
bottom of Tables 2.3.1-2.3.3 and Table 3.3.1 which contain those
series.
There were numerous perturbations in all n* regions. In the
n*=13 and n*=14 region, the assignments in the tables are written as
if the term curves cross (although the term curves in Figures 6.20-
6.23 and Figures 6.28- 6.31 of Chapter 6 do not cross). In the n*=7,
n*=17 and n*=18 regions, the assignments are simply follow the
label of the term curves in Figures 6.25-6.27 of Chapter 6 because
the perturbations in those regions were not analyzed.
Part 1 - CaF Fluorescence Spectra
The spectra presented in Part 1 were recorded using the
C2 YI3/2 state as the intermediate state. The fluorescence based
detection scheme described in Chapter 2, Section 1.1 was used to
detect the transitions listed in Tables 1.2 to 1.13.
Table 1.1 - C2I13/2 (0,0) State PUMP Lines2
PUMP line PUMP Energy (cm-l)
30227.348
30226.806
30226.233
30225.628
30224.993
30224.326
30223.627
30222.897
30222.135
30220.070
30217.461
30213.313
Term Value (cm - 1)
30241.727
30245.979
30250.884
30256.442
30262.654
30269.518
30277.035
30285.205
30294.027
30250.884
30262.653
30285.205
Table 1.2 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A 2 fl-X 2 Z (0,0) Q2(5.5) J=5.5, N=6, e-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44705.89
44715.32
44721.57
44725.43
44728.74
44731.03
44731.89
44732.82
0.17
0.83
0.31
0.71
0.09
0.12
0.05
0.15
4.5
4.5
6.5
5
5
7
term 1 8
term 1 7
term 1 8
6.5 7 terml7
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Q2(5.5)
Q2(6.5)
Q2(7.5)
Q2(8.5)
Q2(9.5)
Q2(10.5)
Q2(11.5)
Q2(12.5)
Q2(13.5)
P2 (8.5)
P2 (10.5)
P2(13.5)
44733.49
44733.96
44735.10
44739.92
44740.54
44741.50
44742.14
44743.11
44744.26
44744.57
44745.92
44746.08
44746.65
44747.55
44748.20
44748.97
44749.16
44749.68
44750.90
44755.94
0.15
0.15
0.49
0.85
0.23
0.25
1.0
0.28
0.11
0.10
0.14
0.15
0.75
0.25
0.23
0.14
0.12
0.55
0.74
0.25
4.5 5 terml6
4.5 4 term15
4.5 5 term14
6.5 6 term 15
0 4.5 4 f 2 (=+1)
6.5 7 terml6
0 4.5 5 f 2 A (=0)
6.5
5.5
6.5
0 6.5
0 6.5
7
6
7
term 14
f 2 (=+1)
f 2 (=0)
Table 1.3 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 Il-X 2; (0,0) Q2(6.5) J=6.5, N=7, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44713.0
44719.97
44726.77
44731.76
44734.90
44738.25
44739.66
44744.31
44746.72
44746.77
44749.19
44750.90
44751.79
44752.41
44753.51
44753.65
0.06
0.25
0.04
0.66
0.08
0.40
0.08
0.51
0.72
0.59
0.06
0.34
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.09
7.5
5.5
5.5
7.5
5.5
7.5
5.5
0 5.5
7.5
8
6
6
8
5
8
6
5
7
term 19
term 18
term 17
term 18
term 15
term 17
term 18
f 2A (=+1)
term 15
0 5.5 6 f 2 (=0)
7.5 8 term 16
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44755.75
44755.91
44756.10
44758.56
44760.20
44761.61
44763.94
44765.36
44765.85
44769.66
44770.83
44780.96
44785.80
44786.32
44789.02
44790.95
44791.81
44793.12
44794.30
44794.72
44795.88
44796.36
44797.40
44799.55
44799.84
44799.84
44802.20
44804.98
44805.92
44807.69
44809.53
44812.05
44812.59
44815.11
44816.27
44820.96
44822.33
44823.88
44824.37
44825.89
44826.47
44826.89
0.47
0.45
0.17
0.08
0.06
0.21
0.17
0.13
0.06
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.33
0.06
0.28
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.10
0.07
0.07
0.51
0.40
0.40
0.26
0.06
0.10
0.11
0.14
0.31
0.81
0.57
0.17
0.10
1.0
0.04
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.06
7.5 8 term14
0 7.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
0 7.5 8 f 2A (=0)
5.5
7.5
7.5
6
8
8
term9
term 11
term 10
5.5 5 term7
5.5 5 term6
7.5 7 term8
7.5
5.5
7.5
5.5
7.5
5.5
7
6
7
5
5
term6
term5
term7
term4
term3
7.5 8 term5
2 5.5 5 5.55 2£
7.5
7.5
2 7.5
7
7
7
term4
term3
5.55 2Z
7.5
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blended
blended
44827.60
44832.26
0.17
0.56
7.5
5.5 6 term 1
Table 1.4 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 II.X 2 (0,0) Q2(7.5) J=7.5, N=8, eparity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44714.21
44715.45
44717.24
44717.41
44718.42
44719.51
44721.94
44725.20
44725.40
44732.81
44736.58
44738.86
44739.72
44741.24
44741.56
44742.17
44743.16
44746.10
44746.22
44747.34
44748.71
44749.64
44750.93
44751.61
44751.95
44752.91
44754.83
44755.85
44757.91
44758.54
44758.38
44758.82
44760.11
44760.34
44760.53
0.11
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.18
0.13
0.03
0.71
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.61
0.03
0.10
0.04
0.07
0.06
0.37
0.20
0.11
0.43
0.07
0.08
0.71
0.03
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.10
0.11
0.08
8.5 9 term21
8.5 9 term20
8.5 9 terml9
6.5 7 terml8
6.5 7 term17
8.5 9 terml8
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6
7
term 15
term16
8.5 9 term17
6.5 7 term14
0 6.5 6 f 2A (=+1)
8.5 8 term 15
0 6.5 7 f 2A (=0)
44761.00
44761.52
44761.93
44762.45
44762.89
44763.67
44764.22
44765.07
44765.67
44766.50
44768.00
44769.49
44770.42
44772.11
44776.86
44777.86
44779.92
44780.29
44784.74
44785.21
44785.83
44787.54
44789.62
44790.28
44790.84
44791.14
44793.68
44793.95
44794.38
44795.32
44801.26
44802.30
44804.13
44804.71
44805.13
44805.44
44806.50
44808.68
44809.69
44809.88
44812.55
44813.10
0.13
1.0
0.16
0.64
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.14
0.07
0.01
0.33
0.01
0.08
0.02
0.23
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.03
0.14
0.06
0.04
0.13
0.08
0.44
0.11
0.40
0.04
0.24
0.07
0.71
0.10
0.70
0.46
0.17
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.16
0 8.5
8.5
8.5
8
9
9
f 2A (=+1)
term 16
term14
8.5
8.5
0 8.5 9 f 2 (.e=o)
6.5 7 term9
8.5 9 terml0
8.5
6.5 6 term8
6.5 6 term7
6.5 6 term6
8.5 8 term8
8.5 8 term6
6.5
8.5
6.5
7
8
6
term5
term7
term4
6.5 6 term3
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44815.35
44817.00
44819.33
44820.02
44820.83
44824.61
44828.22
44829.49
44831.36
44831.88
44834.25
44836.05
44836.90
0.06
0.28
0.26
0.06
0.31
0.08
0.74
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.11
0.07
0.27
2 6.5 6 5.55 2;
8.5 9 term5
8.5 8 term4
2 8.5 8 5.55 2;
8.5 8 term3
8.5
8.5
6.5 7 term 1
Table 1.5 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 11-X2 1; (0,0) Q2(8.5) J=8.5, N=9, e-parity
Term Value(,cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44722.24
44724.54
44725.17
44728.07
44730.82
44731.68
44731.85
44739.64
44746.77
44746.85
44753.56
44755.69
44755.84
44755.84
44757.72
44757.90
44761.57
44767.77
44769.99
44770.96
44775.08
44775.70
44776.58
0.54
0.21
0.09
0.15
0.24
1.0
0.30
0.36
0.51
0.54
0.15
0.64
0.24
0.24
0.21
0.76
0.36
0.51
0.33
0.06
0.21
0.09
0.15
9.5 10 term21
9.5 10 term20
7.5
9.5
7.5
7.5
9.5
7.5
7.5
9.5
7.5
8
10
8
7
10
8
8
10
7
term 18
term 19
term 17
term 15
term 18
term 16
term 14
term 17
term7
9.5 9 term15
0 7.5 8 f 2A (=0)
0 9.5 9 f 2A (2=+1)
9.5 10 terml4
9.5 10 term16
0 9.5 10 f 2A(2=0)
7.5 8 term9
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blended
blended
44784.03
44795.87
44798.34
44799.59
44799.81
44805.00
44808.58
44809.24
44810.78
44811.98
44813.94
44816.22
44820.89
44822.47
44823.80
44825.89
44827.42
44827.60
44833.80
44834.85
44838.57
44840.27
44842.29
0.09
0.05
0.07
0.18
0.35
0.03
0.05
0.41
0.33
0.40
0.35
0.14
0.25
0.56
0.10
0.12
0.18
0.13
0.05
0.78
0.05
0.05
0.20
9.5 10 term10
7.5 7 term8
7.5
7.5
7.5
9.5
9.5
7.5
9.5
7.5
7.5
2 7.5
7.5
9.5
7.5
9.5
2 9.5
9.5
7 term6
7 term7
9 term8
9 term6
8 term5
9 term7
7 term4
7 term3
7 5.55 2y
1 0 term5
9
9
9
term4
5.55 21
term3
7.5 8 term 1
Table 1.6 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 In.X2 1 (0,0) Q2(9.5) J=9.5, N=10, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44726.38
44728.31
44731.13
44732.28
44733.63
44735.23
44736.46
44737.48
44738.41
44738.85
44742.57
44747.32
44752.06
44755.67
0.03
0.18
0.16
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.07
0.24
0.26
10.5
10.5
10.5
8.5
10.5
8.5
8.5
10.5
11 term22
11 term21
11
9
11
9
8
11
term20
term 18
term 19
term 17
term 15
term 18
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44758.38
44759.88
44761.27
44761.47
44761.88
44762.43
44763.93
44764.15
44764.53
44765.07
44765.83
44766.45
44767.90
44768.29
44768.89
44769.49
44770.56
44771.83
44773.94
44774.73
44775.98
44776.17
44776.86
44777.17
44778.00
44778.24
44782.02
44782.95
44783.77
44784.69
44784.69
44786.28
44788.25
44790.47
44792.08
44802.30
44804.41
44804.64
44806.46
44811.96
44813.27
44816.27
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.08
0.08
0.32
0.05
0.08
0.37
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.24
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.16
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.14
0.09
0.14
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.15
0.06
0.04
0.24
0.34
0.06
0.06
0.50
0 8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
10.5
10.5
8.5
0 8.5
8 f 2A (=+1)
9 term16
9 term14
1 0 term15
1 1 term17
9 f 2 A (=0)
8.5
0 10.5 10 f 2A(.=+1)
10.5
8.5
0 10.5
10.5
8.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
8.5
11
9
11
11
11
8
term14
term9
f 2 A (=0)
blended
blended
term 11
term 10
term8
8.5 8 term6
8.5 8 term7
10.5 10 term8
44818.61
44819.35
44822.22
44824.62
44828.22
44829.54
44832.75
44834.28
44834.28
44836.20
44842.25
44843.47
44843.75
44846.43
44848.27
44848.55
0.24
0.46
0.40
0.06
0.90
0.24
0.04
0.12
0.12
0.12
1.0
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.10
0.26
10.5
8.5
10.5
8.5
2 8.5
10
9
10
8
8
term6
term5
term7
term4
5.55 2I
8.5 8 term3
8.5
10.5
10.5
2 10.5
blended
blended
11 term5
1 0 5.55 2Z
10.5 10 term4
10.5
8.5
10 term3
9 term 
Table 1.7 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line- A2 yI-X22 ; (0,0) Q2(10.5) J=10.5, N=11, e-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44738.24
44741.12
44745.05
44746.80
44749.32
44754.12
44755.75
44757.94
44765.26
44767.47
44767.79
44769.99
44770.97
44771.78
44775.06
44775.06
44782.13
44782.89
44787.29
44788.93
0.24
0.25
0.10
0.44
0.10
0.06
0.18
0.32
0.29
0.06
0.14
0.39
0.11
0.38
0.27
0.27
0.20
0.14
0.32
0.21
11.5
11.5
9.5
11.5
11.5
9.5
9.5
11.5
1 2 term22
12 term21
10
12
12
10
9
12
0 9.5 9
9.5 10
9.5 10
11.5 11
11.5 12
0 9.5 10
0 11.5 11
11.5
9.5
term 1 8
term20
term 1 9
term 17
term 1 5
term 18
f 2A (=+1)
term 14
term 1 6
term 1 5
term17
f 2A (=0)
f 2 (=+1)
term 1 4
term9
65
44791.44
44791.84
44793.69
44795.63
44798.58
44800.95
44809.27
44810.80
44813.74
44813.92
44823.70
44827.37
44827.49
44831.32
44833.69
44833.84
44834.89
44838.58
44842.70
44845.59
44845.83
44850.36
44854.69
44854.99
44855.28
44855.65
44858.38
0.46
0.13
0.15
0.07
0.20
0.24
0.22
0.14
0.15
0.44
0.58
0.56
0.14
0.29
0.04
0.08
0.90
0.21
0.22
0.07
0.42
1.0
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.27
0.11
0 11.5 12 f 2 A(.=0)
11.5
11.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
11.5
9.5
11.5
11.5
9.5
2 9.5
9.5
9.5
11.5
2 11.5
11.5
12 terml 1
12 term10
9 term8
9 term6
9 term7
11 term8
1 0 term5
11 term6
11 term7
9 term4
9 5.55 2%
9 term3
12 term5
11 5.55 2y
1 1 term4
9.5 1 0 term 
Table 1.8 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 I-X 2 (0,0) Q2(11.5) J=11.5, N=12, e-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
, ,, ' ,i ' , , , ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
44740.78
44741.55
44742.54
44748.67
44749.99
44752.12
44753.51
44755.65
44760.96
44764.59
0.15
0.09
0.15
0.49
0.21
0.38
0.13
0.68
0.13
0.45
12.5 13 term22
12.5 13 term21
10.5
12.5
10.5
11
13
10
term 18
term20
term 15
66
44765.09
44766.50
44774.72
44775.66
44778.23
44779.80
44780.81
44782.90
44784.73
44786.00
44786.26
44788.70
44790.50
44790.77
44792.10
44794.52
44796.38
44797.05
44800.51
44801.87
44802.76
44803.24
44807.48
44809.91
44810.55
44816.32
44818.58
44822.14
44828.33
44829.16
44831.84
44836.23
44837.36
44841.10
44842.21
44843.67
44843.81
44844.78
44848.26
44850.29
44851.95
44856.22
0.36
0.19
0.15
0.56
0.94
0.87
0.23
0.43
0.06
0.09
0.06
0.04
0.11
0.64
0.04
0.03
0.26
0.41
0.30
0.19
0.06
0.01
0.53
0.05
0.68
0.47
0.07
0.87
0.06
0.07
0.77
0.77
0.07
0.68
0.75
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.38
0.04
0.23
0.49
10.5
12.5
0 10.5
12.5
10.5
12.5
10.5
0 10.5
11 terml7
13 terml9
10 f2 A(.e=+1)
13 term18
11 term14
12 terml5
11 terml6
10 f 2 A (.=0)
12.5 13 terml7
0 12.5 12 f2 A(.E=+1)
10.5
12.5
0 12.5
11 term9
13 term14
1 3 f 2 A (.e=0)
12.5 13 terml6
12.5 13 termll
12.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
12.5
10.5
12.5
12.5
2 10.5
13 terml0
10 term8
10 term6
1 0 term7
12 term8
11 term5
12 term6
12 term7
10 5.55 2 Z
10.5 1 0 term4
10.5 10 term3
12.5 13 term5
67
44857.32
44859.17
44863.55
44866.19
0.07
1.0
0.45
0.04
2 12.5
10.5
12.5
12 5.55 21
11
12
term 1
term4
Table 1.9 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 II- X2 (0,0) Q2(12.5)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v' J'
44749.36 0.44
44750.03 0.35
44754.12 0.41
44754.56 0.06
44759.62 0.59
44759.93 0.50 13.5
44762.89 0.26
44764.10 0.38 13.5
44765.26 1.0 11.5
44771.84 0.82 11.5
44773.32 0.26 13.5
44775.16 0.41 11.5
44779.60 0.15 13.5
44782.13 0.08 0 11.5
44782.93 0.03
44784.79 0.02
44786.92 0.20 13.5
44787.29 0.26 11.5
44788.52 0.29 13.5
44791.44 0.20 0 11.5
44791.44 0.20 11.5
44797.63 0.08 13.5
44798.63 0.08
44799.58 0.29 0 13.5
44800.98 0.06
44804.72 0.59 11.5
44807.64 0.76 13.5
44809.30 0.06
44809.96 0.85
44810.22 0.32 0 13.5
44811.23 0.76
N'
J=12.5, N=13, e-parity
A and n* comment
1 4 term22
14
12
11
14
12
14
11
14
12
13
12
12
14
term21
term 18
term15
term20
term17
term 19
f 2A (=+1)
term18
term 14
term15
f 2 A (=0)
term 16
term 17
blended
blended
13 f 2A(.e=+l)
12 terml6
14 term14
14 f2 A (.=0)
68
U
I.
Table 1.10 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A 2 fI-X 2X (0,0) Q2
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v'
44758.85
44759.87
44760.89
44766.47
44771.45
44773.08
44775.67
44776.83
44779.81
44786.05
44786.36
44790.78
44793.47
44793.94
44796.39
44797.07
44797.90
44798.94
44800.51
44801.87
44802.75
44803.24
44803.40
44803.89
44807.48
44808.92
44810.05
44810.58
44813.80
44814.57
44816.07
44818.93
44819.80
44820.35
44820.56
44821.77
44827.56
44827.70
0.29
0.25
0.40
0.15
0.44
0.08
0.38
0.15
0.56
0.31
0.17
0.38
0.31
0.10
0.10
0.88
1.0
0.46
0.42
0.33
0.27
0.03
0.05
0.13
0.26
0.84
0.14
0.06
0.60
0.06
0.06
0.58
0.06
0.02
0.10
0.24
0.18
0.03
(13.5)
is
J=13.5, N=14, e-parity
N' A and n* comment
14.5 15 term22
12.5
14.5
12.5
12.5
14.5
0 12.5
14.5
12.5
14.5
14.5
0 12.5
13 terml8
15 term21
12 term15
13 term17
15 term20
12 f2 A(.=+1)
15 term19
13
14
15
13
term 14
term 15
term 18
f 2 A (.=0)
12.5 13 terml6
12.5
0 14.5
14.5
13 termll 1
14 f 2A (=+l)
15 terml7
12.5 13 term9
14.5 15 terml4
14.5 15 termll
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-III
44831.84
44832.00
44836.18
44836.31
44837.37
44841.13
44843.37
44844.53
44845.29
44845.88
44850.42
44856.24
44859.25
44863.22
44866.16
44867.36
44869.00
44879.06
44879.31
44880.64
0.11
0.13
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.34
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.32
0.35
0.42
0.19
0.01
0.01
0.24
0.52
0.16
0.21
12.5
14.5
12.5
12.5
14.5
12.5
2 12.5
14.5
12.5
12.5
2 14.5
14.5
12.5
12 term8
15 term10
12 term6
12 term7
14
13
12
14
12
12
14
15
13
term8
term5
5.55 2I
term7
term4
term3
5.55 2:
term5
term 
Table 1.11 -
Region.
PUMP line
Term Value(c
44731.72
44739.66
44744.41
44746.76
44747.30
44749.22
44750.96
44753.63
44755.64
44755.85
44757.87
44761.63
44767.71
44770.82
44771.94
44772.94
Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
A 2 fI-X 2 y (0,0) P2 (8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
:m-1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
0.81 8.5 8 terml8
0.31 8.5 8 term17
0.82 6.5 6 terml4
0.79 6.5 7 term15
0.18
0.12
0.40 0 6.5 6 f 2A (=+1)
0.29 8.5 8 term16
0.62 8.5 8 term14
0.66 0 6.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
0.52 8.5 9 term15
0.69 0 8.5 8 f 2A (=+1)
0.44 0 8.5 9 f 2A (=+1)
0.31 8.5 8 term10
0.14
0.13
70
-
I
I
44775.65
44776.54
44799.56
44799.80
44799.80
44801.87
44802.24
44809.24
44809.40
44810.85
44812.03
44813.94
44816.35
44816.62
44818.58
44820.93
44822.35
44825.58
44825.86
44827.51
44834.84
44839.19
0.14
0.24
0.69
0.72
0.72
0.18
0.35
0.22
0.19
0.56
0.38
0.26
0.35
0.36
0.53
0.68
1.0
0.13
0.38
0.62
0.48
0.17
8.5 8 term9
6.5
6.5
6.7
7
6
7
term6
term5
term7
8.5 9 term8
8.5
8.5
8.5
6.5
9 term6
8 term5
9 term7
7 term4
6.5 7 term3
2 6.5 7 5.55 2I
2 8.5 9 5.55 2c
Table 1.12 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 I-X 2 :c (0,0) P2(10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44726.97
44728.08
44730.80
44731.85
44732.24
44739.64
44745.43
44746.81
44753.34
44755.66
44755.98
44756.29
44757.90
44759.49
44761.67
0.10
0.20
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.15
0.16
0.66
0.13
0.35
0.44
0.18
0.94
0.12
0.26
10.5 10 term20
10.5 10 terml9
8.5 8 term 17
10.5 10 terml8
8.5 8 terml4
8.5 9 terml5
0 8.5 8 f 2A (.=+1)
71
44765.24
44766.60
44767.74
44769.23
44769.97
44770.11
44770.94
44771.14
44771.78
44772.20
44775.14
44775.65
44782.13
44782.93
44783.06
44784.01
44787.03
44788.07
44788.90
44791.96
44798.03
44800.28
44801.87
44806.29
44809.25
44810.85
44812.04
44813.94
44822.71
44823.69
44825.85
44827.40
44831.34
44834.84
44838.59
44842.75
44850.33
0.19
0.15
0.78
0.12
1.0
0.49
0.59
0.23
0.86
0.38
0.82
0.21
0.34
0.31
0.26
0.20
0.12
0.09
0.15
0.37
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.15
0.06
0.17
0.11
0.05
0.09
0.05
0.16
0.07
0.31
0.15
0.10
0.10
0 8.5 9 f 2 (=+1)
10.5 10 terml4
10.5 10 terml6
10.5 11 terml5
0 10.5
8.5
10
8
f 2 (=+1)
term9
10.5 10 termlO
10.5 10 term9
8.5 9 term8
8.5 9 term6
8.5 9 term7
10.5 11 term8
10.5 10 term5
10.5 11 term7
2 8.5 9 5.55 21
8.5 9 term3
2 10.5 11 5.55 2Z
72
Table 1.13 - Direct Fluorescence Spectra Observed in the n*=7
Region.
PUMP line - A2 H-X 2 X (0,0) P2(13.5) J=12.5, N=13, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
44748.59
44749.94
44752.14
44753.57
44755.58
44756.91
44759.93
44760.92
44765.08
44766.51
44771.01
44775.67
44778.21
44779.73
44780.39
44782.94
44784.72
44785.99
44786.28
44790.79
44793.18
44793.46
44793.94
44796.44
44797.08
44797.87
44798.95
44800.40
44800.60
44801.89
44802.74
44803.91
44805.17
44807.50
44808.91
44810.57
44813.83
0.28
0.20
0.14
0.11
0.06
0.09
0.07
0.17
0.08
0.18
0.08
0.83
0.69
0.93
0.11
0.23
0.10
0.20
0.08
0.62
0.13
0.12
0.09
0.38
0.89
0.74
0.11
0.66
0.11
0.49
0.29
0.04
0.05
0.34
0.30
0.16
0.26
13.5 13 term22
13.5 13 term21
11.5 11 terml8
13.5
11.5
13.5
1 3 term20
11 term17
13 term19
13.5 13 terml8
11.5 12 terml5
13.5 13 terml7
0 11.5 12 f 2A(e=+1)
11.5
13.5
13.5
11 term9
13 term14
14 terml 5
0 13.5 13 f 2 A(2=+1)
13.5 13 terml6
13.5
0 13.5
13.5
13.5
13 termll 1
14 f 2A(.=+1)
13 terml0
13 term9
73
44814.94
44820.74
44831.71
44836.20
44841.13
44850.38
44856.23
44856.86
44859.19
44863.25
44864.99
44866.20
44866.99
44869.05
0.04
0.15
0.10
0.11
0.30
0.25
0.26
0.05
1.0
0.21
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.58
11.5
11.5
13.5
13.5
11 term5
1 2 term7
1 4 term8
13 term5
2 11.5 12 5.55 2;
13.5 14 term7
11.5 12 term4
11.5 12 term3
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Part 2 - CaF Autoionization Data
Part 2.1 - CaF Autoionization Data - A 211 State Intermediate
The data presented in Part 2.1 were recorded using the A2fI 3/ 2
(v=0) state as the intermediate state. The ion based detection
scheme described in Chapter 2, Section 3 was used to detect the
transitions listed in Tables 2.2.1 to 2.2.30. CaF+ ions resulted from
autoionization of the v>0 Rydberg states above the v=0 ionization
potential.
Table 2.1.1 - A2 FI3/2
PUMP line
(v=0) State PUMP Line,
PUMP Energy (cm- 1) Term Value (cm- 1)
16564.059
16563.745
16563.438
16563.162
16562.896
16562.641
16562.399
16559.064
16558.108
16557.163
16556.234
16555.321
16554.410
16553.524
16552.638
16566.112
16566.852
16570.284
16573.432
16577.275
16581.814
16587.05
16573.443
16577.281
16581.814
16587.048
16592.282
16599.602
16606.932
16614.946
Table 2.1.2 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 -X 2 Z (0,0) Q2(1.5) J=1.5, N=2, e-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
46989.32 0.04 1 0.5 0 12.55 2y
46991.48
47005.80
47006.54
0.06
0.03
0.12
1 2.5 2 12.55 2£
2 0.5 1 8.98 2-I1
Q2(1.5)
Q2(2.5)
Q2(3.5)
Q2(4.5)
Q2(5.5)
Q2(6.5)
Q2(7.5)
P2(5.5)
P2(6.5)
P2 (7.5)
P2(8.5)
P2(9.5)
P2(10.5)
P2 (11.5)
P2(12.5)
-
47007.88
47010.09
47035.83
47037.13
47039.32
47045.47
47047.50
47048.63
47049.19
47050.70
47051.48
47054.56
47057.31
47058.01
47060.73
47069.66
47070.64
47071.41
47073.04
47073.44
47087.87
47090.08
0.14
0.14
0.20
0.22
0.11
0.06
0.08
0.12
1.0
0.08
0.38
0.06
0.08
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.18
0.12
0.08
0.06
0.10
0.12
2 2.5 2 8.98 2 '
2 2.5 3 8.98 2l
1 0.5 1 12.98 2-
1 2.5 2 12.98 2I-I
1 2.5 3 12.98 2I
1 2.5 2 13.14 2 A
1 2.5 3 13.14 2 A
1 2.5 2 f 2 (=-3)
1 0.5
2 0.5
1 2.5
2 2.5
1 2.5
1 0.5
1 2.5
1
0
2
2
3
0
2
13.36 2I
9.19 2£
13.36 2Il
9.19 2E
13.36 2i
13.55 2y
13.55 2y
Table 2.1.3 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 H-X 2 I (0,0) Q2(2.5) J=2.5, N=3, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
46990.03
46991.55
46993.75
47005.82
47006.55
47007.86
47008.01
47010.10
47013.01
47035.75
47037.24
47038.67
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.03
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.23
0.19
0.04
0.04
0.02
1 1.5 1 12.55 2E
1 3.5 3 12.55 2y
2 1.5 1 8.98 2I
2 1.5 3 8.98 2I
2 3.5 3 8.98 2n
2 3.5 4 8.98 2I
1 1.5 1 12.98 2n
1 1.5 2 12.98 2I
76
47039.18
47042.08
47045.10
47047.70
47049.20
47051.47
47052.75
47053.02
47054.32
47054.54
47058.91
47059.23
47059.55
47063.34
47069.71
47071.19
47071.41
47074.03
47075.47
47076.51
47088.60
47092.38
0.14
0.10
0.02
0.04
0.33
1.0
0.04
0.04
0.14
0.33
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.17
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.06
Table 2.1.4 - Autoionization S
PUMP line - A2 1- X2 Z (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity
46991.50
46996.76
47007.93
47010.10
47013.01
47016.62
47017.76
47030.24
47037.12
47039.29
47039.70
47041.80
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.18
0.15
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.22
1 3.5 4 12.98 2I
1 1.5
1 3.5
3 3.5
1 3.5
2
3
3
4
13.14 2 A
13.14 2 A
7.36 21'
f 2 (=-2)
1 3.5 4 13.14 2 A
1 3.5 3 f 2 (.=-3)
2 1.5
1 1.5
2 1.5
1 3.5
2 3.5
1 3.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
1
2
1
3
3
4
1
3
13.36 2 N
13.36 21
9.19 21
13.36 2N
9.19 2j
13.36 2I
14.55 2£
14.55 2£
pectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
Q2(3.5) J=3.5, N=4, e-parity
v' J' N' A and n* commen
1 2.5 2 12.55 2 ;
1 4.5 4 12.55 2;
2 2.5 2 8.98 2I
2 2.5 3 8.98 211
2 4.5 4 8.98 2n
2 4.5 5 8.98 21
2 4.5 5 f 2A (=0)
1 4.5 4 12.88 2I
1 2.5 2 12.98 2II
1 2.5 3 12.98 2r
t
1 4.5 4 12.98 21
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47045.54
47047.50
47049.17
47050.62
47051.48
47052.63
47054.53
47055.73
47057.46
47058.50
47059.56
47060.73
47062.56
47064.30
47067.50
47071.42
47073.02
47073.47
47077.40
47078.75
47080.35
47090.08
47095.36
0.16
0.04
0.15
0.10
0.61
0.04
1.0
0.03
0.12
0.45
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.09
0.09
0.18
0.10
0.13
0.09
0.07
0.03
0.07
1 4.5 5 12.98 2I
1 2.5 2 13.14 2 A
1 2.5
3 2.5
1 4.5
3 4.5
2 4.5
1 4.5
3
3
4
4
5
5
13.14 2 A
7.36 2i
13.14 2 A
7.36 2I
f 21I (.e=-2)
13.14 2 A
1 4.5 5 f 2 (=-3)
1 2.5
2 2.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
2 4.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
2
2
3
4
4
5
2
4
13.36 2n
9.19 21
13.36 2l
13.36 2n
9.19 2I
13.36 2n
13.55 2;
13.55 2y
Table 2.1.5 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2 :, (0,0) Q2(4.5) J=4.5, N=5, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
46993.76
46700.48
47010.11
47010.45
47011.82
47013.01
47016.57
47017.43
47020.79
47021.55
47033.69
47034.86
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.06
0.10
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.01
1 3.5
1 5.5
2 3.5
2 3.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
3
5
3
12.55 2y
12.55 2Z
8.98 2i
4
5
5
6
8.98 2n
8.98 2n
f 2A (.e=+1)
f 2A (=0)
78
47036.63
47039.17
47040.60
47042.06
47042.36
47044.26
47045.28
47049.80
47050.96
47051.25
47051.50
47053.04
47054.40
47054.63
47055.18
47055.75
47058.34
47058.91
47059.26
47059.35
47062.43
47063.09
47063.50
47064.01
47066.32
47069.67
47073.33
47074.07
47075.50
47076.55
47081.60
47082.96
47084.98
47092.34
47097.25
47099.16
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.17
0.26
0.04
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.19
0.51
0.06
0.09
1.0
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.46
0.11
0.10
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.04
0.11
0.20
0.09
0.14
0.03
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.07
1 3.5 3 12.98 21
1 3.5 4 12.98 2n
1 5.5 5 12.98 2 H
1 5.5 6 12.98 2 H
1 3.5 3 13.14 2 A
1 3.5 4 f 2 (=-2)
1 3.5 4 13.14 2 A
3 3.5 4
1 5.5 5
7.36 2 n
13.14 2 A
1 3.5 3 f 2 (=-3)
1 5.5 6 13.14 2 A
1 5.5 6 f21 (=-2)
1 5.5 5 f 2 (=-3)
1 3.5 3 13.36 2 l
2 3.5 3 9.19 2£
1 3.5 4 13.36 2I
1 5.5 5 13.36 21
2 5.5 5 9.19 2£
1 5.5 6 13.36 21
1 3.5 3 13.55 2£
1 5.5 5 13.55 2£
79
Table 2.1.6 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 ri-X 2 1 (0,0) Q2(5.5) J=5.5, N=6, e-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
46996.73
47004.93
47013.00
47013.76
47014.07
47016.64
47018.82
47020.26
47021.14
47025.37
47026.43
47030.72
47037.69
47041.81
47043.97
47045.56
47049.39
47050.62
47054.61
47054.61
47055.53
47055.77
47057.49
47058.52
47059.48
47062.82
47064.10
47066.28
47067.77
47068.09
47069.95
47070.76
47075.53
47077.42
47078.75
0.03
0.13
0.13
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.02
0.07
0.27
0.05
0.17
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.12
0.33
0.07
0.38
0.38
0.15
0.08
0.47
0.72
0.15
1.0
0.11
0.07
0.57
0.32
0.07
0.05
0.08
0.13
0.30
1 4.5
1 6.5
2 4.5
4
6
4
12.55 2 ;
12.55 2
8.98 2n
2 4.5 5 8.98 2 n
2 6.5
2 6.5
2 6.5
2 6.5
6
6
7
7
f 2 A (=+1)
8.98 2n
f 2A (=0)
8.98 2n
1 4.5 4 12.98 21
1 4.5 5 12.98 21
1 6.5 6 12.98 21
1 6.5 7 12.98 2 1
1 4.5 4 13.14 2A
3 4.5
2 4.5
1 4.5
3 4.5
1 6.5
3 6.5
4
5
5
5
6
7
blended
blended
7.36 2i
f 2 (=-2)
13.14 2 A
7.36 2j
13.14 2 A
7.36 2 l
1 6.5 7 13.14 2 A
1 6.5 6 13.19 21
1 6.5
1 4.5
2 4.5
6
4
4
f 2 (.=-3)
13.36 2n
9.19 2I
80
47080.34
47086.44
47088.00
47090.28
47095.37
47103.59
0.15
0.13
0.05
0.07
0.02
0.10
1 4.5 5
1 6.5 6
2 6.5 6
1 6.5 7
1 4.5 4
1 6.5 6
Table 2.1.7 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2X (0,0) Q2(6.5) J=6.5, N=7, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
46700.35
47010.19
47016.55
47017.78
47020.07
47020.82
47021.55
47026.09
47030.60
47032.17
47042.21
47042.75
47044.07
47045.25
47048.16
47049.76
47050.96
47051.22
47054.25
47055.16
47058.36
47059.61
47060.35
47060.99
47062.50
47063.10
47063.73
47064.13
47066.38
0.01
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.01
0.08
0.03
0.28
0.03
0.21
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.18
0.03
0.18
0.03
0.15
0.12
0.60
0.07
0.14
0.12
0.01
1 5.5
1 7.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
2 7.5
2 7.5
2 7.5
5
7
5
12.55 2%
12.55 2%
8.98 2n
6
6
7
8
8
f 2A (=0)
8.98 2n
8.98 2 l
f 2A (.=0)
8.98 21-1
1 7.5 7 12.88 2%
1 5.5 5 12.98 2 l
1 5.5 6 12.98 2j
1 7.5 7 12.98 2-
1 5.5
3 5.5
1 7.5
5
5
8
13.14 2 A
7.36 2j
12.98 2n
1 5.5 6 13.14 2A
3 5.5 6 7.36 21-
1 5.5 6 f 2 (=-2)
81
13.36 2 l
13.36 2n
9.19 2%
13.36 2i
13.55 2£
13.55 2%
47068.17
47069.05
47069.58
47070.27
47070.83
47073.90
47075.41
47076.06
47077.05
47081.60
47082.23
47082.94
47084.98
47092.23
47093.89
47096.47
47099.12
1.0
0.17
0.01
0.08
0.05
0.50
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.25
0.11
0.12
0.04
0.07
0.01
1 7.5 7 13.14 2 A
3 7.5 7 7.36 2 1
1 7.5 8 13.14 2 A
1 5.5 5 13.36 2 I
1 7.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
2 5.5 5 9.19 2£
1 5.5 6 13.36 2 I
1 7.5 7 13.36 2H
2 7.5 7 9.19 2I
1 7.5 8 13.36 2l
1 5.5 5 13.55 2I
Table 2.1.8 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 H-X 2 E (0,0) P2(5.5) J=4.5, N=5, f-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
46996.81
46705.05
47010.21
47010.41
47013.00
47013.72
47016.73
47017.74
47020.30
47021.18
47030.40
47030.80
47037.59
47038.01
47039.30
47041.86
47044.05
47044.98
0.11
0.04
0.11
0.08
0.19
0.03
0.25
0.04
0.09
0.23
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.01
1 3.5
1 5.5
2 3.5
4 12.55 2y
6 12.55 2
3 8.98 2 l
2 3.5 4 8.98 2H
2 5.5 5 8.98 2I
2 5.5 5 f 2A (.e=0)
2 5.5 6 f 2A (=+1)
2 5.5 6 8.98 2I
1 3.5 3 12.98 2n
1 3.5 4 12.98 2I
82
47045.63
47047.54
47049.45
47051.53
47052.74
47054.57
47055.86
47055.86
47057.54
47058.62
47059.48
47061.97
47062.87
47063.25
47064.34
47066.34
47067.58
47068.18
47070.82
47073.49
47075.55
47076.46
47077.30
47077.51
47078.81
47080.37
47086.50
47095.39
47103.60
0.41
0.11
0.27
0.16
0.08
1.0
0.11
0.11
0.75
0.90
0.11
0.04
0.68
0.09
0.14
0.08
0.05
0.09
0.01
0.15
0.05
0.01
0.12
0.12
0.42
0.12
0.08
0.11
0.03
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
3 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
3 3.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
3 5.5
3 5.5
1 5.5
12.98 2 I
f 2II (=-1)
12.98 21
13.14 2A
7.36 21
13.14 2A
f 2f (=-1)
7.36 2n
f 21 (=-2)
13.14 2 A
7.36 2l
7.36 21
13.14 2 A
blended
blended
1 3.5 4 f 2 (=-3)
1 5.5 6 13.19 2£
1 3.5 3 13.36 21
1 5.5 6 f 2 (=-3)
1 3.5 4 13.36 2I
2 3.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
4
5
6
4
6
9.19 2y
13.36 2 1
13.36 2I
13.55 2£
13.55 2y
Table 2.1.9 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - A2 i-X 2 Z (0,0) P2(6.5) J=5.5, N=6, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47000.54
47010.23
47013.09
47013.64
47014.10
0.09
0.03
0.08
0.04
0.01
1 4.5
1 6.5
2 4.5
5
7
4
12.55 2£
12.55 2£
8.98 2-
83
47016.53
47017.79
47020.87
47021.57
47024.20
47026.12
47033.81
47034.89
47037.60
47039.65
47042.10
47042.74
47045.32
47048.23
47049.81
47050.96
47051.24
47053.03
47054.30
47054.60
47055.17
47055.83
47057.52
47058.40
47059.61
47060.99
47061.68
47062.47
47063.10
47063.46
47063.68
47064.10
47066.36
47068.15
47069.68
47070.29
47070.87
47073.30
47073.79
0.13
0.02
0.23
0.15
0.01
0.32
0.06
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.08
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.40
0.09
0.17
0.09
0.30
0.22
0.03
0.09
0.05
1.0
0.17
0.05
0.04
0.85
0.32
0.16
0.28
0.18
0.07
0.57
0.13
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.10
2 4.5 5 8.98 2n
2 6.5
2 6.5
2 6.5
2 6.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
6
6
7
7
4
7
5
1 6.5 6
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
3 4.5
3 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
5
4
7
4
5
5
4
5
5
7
f 2A (=0)
8.98 2n
f 2 A (=+1)
8.98 2 l
12.98 21
12.88 2I
12.98 2 H
12.98 21
f 211 (=-1)
f 211 (.o=-2)
12.98 2 I
13.14 2 A
7.39 2n
7.36 2
f 211 (.e=-2)
13.14 2 A
7.36 2 H
f 2 (=-1)
1 6.5 6 13.14 2 A
1 4.5 5 13.19 2Z
3 6.5 6 7.36 2
1 6.5 6 f 2 (=-2)
1 6.5
1 4.5
3 6.5
7
5
7
13.14 2 A
f 2 (=-3)
7.36 2-
1 6.5 7 13.19 2Z
84
47076.13
47076.53
47081.65
47082.26
47082.93
47084.92
47092.27
47099.11
47108.87
0.06
0.15
0.16
0.03
0.36
0.15
0.13
0.09
0.02
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
2 4.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
4
5
7
5
6
7
5
7
13.36 2i
13.36 2 I
f 2 (=-3)
9.19 2,
13.36 2 Il
13.36 2n
13.55 2£
13.55 2Z
Table 2.1.10 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2 ; (0,0) P2 (7.5) J=6.5, N=7, f-parity
Term Value(cm -1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47005.01
47016.18
47016.72
47017.39
47020.31
47021.17
47025.40
47026.45
47031.83
47037.63
47045.57
47047.99
47048.28
47049.46
47053.21
47054.77
47055.58
47057.13
47057.54
47058.62
47059.56
47059.86
47062.00
47062.92
0.09
0.04
0.08
0.03
0.04
0.09
0.05
0.13
0.26
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.34
0.14
0.09
0.10
0.15
0.11
0.21
0.05
0.74
1 5.5
1 7.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
2 7.5
2 7.5
2 7.5
6
8
5
12.55 21
12.55 21
8.98 2n
6
6
7
7
8
f 2A (=+1)
8.98 2n
f 2 (=0)
8.98 2n
8.98 2n
1 5.5 5 12.98 2n
1 7.5 8 12.88 21
1 5.5 6 12.98 2 l
1 7.5 7 12.98 2n
1 5.5 6 f 2 (=-1)
1 5.5 5 f 2n (=-2)
1 5.5 5 13.14 2 A
1 7.5
3 5.5
1 5.5
8
6
6
12.98 2 n
7.36 2n
13.14 2 A
85
47064.19
47066.42
47067.88
47068.15
47068.95
47070.07
47070.86
47074.29
47075.58
47076.08
47078.56
47079.99
47080.36
47086.30
47086.48
47087.11
47088.06
47089.87
47090.32
47098.78
47103.66
0.17
0.03
1.0
0.39
0.05
0.14
0.06
0.42
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.11
0.11
0.05
0.12
0.05
0.26
0.05
0.11
0.06
0.06
3 5.5 6 7.36 211
1 7.5
1 5.5
3 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
3 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
7
6
7
7
7
6
8
8
5
13.14 2 A
13.19 2;
7.36 2 l
f 2n (.e=-2)
13.14 2 A
f 2 (=-3)
7.36 2II
13.19 2;
13.36 21
1 5.5 6 13.36 2 H
2 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
6
8
7
8
6
9.19 2;
f 2 (=-3)
13.36 2I
13.36 211
13.55 21
Table 2.1.11 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - A2 il-X2; (0,0) P2 (8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47003.18
47010.26
47017.79
47020.87
47021.56
47022.89
47024.22
47026.13
47030.62
47030.24
47038.27
47042.25
47044.07
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.19
0.17
0.02
0.01
1 6.5 7 12.55 21
2 6.5
2 6.5
1 8.5
2 6.5
2 6.5
2 8.5
2 8.5
2 8.5
6
6
9
7
7
8
8
9
f 2 A (e=0)
8.98 2n
12.55 21
f 2A (=+1)
8.98 2l
f 2A (=0)
8.98 2-
8.98 2n
86
47049.82
47054.33
47060.36
47060.98
47062.47
47063.46
47063.65
47064.12
47066.15
47068.22
47069.10
47069.61
47070.31
47070.90
47073.95
47074.93
47076.11
47077.06
47078.24
47081.17
47082.08
47082.18
47085.00
47086.77
47092.24
47093.92
47096.44
47098.14
47105.54
47106.52
47108.87
47121.66
47126.48
0.02
0.05
0.30
0.13
0.43
0.02
0.07
0.13
0.19
0.67
0.30
0.01
0.06
0.02
1.0
0.11
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.34
0.07
0.08
0.13
0.07
0.13
0.29
0.07
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.08
0.03
0.09
1 6.5 6
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
3 6.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
3 6.5
9
8
7
6
6
6
9
7
7
12.98 2 H
12.88 22
12.98 21
f 2 (.=-l)
13.14 2A
7.36 21
f 2 (=-2)
12.98 2n
13.14 2 A
7.36 2H
3 6.5 7 7.36 2y
1 8.5 8 13.14 2 A
3 8.5 8 7.36 2i
1 8.5 8 f 2n (=-2)
1 8.5 9 13.14 2 A
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
2 6.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
7
6
9
7
7
8
9
9
9
7
9
f 2 (=-3)
13.36 2I
13.19 2y
13.36 2 l
9.19 2£
13.36 2I
f 2 (=-3)
g 2 (=-4)
13.36 2n
13.55 21
13.55 21
87
Table 2.1.12 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - A2 II-X 2 ; (0,0)
Term Value(cm -1)
47009.33
47010.37
47016.22
47025.42
47026.48
47028.90
47030.30
47031.84
47036.61
47038.72
47045.42
47047.51
47048.33
47055.74
47061.15
47064.03
47066.72
47067.23
47067.88
47068.97
47070.74
47073.16
47074.30
47075.42
47076.98
47078.56
47079.92
47080.68
47081.62
47082.10
47084.91
47086.21
47088.88
47089.84
Intensity
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.07
0.01
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.21
0.35
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.01
0.30
0.19
0.30
0.06
0.15
0.19
0.76
0.26
0.01
0.06
0.30
1.0
0.22
0.06
0.02
0.12
0.27
0.09
P2(9.5) J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
v' J' N' A and n* comment
1 7.5
2 7.5
2 7.5
2 7.5
1 9.5
2 7.5
2 9.5
2 9.5
2 9.5
8
7
7
8
10
8
9
9
10
12.55 2;
f 2A (=0)
8.98 2 H
f 2 (=+1)
12.55 2£
8.98 2-
f 2A (=0)
8.98 2n
8.98 2 n
1 7.5 8 12.88 2;
1 9.5 10 12.88 21
1 9.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
3 7.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
3 7.5
3 7.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
9
8
7
7
7
10
8
8
8
8
9
12.98 2i
f 2 (=- 1)
13.14 2 A
7.36 2I
f 2 I (=-2)
12.98 2I
13.14 2 A
7.36 2 H
7.36 2j
13.19 2;
13.14 2 A
1 9.5 10 f 2 (=-1)
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
9
10
8
f 211 (=-2)
13.14 2 A
f 2 (=-3)
88
47090.38
47090.38
47093.61
47094.53
47096.73
47098.82
47100.73
47103.36
47113.89
47114.49
47114.88
47117.56
47129.24
47132.32
47137.27
0.15
0.15
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.14
0.22
0.09
0.11
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.19
1 7.5
3 9.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 8.5
2 7.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
7
10
10
10
9
8
9
10
13.36 2 i
7.36 2I
g 2f (=-2)
13.19 2£
13.36 2l
9.19 21
13.36 2i
13.36 211
1 7.5 8 13.55 2£
1 9.5 10 13.55 2£
Table 2.1.13 - Autoionization
Region.
PUMP line - A2 1-X2 X (0,0)
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity
47017.70 0.06
47018.26 0.04
47022.96 0.07
47027.94 0.01
47030.63 0.03
47032.24 0.11
47034.51 0.03
47038.28 0.06
47038.62 0.04
47043.43 0.01
47045.99 0.33
47046.72 0.01
47053.28 0.38
47054.48 0.04
47056.71 0.02
47060.31 0.02
47064.17 0.01
47066.09 0.02
47068.68 0.07
Spectra Observed in the n*=13
P2(10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
v' J' N' A and n* comment
1 8.9 9 12.55 2£
2 8.5
2 8.5
2 8.5
2 8.5
1 10.5
2 10.5
2 10.5
8 f 2A (=0)
8 8.98 2l
9 f 2A (=+1)
9 8.98 21-
11 12.55 2Z
10 f2 A(2=0)
1 0 8.98 211
2 10.5 11 8.98 211
1 8.5 8 12.98 2n
1 8.5
1 10.5
9
11
12.98 21
12.88 2£
89
blended
blended
47072.07
47072.89
47073.76
47073.95
47074.29
47074.94
47078.26
47080.89
47081.21
47082.14
47082.46
47084.99
47086.72
47088.16
47089.12
47090.77
47092.21
47093.56
47094.58
47096.44
47097.31
47098.13
47099.42
47102.26
47105.50
47106.54
47108.55
47111.00
47117.09
47121.61
47122.89
47137.39
47138.85
47143.16
0.01
0.01
0.55
0.35
0.28
0.19
0.19
0.34
1.0
0.04
0.39
0.03
0.27
0.84
0.43
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.13
0.20
0.38
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.14
0.15
0.52
0.13
0.02
0.07
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.22
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
3 8.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
10 12.98 21
8 13.14 2 A
9 f2n (.e=-1)
8 7.36 2i
8 f 21 (.e=-2)
11 12.98 21
9 13.14 2 A
3 8.5 9 7.36 21
1 8.5
1 10.5
3 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
2 8.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
9
10
10
11
10
8
11
9
11
9
9
9
10
11
9
11
11
13.19 2;
13.14 2 A
7.36 2 H
f 2n (_=-1)
f 2 (.e=-2)
13.36 2 l
13.14 2 A
f 2y (.p=-3)
13.19 2;
g 2; (.=-4)
13.36 21
8.19 2;
13.36 2I
f 2y; (.e=-3)
13.55 2Z
13.36 2j
13.55 2y
90
Table 2.1.14 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2 y£ (0,0) P2(11.5) J=10.5, N=11, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47026.67
47026.89
47030.36
47036.65
47038.76
47040.99
47041.09
47045.44
47047.55
47051.05
47053.95
47060.18
47061.89
47064.00
47066.58
47073.16
47076.87
47080.68
47081.55
47082.14
47086.20
47088.89
47089.29
47090.45
47093.58
47094.45
47096.34
47097.32
47100.18
47102.99
47103.37
47103.62
47104.59
47106.45
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.02
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.08
0.06
0.02
0.20
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.08
0.35
0.63
0.27
0.11
1.0
0.16
0.19
0.13
0.16
0.85
0.48
0.09
0.07
0.15
0.20
0.33
0.29
1 9.5
2 9.5
2 9.5
2 9.5
2 9.5
1 11.5
2 11.5
2 11.5
1 9.5
2 11.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
3 9.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
3 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
10
9
9
10
12.55 2£
f 2A (=o)
8.98 2n
f 2 (=+l)
1 0 8.98 2n
12 12.55 21
1 1 f 2 A(.=O)
1 1 8.98 2-1
10 12.88 21
12 8.98 2 l
10
12
9
11
10
9
10
12
10
10
10
11
11
12
9
1 1
1 11.5 12
12.98 2I
12.88 2:
13.14 2 A
12.98 2I
f 21 (=- 1)
f 2 (=-2)
13.14 2 A
12.98 2I
7.36 2I
g 2 (=-2)
13.19 2£
13.14 2 A
7.36 2n
f 2F1 (.t=- 1)
13.36 2I
f 2F (=-2)
13.14 2 A
91
47107.25
47109.12
47111.32
47113.83
47115.79
47117.71
47119.45
47126.55
47127.73
47129.25
47130.88
47132.89
47146.25
47146.54
47149.88
47152.22
47155.88
47158.67
0.09
0.17
0.04
0.16
0.28
0.26
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.15
0.03
0.06
0.21
1 9.5 10 f 2 (=-3)
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
2 9.5
1 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
12 13.19 21
10 13.36 21
10 g 2 (=-4)
10 9.19 2;
11 13.36 2I
12 f 2 (2=-3)
10 13.55 2Z
1 11.5 12 13.36 21
1 11.5 12 13.55 2y
Table 2.1.15 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2 (0,0) Q2(1.5) J=1.5, N=2, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
. . .~~~~~~
47117.36
47118.76
47118.84
47120.97
47125.62
47125.99
47126.90
47129.03
47132.48
47135.48
47133.98
47035.85
47135.98
47138.39
47139.05
47140.70
0.39
0.43
0.39
0.21
0.19
0.06
0.45
0.13
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.10
0.13
1.0
0.10
0.24
2 0.5 1 9.36 2j
2 2.5 2 9.36 2n
2 2.5 3 9.36 2n
1 0.5 1 13.98 2n
1 2.5 2 13.98 2 -I
1 2.5 3 13.98 21
1 2.5 2 f 2 (=-1)
1 0.5 0 14.19 21
1 2.5 2 14.14 2 A
1 2.5 2 14.19 2E
1 2.5 3 14.14 2 A
92
47143.10
47143.89
47144.81
47146.65
47146.84
47154.22
47156.07
47157.94
47163.36
47165.58
0.06
0.26
0.08
0.16
0.13
0.22
0.08
0.05
0.22
0.34
1 2.5 2 f 2y (=-3)
1 0.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
2 0.5
2 2.5
1
2
3
0
2
14.36 2-
14.36 2I
14.36 2I
9.55 2y
9.55 2;
Table 2.1.16 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 n.X 2 (0,0) Q2(2.5) J=2.5, N=3, e-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47110.32
47117.37
47118.70
47118.83
47121.09
47123.92
47125.58
47126.07
47126.97
47128.86
47129.85
47131.78
47134.09
47135.88
47136.22
47138.36
47139.78
47140.50
47140.71
47142.47
47143.88
47144.88
47147.52
0.05
0.22
0.28
0.24
0.44
0.30
0.14
0.08
0.11
0.56
0.03
0.36
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.43
0.16
1.0
0.22
0.36
0.16
0.16
3 3.5
2 1.5
2 1.5
2 3.5
2 3.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
3 7.55 2y
1 9.36 2I
2 9.36 2I
3
4
1
4
2
3
4
9.36 2I
9.36 2 l
13.98 2I
f 2A (=0)
13.98 2I
13.98 2 n
13.98 2I
1 3.5 3 f 22 (=-1)
1 1.5 1 14.19 2Z
1 1.5 2 14.14 2 A
1 1.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1
3
3
4
f 2 (=-3)
14.14 2 A
14.19 2,
14.14 2A
1 3.5 3 f 2 (=-3)
93
=
47150.33
47154.28
47155.70
47158.71
47161.08
47164.12
47167.87
47173.55
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
2 1.5
2 3.5
14.36 2 H
14.36 21
14.36 21
14.36 21
9.55 2;
9.55 2;
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.06
0.06
0.11
0.21
0.06
1
2
3
4
1
3
94
Table 2.1.17 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 I-X 2 l; (0,0) Q2(3.5) J=3.5, N=4,
Term Value(cm -1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
. !
47113.26
47118.86
47120.97
47121.73
47124.10
47126.88
47127.63
47128.10
47129.01
47131.55
47132.43
47135.22
47136.70
47138.36
47139.04
47140.67
47143.71
47143.90
47146.25
47146.72
47147.91
47151.75
47152.11
47152.74
47156.08
47157.98
47162.27
47164.93
47165.60
47169.92
47170.83
0.05
0.31
0.24
0.08
0.42
0.10
0.29
0.10
0.09
0.56
0.03
0.40
0.10
0.14
0.19
0.68
1.0
0.32
0.35
0.29
0.34
0.08
0.13
0.03
0.18
0.14
0.03
0.08
0.13
0.06
0.24
3 4.5
2 2.5
2 2.5
1 4.5
2 4.5
1 2.5
2 4.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
4
2
3
4
4
2
5
5
3
4
2
5
2
2
3
4
2
4
5
5
7.55 21
9.36 2H
9.36 2H
13.88 2£
9.36 2I
13.98 2I
9.36 21
f 2A (=0)
13.98 2i
13.98 2I
f 2 (=-1)
13.98 2l
14.14 2A
14.19 2Z
14.14 2 A
14.14 2A
f 21; (.=-3)
14.19 2;
f 2 (=-2)
14.14 2A
1 4.5 4 f 2 (=-3)
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
2 2.5
2
3
4
5
2
14.36 2r
14.36 2I
14.36 2n
14.36 2H
9.55 2Z
2 4.5 4 9.55 21
95
e-parity
Table 2.1.18 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 -X2 1 (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity
Q2(4.5)
v' J'
J=4.5, N=5,
N' A and n*
e-parity
comment
47116.92
47121.08
47123.94
47125.23
47127.85
47128.88
47130.77
47131.82
47132.08
47134.92
47139.40
47140.44
47140.75
47142.22
47142.88
47143.88
47147.63
47150.57
47151.76
47153.14
47155.43
47157.33
47158.74
47161.03
47166.65
47167.88
47169.58
47173.06
47174.61
0.05
0.26
0.31
0.09
0.37
0.09
0.05
0.10
0.34
0.37
0.39
0.19
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.61
1.0
0.40
0.31
0.11
0.03
0.11
0.19
0.10
0.05
0.16
0.06
0.06
0.37
3 5.5
2 3.5
2 3.5
1 5.5
2 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
2 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
2 3.5
1 5.5
7.55 2;
9.36 2i
9.36 211
13.88 2;
9.36 21
13.98 2i
f 2A (=0)
13.98 2 l
9.36 2I
13.98 21
13.98 2I
f 2I (2=-1)
14.14 2 A
f 2 (=-2)
14.14 2 A
14.14 2A
14.19 21
14.14 2 A
f 2i (.e=-2)
f 2 (=-3)
14.36 2 I
14.36 2I
14.36 2n
9.55 21
14.36 2l
2 5.5 5 9.55 2y
96
I
-
Table 2.1.19 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 H-X2 2, (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity
47113.24 0.05
47115.40 0.05
47121.32 0.06
47124.09 0.28
47126.06 0.05
47127.65 0.30
47129.19 0.11
47129.35 0.11
47131.55 0.06
47132.03 0.27
47132.45 0.30
47134.22 0.09
47134.39 0.06
47135.23 0.09
47137.29 0.41
47139.01 0.54
47143.80 0.32
47144.26 0.66
47145.09 0.25
47146.30 0.23
47146.76 0.58
47147.95 0.62
47149.23 0.17
47152.22 1.0
47152.22 1.0
47154.21 0.28
47155.31 0.44
47157.21 0.40
47159.40 0.05
47160.62 0.06
47162.27 0.30
47163.35 0.08
47164.93 0.22
47170.85 0.14
Q2(5.5)
v' J'
3 4.5
J=5.5, N=6,
N' A and n*
4 7.55 2£
e-parity
comment
3 6.5 6 7.55 21
2 4.5 4 9.36 2I
2 4.5 5 9.36 2n
1 6.5 6 13.88 2I
1 4.5 4 13.98 2I
2 6.5 6 9.36 2n
1 6.5 7 f 2 A (=0)
1 4.5
2 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
5
7
6
4
7
6
4
5
5
13.98 2n
9.36 21
13.98 2l
14.14 2A
13.98 2n
f 2 (=-1)
14.19 22
f 2f (=-2)
14.14 2 A
1 6.5 6 14.14 2 A
1 4.5 4 f 2 (=-3)
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
6
7
7
4
6
5
14.19 2e
14.14 2A
f 2 (=-2)
14.36 2 1
f 2 (=-3)
14.36 2 I
2 4.5 4 9.55 22
97
I
=I
47171.78
47174.87
47176.80
47179.09
0.08
0.13
0.08
0.43
1 6.5 6 14.36 2II
1 6.5 7 14.36 2I
2 6.5 6 9.55 21
Table 2.1.20 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 r-X 2 Z (0,0) Q2(6.5) J=6.5, N=7, e-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47126.42
4127.83
47132.09
47132.33
47134.00
47134.89
47137.41
47138.44
47139.40
47140.00
47143.23
47143.83
47147.67
47149.83
47150.59
47150.59
47151.76
47153.16
47155.42
47157.59
47160.73
47163.39
47166.65
47169.52
47170.21
47174.59
47178.06
47181.06
47184.33
0.08
0.43
0.34
0.19
0.14
0.05
0.63
0.08
0.14
0.05
0.47
0.56
0.22
0.55
0.45
0.45
0.74
0.22
0.05
1.0
0.35
0.42
0.34
0.18
0.06
0.08
0.05
0.06
0.22
3 7.5
2 5.5
2 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
7 7.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
2 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
2 7.5
7
7
8
5
6
7
5
7
8
7
7.55 21
9.36 2n
9.36 2j
f 2 A (=+1)
13.88 2%
13.98 2I
9.36 2n
f 2A (=0)
13.98 2 H
f 2A (=+1)
9.36 2n
13.98 2i
14.14 2 A
13.98 2I
14.19 2%
f 2 (.=-1)
14.14 2 A
f 2 (=-2)
14.14 2A
14.19 21
14.14 2A
14.36 2n
14.36 2I1
f 21 (.=-3)
9.55 21
14.36 21
14.36 2H
9.55 2 
98
blended
blended
Table 2.1.21 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the
Region.
PUMP line - A211-X2 E (0,0) P2(5.5) J=4.5, N=5,
Term Value(cm-1)
47120.99
47121.63
47121.81
47124.08
47127.67
47129.08
47129.64
47131.55
47132.05
47132.44
47135.29
47136.74
47139.06
47140.74
47143.76
47145.07
47146.29
47146.55
47146.76
47148.01
47148.49
47151.82
47152.21
47152.21
47154.53
47155.36
47157.98
47161.75
47162.29
47163.33
47164.96
47170.88
44173.06
47179.15
Intensity
0.46
0.11
0.09
0.38
0.52
0.23
0.15
0.10
0.27
0.35
1.0
0.11
0.65
0.15
0.77
0.11
0.75
0.27
0.63
0.98
0.08
0.29
0.69
0.69
0.04
0.23
0.29
0.15
0.35
0.08
0.21
0.52
0.23
0.21
v' J' N' A and n* comment
i fll~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2
1
5.5
3.5
2 3.5
2 5.5
1 3.5
3
4
4
5
3
9.36 2 1
13.88 2;
9.36 2 l
9.36 2 l
13.98 2II
1 3.5 4 13.98 2l
2 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
6
5
4
6
3
4
6
4
9.36 2I
13.98 2 1
f 21 (=-1)
13.98 2 l
14.14 2 A
14.14 2A
f 2 (=-1)
14.19 21
1 5.5 5 f 2 (=-2)
1 5.5 5 14.14 2A
1 5.5 6 14.14 2A
1 3.5 4 f 2 (2=-3)
blended
blended
1 5.5 6 14.19 22
1 5.5 5 14.36 21
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
2 3.5
1 3.5
2 5.5
4
6
5
4
4
6
14.36 2II
f 2 (=-3)
14.36 2j
9.55 2 
14.55 2 Z
9.55 21
99
n*=14
f.parity
Table 2.1.22 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A21- X 2 (0,0) P2(6.5)
Term Value(cm-1)
47123.98
47125.18
47126.50
47127.82
47129.66
47131.84
47132.15
47134.03
47134.97
47137.43
47138.52
47139.46
47140.46
47142.21
47143.89
47147.30
47147.65
47150.56
47150.56
47151.77
47153.19
47155.45
47157.37
47157.63
47160.80
47161.15
47161.53
47161.75
47166.68
47167.95
47169.57
47170.29
47174.61
47176.84
Intei
0.47
0.09
0.06
0.45
0.06
0.16
0.50
0.12
0.07
0.50
0.07
0.59
0.18
0.09
0.43
0.24
0.93
0.60
0.60
1.0
0.41
0.13
0.19
0.35
0.25
0.23
0.09
0.07
0.34
0.04
0.18
0.04
0.29
0.15
J=5.5, N=6, f.parity
nsity v' J' N' A and n* comment
2 4.5 4 9.36 2II
1 4.5 5 13.88 2I
2 4.5 5 9.36 2 I
1 4.5
2 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
2 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
4
6
7
5
7
6
5
4
4
5
5
7
6
6
5
7
7
4
13.98 2n
9.36 2n
13.88 2£
13.98 2j
9.36 2n
13.98 2n
f 2 (.=-1)
f 21 (=-2)
14.14 2A
14.14 2 A
14.19 2;
f 2 (e=-1)
14.14 2 A
f 2 (=-2)
blended
blended
f 2 (=-3)
14.14 2 A
14.19 2Z
14.36 21
1 4.5 5 14.36 2n
1 6.5
1 6.5
2 4.5
1 4.5
6
7
5
5
14.36 2n
f 2 (=-3)
9.55 21
14.55 2Z blended
100
=a
47176.84
47180.41
47184.41
0.15
0.05
0.12
1 6.5 7 14.36 2n
2 6.5 7 9.55 21
Table 2.1.23 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 fl-X 2 ; (0,0) P2 (7.5) J=6.5, N=7, f-parity
Term Value(cm-1)
47127.69
47129.22
47132.01
47132.41
47134.21
47135.27
47135.74
47137.33
47139.28
47140.15
47143.09
47144.31
47145.09
47145.24
47146.78
47148.03
47149.46
47152.25
47155.33
47156.23
47159.43
47159.76
47163.39
47163.75
47164.92
47166.90
47171.85
47174.85
47177.89
47179.12
Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
0.26
0.09
0.17
0.17
0.06
0.11
0.07
0.49
0.17
0.03
0.49
0.79
0.24
0.19
0.13
0.15
0.38
1.0
0.60
0.87
0.09
0.03
0.13
0.28
0.21
0.09
0.39
0.21
0.04
0.34
2 5.5
1 5.5
5 9.36 2r
6 13.88 2I
2 5.5 6 9.36 2i
1 5.5
1 5.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
13.98 2j
f 2A (.e=+1)
9.36 2i
13.88 2E
9.36 2n
13.98 2n
f 2n (.e=-1)
f 2A (=+1)
f 2n (.e=-2)
14.14 2 A
13.98 2n
14.14 2 A
14.19 2I
14.14 2 A
f 2n (=-2)
f 2 (=-3)
14.14 2 A
14.36 2H
14.19 21
14.36 2n
14.36 2I
f 2y (.=-3)
2 5.5 6 9.55 2y
101
blended
I
Table 2.1.24 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A21-X 2 y. (0,0) P2(8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
. . [ ' 
47126.44
47130.07
47132.14
47134.01
47137.44
47138.47
47139.44
47140.00
47143.23
47145.29
47145.48
47149.27
47149.89
47150.62
47151.54
47151.79
47153.18
47155.77
47157.00
47157.65
47160.77
47163.38
47164.05
47164.86
47169.53
47170.22
47170.62
47173.42
47176.87
47177.93
47181.09
47184.34
0.10
0.02
0.32
0.07
0.20
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.40
0.18
0.16
0.32
0.63
0.22
0.25
0.22
0.06
0.22
0.07
0.78
0.44
1.0
0.10
0.06
0.22
0.12
0.23
0.07
0.09
0.32
0.10
0.23
3 6.5 7 7.55 2;
2 6.5
1 6.5
2 6.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
2 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
2 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
2 6.5
6
7
7
6
7
8
9
9
8
7
9
6
6
9
7
7
8
9
6
7
9
9
7
7
8
7
9.36 2rj
13.88 21
9.36 21
13.98 21
f 2 A (.I=+1)
9.36 2I
13.88 21
f 2A (.e=+1)
13.98 21
f 21 (.=-1)
9.36 2n
14.14 2 A
f 21 (.=-2)
13.98 21
14.14 2 A
14.19 2;
14.14 2 A
f 2 (.=-1)
14.36 2I
f 2 (e=-3)
14.14 2 A
14.19 2I
g 2£ (.=-4)
14.36 2j
14.36 2 n
9.55 21
102
0.09 1 5.5 6 14.55 21c47181.47
47186.77 0.12 1 6.5 7 14.55 21
47190.06 0.04
Table 2.1.25 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 I-X 2 ; (0,0) P2 (9.5) J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47129.14 0.08
47132.30 0.15 3 7.5 8 7.55 2£
47137.32 0.40 2 7.5 7 9.36 21
47139.14 0.02
47139.43 0.04
47140.14 0.03
47143.07 0.35 2 7.5 8 9.36 2n
47143.48 0.10
47144.33 0.08 1 7.5 7 13.98 2 I
47145.24 0.19 1 7.5 8 f 2A (=+1)
47146.21 0.08 3 9.5 1 0 7.55 2;
47149.90 0.31 2 9.5 9 9.36 211
47152.19 0.23 1 9.5 10 13.88 2£
47156.00 0.50 1 9.5 10 f 2A(2=+1)
47156.17 0.86 1 9.5 9 13.98 21
47156.97 0.27 1 7.5 8 f 21 (=-1)
47156.26 0.21 1 7.5 7 14.14 2A
47158.80 0.35 2 9.5 10 9.36 2n
47162.67 0.21
47162.87 0.48 1 9.5 10 13.98 21
47163.78 0.94 1 7.5 8 14.14 2 A
47166.25 0.10
47166.92 0.31 1 7.5 8 14.19 2£
47168.43 0.01
47170.30 1.0 1 9.5 9 14.14 2A
47170.69 0.11
47171.81 0.07
47171.95 0.11 1 9.5 10 f2 rI(_=-1)
47174.89 0.19 1 7.5 7 14.36 2i
47177.91 0.15 1 7.5 8 f 2 (=-3)
47178.25 0.21 1 9.5 10 14.14 2A
47180.69 0.04
103
47181.05
47184.57
47185.98
47187.99
47190.41
47192.64
47196.02
0.11
0.38
0.10
0.13
0.27
0.10
0.06
1 9.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
10
8
8
9
8
8
14.19 21
14.36 2H
f 21; (.I=-4)
14.36 2i
9.55 21
14.55 21
Table 2.1.26 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2 Z (0,0) P2 (10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
Term Value(cm -1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47137.47
47138.86
47143.25
47145.49
47146.97
47149.27
47151.53
47154.25
47155.76
47157.21
47157.57
47157.78
47159.57
47163.05
47163.35
47164.08
47166.89
47169.54
47170.63
47170.63
47173.44
47174.56
47175.59
47177.91
47180.63
47181.06
47186.24
0.06
0.05
0.32
0.06
0.01
0.16
0.27
0.04
0.03
0.27
0.04
0.14
0.26
0.59
0.49
0.26
0.51
0.09
1.0
1.0
0.20
0.04
0.04
0.78
0.13
0.17
0.10
3 8.5
2 8.5
1 8.5
9 7.55 21
8 9.36 2H
9 13.88 2;
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=+l)
2 8.5 9 9.36 2H
1 8.5
2 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
2 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
9 13.98 2 l
1 0 9.36 2j
10
11
10
8
9
11
9
11
9
10
11
8
9
g 2 (e=+l)
13.88 22
13.98 2 1
14.14 2 A
f211 (.=-l)
9.36 2I
14.14
13.98
14.19
blended
blended
14.14 2A
f 2I (.=-1)
14.36 2I
f 21; (.=-3)
104
47186.59
47189.18
47192.27
47195.62
47197.26
47198.27
47199.24
47202.77
0.13
0.06
0.46
0.10
0.17
0.03
0.06
0.04
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
2 8.5
1 8.5 9 14.55 2;
Table 2.1.27 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - A2 i.X 21 (0,0) P2(11.5) J=10.5, N=11, f-parity.
Term Value(cm -1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47146.23 0.10 3 9.5 10 7.55 2;
47146.49
47149.89
47156.00
47158.81
47162.88
47164.95
47165.65
47167.65
47170.33
47170.85
47171.32
47171.60
47171.98
47173.46
47175.74
47178.27
47179.42
47180.41
47181.03
47184.12
47184.54
47186.26
47187.99
47190.07
47195.36
0.08
0.35
0.09
0.25
0.04
0.06
0.33
0.14
0.16
0.37
0.05
0.05
0.29
0.02
0.67
1.0
0.14
0.06
0.21
0.04
0.06
0.57
0.21
0.08
0.21
2 9.5
1 9.5
2 9.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
2 11.5
1 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
9 9.36 2i
10 f2 A (=+1)
1 0 9.36 211
10 13.98 2I
1 1 g 2 (=+1)
1 1 9.36 2 I
1 13.88 2£
11 13.98 2j
9 14.14 2 A
1 9.5 10 f 2 1-(.=-1)
2 11.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 2 9.36 21
1 0 14.14 2A
12 13.98 2I
1 9.5 10 14.19 2£
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
11
9
12
10
14.14 2 A
14.36 2n
f 2 (=-1)
f 2 (=-3)
1 r
11
11
9
10
9
14.14 2 A
14.19 2;
14.36 2i
14.36 21I
9.55 21
47195.68
47198.35
47200.71
47204.01
47204.57
47206.58
0.14
0.06
0.69
0.14
0.20
0.08
1 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
2 9.5
1 9.5
12
12
10
11
10
10
14.14 2 A
14.19 2I
14.36 2l
14.36 21
9.55 21
14.55 21
Table 2.1.28 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
Region.
line - A2 I- X 2 yZ (0,0) Q2 (1.5) J=1.5, N=2, e-parity
Term Value(cm-1)
47294.00
47300.61
47302.70
47306.65
47307.84
47309.86
47311.70
47314.12
47315.70
47316.36
47317.72
47318.38
47319.82
47320.22
47321.68
47323.11
47324.50
47325.63
47329.52
47331.78
47340.30
47342.23
47343.69
47344.22
47345.98
47347.86
47348.97
47350.94
47352.10
47352.76
47354.07
47355.40
47356.31
47356.84
Intensity
0.08
1.0
0.56
0.15
0.33
0.13
0.23
0.48
0.33
0.15
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.25
0.06
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.35
0.23
0.17
0.21
0.15
0.33
0.15
0.08
0.13
0.69
0.06
0.21
0.13
v' J' N' A and n* comment
2 2.5
2 2.5
1 0.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
2 10.14
3 10.14
1 16.98
2 16.98
3 16.98
2 17.14
2 17.19
3 17.14
1 0.5 1 17.36 2l
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 0.5
1 2.5
2 0.5
2 2.5
0.5
2 2.5
1 0.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
2
3
0
2
17.36
17.36
17.55
17.55
1 10.36 2I
2 10.36 2I
1 term3
3 10.36 2j
1 17.98 21
2 17.98 211
3 17.98 2I
1 2.5 2 18.14 2 A
1 2.5 3 18.14 2 A
107
n*=18
PUMP
47357.76
47361.44
47366.78
0.10
0.11
0.06
1 0.5 1 18.36 2I
Table 2.1.29 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 N-X 2 ; (0,0) Q2(2.5) J=2.5, N=3,
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
i!~~~~~~~~~~~ 
47295.33
47298.31
47300.61
47302.80
47303.26
47304.26
47305.67
47306.95
47308.02
47309.75
47312.53
47313.70
47313.84
47313.97
47316.53
47317.33
47318.24
47319.52
47322.09
47323.30
47323.58
47324.93
47327.34
47328.84
47330.32
47333.99
47342.24
47343.71
47346.19
47347.90
47349.03
0.04
0.09
0.35
1.0
0.23
0.06
0.49
0.14
0.09
0.22
0.11
0.22
0.20
0.24
0.30
0.10
0.27
0.19
0.26
0.14
0.11
0.08
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.04
0.23
0.22
0.35
0.08
0.26
3.5 3 term 1
2 1.5 2 10.14 2A
2 3.5 3 10.14 2A
2 3.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
4 10.14
1 16.98
2 16.98
3 16.98
4 16.98
1 1.5 2 17.14 2 A
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 1.5
1 3.5
2 1.5
2 1.5
2 3.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
3
3
3
4
1
2
17.14
17.19
17.19
17.14
17.36
17.36
a
a
2A
21
2I
2A
2rI
211
3 17.36
4 17.36
1 17.55
3 17.55
1 10.36
2 10.36
3 10.36
1 17.98
2 17.98
108
e-parity
47350.81
47351.86
47353.53
47353.53
47353.91
47354.33
47354.72
47356.55
47359.46
47361.78
47362.99
47364.54
47365.30
47367.53
47368.55
0.39
0.06
0.26
0.26
0.38
0.22
0.14
0.49
0.20
0.14
0.11
0.10
0.04
0.09
0.03
1 3.5 3 17.98 2II
1 1.5 2 18.14 2A
1 3.5 4 17.98 2II
1 3.5 3 f 2H(e=-1)
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
3
4
1
2
18.14 2 A
18.14 2A
18.36 2I
18.36 2II
1 3.5 4 18.36 2i
aThis state is perturbed by an unassigned state.
Table 2.1.30 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2H-X 2 Z (0,0) Q2(3.5) J=3.5, N=4, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47300.04
47300.62
47302.86
47303.60
47305.78
47306.78
47307.93
47309.41
47312.27
47314.15
47315.77
47315.77
47316.34
47319.69
47320.99
47321.93
47323.66
47324.43
0.11
0.19
0.88
0.10
1.0
0.15
0.08
0.83
0.46
0.10
0.54
0.54
0.48
0.67
0.75
0.15
0.23
0.46
2 2.5 2 10.14 2 A
2 2.5 3 10.14 2 A
2 4.5 4 10.14 2A
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
2 16.98
5 10.14
4 16.98
2 17.14
2 17.19
5 16.98
3 17.14
4 17.14
4 17.19
4 17.19
blended
blended
a
a
1 2.5 2 17.36 2l
109
blended
blended
47324.99
47325.66
47328.03
47328.62
47331.82
47332.81
47337.20
47343.70
47345.96
47348.35
47348.94
47349.12
47350.49
47350.96
47351.48
47352.75
47353.35
47354.07
47356.31
47356.64
47357.33
47359.79
47362.05
47362.53
47363.48
47363.70
47364.18
47365.39
47366.63
47369.11
0.19
0.35
0.06
0.15
0.06
0.11
0.10
0.46
0.36
0.11
0.48
0.36
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.46
0.42
0.15
0.46
0.50
0.33
0.52
0.15
0.08
0.27
0.19
0.21
0.16
0.06
0.06
1 2.5 3 17.36 2I
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
2 2.5
2 2.5
2.5
1 2.5
2 4.5
2 17.55 2I
5 17.36 2H
4 17.55 2I
2 10.36 2 l
3 10.36 2X
3 term3
2 17.98 2I
4 10.36 2H
1 2.5 3 17.98 2I
2 4.5 5 10.36 2I
1 2.5
1 2.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
2 18.14 2 A
3 18.14 2 A
5 17.98 2 Il
4 f21I (2=-1)
4 18.14 2A
1 4.5 5 18.14 2 A
1 2.5 2 18.36 2I
1 2.5 3 18.36 2 l
aThis state is perturbed by an unassigned state.
Table 2.1.31 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 ri-X 2 L; (0,0) Q2(4.5) J=4.5, N=5, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47298.31 0.09
47302.82 0.25 2
47305.39 0.23
3.5 3 10.14 2A
110
47305.82
47309.41
47309.58
47309.75
47312.33
47313.84
47315.58
47316.52
47317.34
47318.20
47319.49
47319.87
47320.38
47323.68
47324.83
47327.36
47327.96
47328.46
47328.79
47333.00
47333.24
47337.61
47340.48
47341.29
47345.84
47346.18
47348.98
47350.84
47351.47
47352.58
47353.49
47353.87
47356.58
47356.58
47357.19
47359.23
47359.53
47360.64
47361.38
0.88
1.0
0.62
0.34
0.09
0.69
0.40
0.10
0.07
0.18
0.47
0.41
0.22
0.62
0.65
0.43
0.20
0.20
0.45
0.12
0.07
0.13
0.09
0.10
0.31
0.16
0.34
0.06
0.25
0.48
0.09
0.09
0.45
0.45
0.46
0.23
0.48
0.52
0.41
2 3.5
2 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
4
5
3
10.14
10.14
16.98
5 16.98
3 17.14
3 17.19
3 17.19
4 17.14
6 16.98
5
5
3
6
17.14
17.19
17.36
17.14
1 3.5 4 17.36 21
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
2 3.5
2 3.5
1 3.5
3.5
2 5.5
1 3.5
5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
2 5.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
6 17.36 2-
5 17.55 2e
5 17.55 2£
3 10.36 2p
4 10.36 2y
3 17.98 2y
4 term3
5 10.36 2n
4 17.98 2n
5 term2
5 17.98 2I
3 18.14 2A
6 10.36 2y
4 18.14 2 A
6 17.98 2I
5 f 2 (=-1)
111
a
a
a
a
47363.83
47365.78
47367.12
47367.52
47368.18
47368.55
0.54
0.13
0.38
0.10
0.22
0.23
1 5.5 5 18.14 2A
1 3.5 3 18.36 2I
1 5.5 6 18.14 2 A
1 3.5 4 18.36 21
aThis state is perturbed by an unassigned state.
Table 2.1.32 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 II-X 2 Z (0,0) Q2(5.5) J=5.5, N=6, e-parity
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47305.84
47309.52
47311.30
47312.36
47313.55
47314.13
47315.87
47319.08
47319.62
47319.62
47320.53
47320.98
47321.95
47323.40
47324.55
47325.21
47328.06
47328.37
47329.38
47331.65
47332.80
47333.12
47333.35
47338.09
47343.22
47345.73
47348.91
0.43
0.96
0.18
0.10
1.0
0.88
0.08
0.90
0.31
0.31
0.06
0.15
0.06
0.29
0.35
0.20
0.35
0.43
0.37
0.55
0.37
0.33
0.21
0.14
0.10
0.12
0.25
2 4.5
2 4.5
6.5
1 4.5
4 10.14 2A
5 10.14 2 A
6 term 
4 16.98 2n
2 6.5 6 10.14
1 4.5 5 16.98
1 6.5 6 16.98
1 4.5 4 17.14
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
4
4
5
7
6
6
4
5
7
17.19
17.19
17.14
16.98
17.14
17.19
17.36
17.36
17.14
1 6.5 7 17.36
1 6.5 6 17.55
112
blended
blended
a
a
47349.09
47351.04
47352.72
47355.10
47356.65
47356.65
47357.78
47359.78
47360.19
47360.74
47362.12
47362.52
47363.46
47364.27
47365.31
47366.18
47368.61
47369.77
47371.26
47372.54
47373.05
47373.65
47374.22
47374.83
0.20 2 4.5 4
0.06
0.39
0.31
0.18
0.18
0.31
0.14
0.25
0.16
0.16
0.53
0.47
0.08
0.39
0.45
0.51
0.14
0.43
0.23
0.11
0.06
0.04
0.10
2 4.5
4.5
2 6.5
1 4.5
6.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
5 10.36 21
5 term3
6 10.36 2 n
5 17.98 2i
6 term2
4 18.14 2 A
6 17.98 2i
blended
blended
2 6.5 7 10.36 21
1 4.5 5 18.14 2 A
6.5 7 term3
1 6.5 7 17.98 2I
1 6.5 6 f 2I (=-1)
1 6.5 6 18.14 2 A
1 4.5 4 18.36 2 1
1 4.5 5 18.36 2I
1 6.5 7 18.14 2 A
aThis state is perturbed by an unassigned state.
Table 2.1.33 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 fI-X 2 1 (0,0) Q2(6.5) J=6.5, N=7, e-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
,. 
47306.61
47309.44
47314.00
47315.62
47317.61
47318.29
47319.26
47319.85
47326.61
0.08
0.36
1.0
0.04
0.49
0.39
0.99
0.15
0.10
2 5.5 4 10.14 2 A
2 5.5 6 10.14 2 A
1 5.5 6 16.98 2j
7.5 7 term 
2 7.5 7 10.14 2 A
1 5.5 6 16.98 2 1
113
10.36 21
47324.28
47325.00
47324.83
47328.04
47330.01
47330.93
47333.24
47333.79
47334.65
47335.10
47336.68
47337.63
47338.22
47339.47
47343.90
47348.97
47349.64
47351.44
47352.54
47353.81
47357.21
47357.54
47359.21
47359.38
47360.63
47361.17
47361.37
47362.72
47363.84
47365.02
47368.19
47368.50
47370.74
47371.77
47373.80
47374.20
47375.53
47376.23
47377.35
0.21
0.85
0.35
0.26
0.32
0.25
0.35
0.29
0.35
0.14
0.42
0.41
0.11
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.22
0.14
0.28
0.11
0.19
0.37
0.10
0.05
0.03
0.49
0.05
0.22
0.37
0.40
0.36
0.28
0.25
0.33
0.05
0.28
0.24
1 7.5
2 7.5
7
8
16.98 21
10.14 2 A
1 5.5 6 17.14
1 7.5 8 16.98
1 7.5 7 17.14
1 7.5 7 17.19
1 5.5 5 17.36
1 5.5 6 17.36
211
1 7.5 8 17.14 2 A
1 7.5
1 7.5
2 5.5
5.5
2 5.5
8 17.36 2 f
7 17.55 2;
5 10.36 21
5 term2
6 10.36 2-
5.5 6 term3
1 5.5 6 17.98 211
1 5.5
7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
5 f 22n (=-1)
7 term2
5 18.14 2 A
7 17.98 21
6 18.14 2 A
8 10.36 2 H
8 17.98 21
7 f2n1 (e=-1)
1 7.5 7 18.14 2 A
1 5.5 5 18.36 2n
1 5.5 6 18.36 21
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Table 2.1.34 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 Ni-X2 1 (0,0) Q2(7.5) J=7.5, N=8, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47313.06
47313.62
47314.27
47319.23
47322.94
47324.64
47325.11
47325.30
47326.01
47328.33
47329.60
47331.70
47332.95
47333.20
47333.44
47336.23
47337.24
47339.09
47340.09
47340.82
47342.52
47343.25
47344.09
47346.26
47350.27
47355.77
47356.65
47356.65
47357.78
47357.78
47359.18
47360.17
47362.53
47364.33
0.11
0.15
0.11
1.0
0.50
0.13
0.96
0.92
0.21
0.08
0.15
0.52
0.09
0.21
0.23
0.25
0.19
0.42
0.19
0.29
0.23
0.35
0.15
0.08
0.11
0.08
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.25
0.04
0.04
0.36
0.35
2 6.5 5 10.14
2 6.5 7 10.14
1 6.5
2 8.5
8.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
2 8.5
7 16.98 2n
8 10.14 2 A
8 term 
6 17.14 2 A
8 16.98 2I
9 10.14 2 A
1 8.5 9 16.98 2 I
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
8 17.14
8 17.19
6 17.36
7 17.36
1 8.5 9 17.14 2 A
1 8.5
2 6.5
1 8.5
6.5
1 6.5
2 6.5
6.5
9
6
8
6
17.36 2I
10.36 2I
17.55 21
term2
6 17.98 2H
7 10.36 2 n
7 term3
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blended
blended
blended
blended
47379.38 0.11
47365.28
47366.19
47368.45
47370.37
47373.11
47373.71
47375.20
47376.83
47377.97
47379.32
47380.50
47381.61
47382.97
47386.32
0.11
0.08
0.23
0.17
0.10
0.21
0.54
0.21
0.29
0.33
0.19
0.08
0.19
0.08
Table 2.1.35 - Auooizto
Table 2.1.35 - Autoionization
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 11-X2 ; (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity
47300.11 0.17
47302.83 0.21
47303.63 0.09
47305.81 0.98
47306.82 0.15
47309.47 1.0
47311.26 0.09
47313.44 0.60
47314.04 0.22
47315.87 0.34
47316.34 0.28
47319.63 0.47
47320.95 0.62
47323.41 0.41
47325.66 0.32
47328.02 0.19
47328.35 0.19
47328.70 0.10
47329.42 0.13
47331.62 0.30
1 6.5
1 6.5
8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
2 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
7 17.98 211
6 f21 (.=-1)
8 term2
8 17.98 2II
7 18.14 2 A
9 10.36 2I
9 17.98 2j
8 f 21 (=-1)
8
6
7
18.14
18.36
18.36
Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
P2 (5.5) J=4.5, N=5, f-parity
v' J' N' A and n* comment
3.5
2 3.5
2 3.5
1 3.5
2. 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 5.5
4 term 1
3 10.14 2 A
4 10.14 2A
4 f 2A (=+1)
5 10.14 2 A
6 term 
6 f 2 A (=+1)
5 16.98 2II
5 f 2A (=0)
4 17.14 2A
4 17.19 2£
5 17.14 2 A
3 17.36 2ri
4 f 2 (=-3)
6 17.14 2A
1 5.5 6 17.19 2I
1 3.5 4 17.36 2l
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;
47332.81
47333.10
47334.11
47337.17
47346.00
47348.34
47348.98
47350.99
47352.78
47355.11
47356.65
47356.65
47357.35
47357.76
47359.78
47362.12
47363.48
47365.39
47366.26
47368.66
47368.66
47371.29
47372.55
47374.28
0.21
0.15
0.04
0.11
0.34
0.08
0.21
0.09
0.47
0.15
0.49
0.49
0.21
0.15
0.51
0.22
0.41
0.13
0.04
0.09
0.09
0.17
0.05
0.09
1 5.5 5 17.36 2I
2 3.5 3 10.36 21I
1 3.5 4 f 2A (=+1)
2 5.5 5 10.36 2 I
1 5.5 6 f 2A (=+1)
1 5.5 5 17.98 2l
1 3.5 4 f 21(.=-1)
5.5 6 term2
1 3.5 4 18.14 2 A
1 5.5 6 f 21(2=-1)
1 3.5 4 f 2 (2=-3)
1 5.5 6 18.14 2 A
1 3.5 4 18.36 211
1 3.5 5 18.36 21n
Table 2.1.36 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 11-X2X (0,0) P2 (6.5) J=5.5, N=6, f-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47305.37
47305.78
47309.43
47309.76
47312.55
47313.90
47315.59
47317.53
47318.26
47319.18
47319.46
0.11
0.24
0.94
0.57
0.11
1.0
0.04
0.30
0.22
0.41
0.21
4.5 5 term 1
2 4.5 4 10.14 2A
2 4.5 5 10.14 2 A
1 4.5 5 f 2A (=+1)
2 6.5 6 10.14 2 A
6.5 7 term 1
1 6.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
2 6.5 7 10.14 2 A
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blended
blended
blended
blended
47319.88
47320.40
47323.58
47324.27
47324.86
47328.03
47328.82
47333.18
47333.84
47331.68
47336.73
47337.58
47338.33
47348.99
47348.99
47351.41
47352.61
47353.82
47357.20
47359.47
47360.66
47361.37
47362.70
47363.85
47365.03
47365.77
47367.59
47368.25
47368.61
47371.74
47373.75
47376.22
47377.38
47378.68
47379.58
0.47
0.26
0.36
0.26
0.64
0.39
0.26
0.38
0.09
0.07
0.32
0.23
0.15
0.32
0.32
0.07
0.19
0.15
0.28
0.32
0.55
0.23
0.28
0.41
0.32
0.21
0.13
0.39
0.15
0.11
0.23
0.26
0.09
0.09
0.04
1 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
6 16.98 2 l
6 f 2 A (=0)
5 17.14 2A
5
6
4
S
7
17.19 21
17.14 2A
17.36 2I'
f 2I; (.=-3)
17.14 2 A
1 4.5 5 17.36 2I
1 6.5 6 17.36 2i
2 4.5 4 10.36 21
1 6.5 7 17.36 2n
1 4.5
4.5
2 6.5
1 6.5
1 4.5
6.5
1 4.5
blended
blended
5 f 2A (=+1)
5 term2
6 10.36 2n
6 17.98 2n
5 f 2(.2=-1)
7 term2
5 18.14 2 A
1 6.5 6 18.14 2 A
6.5 6 term5
1 6.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
1 6.5
7
5
5
6
f 2ri(2=-1)
f 2I (=-3)
18.36 21
18.36 2I
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Table 2.1.37 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A 2 I-X 2 ; (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1)
47309.55
47311.30
47313.58
47314.16
47315.95
47316.93
47319.18
47322.85
47324.58
47325.19
47325.19
47325.19
47328.38
47329.38
47329.76
47330.32
47332.86
47333.30
47339.08
47340.08
47340.85
47342.56
47343.20
47344.10
47345.77
47352.71
47352.71
47356.63
47356.63
47357.74
47362.53
47362.53
47363.51
47364.35
Intensity
0.21
0.15
0.21
0.85
0.10
0.06
1.0
0.48
0.33
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.21
0.52
0.19
0.08
0.36
0.34
0.23
0.06
0.04
0.15
0.13
0.08
0.06
0.23
0.23
0.11
0.11
0.17
0.31
0.31
0.15
0.23
=
P2(7.5)
v' J'
2 5.5
5.5
1 5.5
2 5.5
1 5.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
7.5
2 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
2 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
5.5
2 7.5
J=6.5, N=7,
N' A and n*
5 10.14 2A
6 term 
6 f 2 A (=+1
6 10.14 2 A
5 16.98 2l
7 10.14 2A
8 f 2 A (=+1
7 16.98 21
7 f 2 A (=0)
8 term 1
8 10.14 2 A
6 17.14 2 A
6 17.19 2Z
f-parity
comment
blended
blended
blended
5 17.36 2II
7 17.14 2 A
6 f 2 (=-3)
8 17.14 2A
8 17.19 2Z
6 17.36 2I
7 17.36 2I
5 10.36 21
8 f 2 (=-3)
6 f 2A (=+1)
5 17.98 2j
6 term2
7 10.36 211
1 5.5 5 18.14 2 A
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I
IIII
47365.37
47366.24
47368.60
47370.37
47372.54
47373.16
47373.67
47377.98
47379.40
47381.65
47383.01
0.36
0.23
0.40
0.23
0.15
0.13
0.21
0.10
0.22
0.10
0.08
Table 2.1.38 - Autoionization
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 l- X 2 (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity
47313.96 0.23
47317.57 0.17
47318.34 0.13
47319.32 0.94
47325.03 1.0
47328.04 0.13
47328.58 0.44
47330.03 0.35
47330.84 0.25
47331.84 0.42
47333.05 0.06
47333.79 0.27
47334.63 0.35
47335.06 0.15
47336.00 0.08
47337.58 0.27
47339.43 0.31
47343.97 0.10
47344.25 0.08
47345.55 0.36
47347.09 0.04
47347.80 0.08
47349.00 0.13
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
7 17.98 2n
6 f 2II(.=-1)
6 18.14 2 A
5 18.36 2n
7 18.14 2 A
7 term5
8 f 2l(.=-1)
6 f 2 (=-3)
6 18.36 2n
7 18.36 2 H
Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
P2(8.5)
v' J'VI i t
2 6.5
6.5
1 6.5
2 6.5
2 8.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
2 8.5
8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
N' A and n* com]
6 10.14 2 A
7 term 
7 f 2A (=+1)
7 10.14 2 A
8 10.14 2 A
6 17.14 2 A
9 f 2A (=+1)
8 16.98 2n
8 f 2 A (=0)
9 10.14 2 A
9 term 
7 17.14 2 A
7 17.19 25
1 6.5 6 17.36
1 8.5 8 17.14
1 6.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
7
9
9
7
f 2y (1=-3)
17.14 2 A
17.19 21
17.36 21
120
ment
;
47349.63
47350.37
47351.31
47357.13
47357.50
47359.39
47361.11
47362.65
47368.53
47370.09
47370.75
47371.73
47374.18
47374.72
47375.51
47376.43
47377.32
47379.38
47380.00
47384.90
47385.46
47387.63
47387.63
47389.50
0.17 1 8.5 8 17.36 21
0.04
0.11
0.31
0.15
0.05
0.08
0.23
0.38
0.37
0.44
0.43
0.35
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.11
0.23
0.15
0.10
0.27
0.10
0.10
0.06
2 6.5 6 10.36 2II
1 6.5
6.5
2 8.5
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 6.5
8.5
7 f2 A (=+1)
7 term2
8 10.36 2H
8
7
7
9
17.98 211
f 2n(i=-l)
18.14 2A
term2
1 6.5 6 18.36 2l
1 8.5 8 18.14 2 A
8.5 8 term5
1 8.5 9 f 21(2=-1)
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
1 8.5 9 18.14 2 A
1 6.5 7 18.36 2I
1 8.5 8 18.36 2j
blended
blended
Table 2.1.39 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 HI-X 2 1 (0,0) P2(9.5) J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47319.23
47322.93
47325.15
47325.15
47325.36
47331.74
47333.10
47333.37
47334.95
47336.17
0.36
0.11
0.92
0.92
0.96
1.0
0.10
0.08
0.38
0.19
2 7.5 7 10.14 2 A
1 7.5 8 f 2A (=+1)
2 7.5 8 10.14 2 A
1 7.5 7 f 2A (=0)
7.5 8 term 
2 9.5 9 10.14 2A
1 9.5 10 f 2A (2=+l)
1 9.5 9 16.98 21
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blended
blended
47337.17
47338.09
47338.75
47339.31
47340.18
47340.77
47342.80
47343.26
47346.30
47352.68
47353.78
47355.78
47356.92
47359.09
47362.52
47366.39
47368.40
47372.64
47373.71
47375.20
47375.54
47376.95
47378.01
47380.55
47381.63
47383.10
47386.27
47387.18
47392.03
47392.48
47394.60
0.27
0.04
0.08
0.36
0.29
0.27
0.19
0.31
0.25
0.56
0.10
0.11
0.15
0.17
0.29
0.08
0.25
0.11
0.13
0.56
0.31
0.40
0.58
0.23
0.11
0.17
0.17
0.08
0.31
0.10
0.11
1 9.5 9 f 2 A (=0)
2 9.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
10
8
8
10.14
17.14
17.19
7 17.36 2 II
9 17.14 2 A
8 f 2 (=-3)
1 7.5 8 17.36 2 l
1 9.5 9 17.36 21
2 7.5
1 7.5
7.5
7 10.36 21
8 f 2 (=+1)
8 term2
7.5 7 term5
2 9.5 9 10.36 21
1 9.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
9.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
9.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
9
8
8
10
7
9
9
8
10
8
17.98 2i
f 2n(.=- 1)
18.14 2 A
term2
18.36 2 i
18.14 2A
term5
f 2 (.=-3)
f 2(2=-1)
18.36 2i
Table 2.1.40 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 In-X 2 1 (0,0) P2(10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
i~~~~~~~~~~~ 
47325.15
47328.65
47331.94
0.25
0.06
1.0
2 8.5
1 8.5
2 8.5
8 10.14 2 A
9 f 2A (=+1)
9 10.14 2 A
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47333.15
47335.93
47339.09
47342.13
47343.08
47344.27
47345.95
47347.17
47347.51
47347.68
47349.66
47350.63
47353.81
47360.29
47362.48
47363.11
47365.11
47365.84
47368.46
47372.22
47374.73
47376.42
47379.45
47380.04
47382.57
47383.10
47383.77
47384.88
47387.66
47389.42
47389.42
47390.96
47393.87
47399.00
0.15
0.06
0.96
0.42
0.17
0.23
0.06
0.19
0.48
0.19
0.23
0.11
0.23
0.50
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.21
0.04
0.11
0.04
0.15
0.06
0.35
0.36
0.23
0.44
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.15
0.19
8.5 9 term 
2 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
2 10.5
1 8.5
10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
2 8.5
1 8.5
8.5
10
11
10
10
9
11
8
11
10
11
11
10
8
9
9
10.14 2 A
f 2A (1=+1)
16.98 2n
f 2 A (=0)
17.14 2 A
10.14 2 A
17.36 2I
term 1
17.14 2 A
f 2£ (.=-3)
17.36 2i
17.36 2i
10.36 2i
f 2A (=+1)
term2
1 8.5 8 18.14 2 A
8.5
2 10.5
8 term5
10 10.36 211
1 10.5 10 17.98 211
1 8.5
1 8.5
10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
9
9
11
10
f 2n(2=- 1)
18.14 2 A
term2
18.36 2I
10 18.14 2 A
9 f 2 (=-3)
123
blended
blended
Table 2.1.41 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 Hn-X2 E (0,0) P2 (11.5) J=10.5, N=11, f-parity
Term Value(cm -1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47331.81
47335.02
47339.34
47341.61
47342.96
47347.24
47348.86
47350.52
47350.78
47351.70
47352.14
47353.71
47354.94
47356.41
47356.93
47357.72
47359.10
47360.41
47362.08
47366.75
47368.25
47371.34
47374.18
47374.78
47375.19
47376.99
47379.03
47381.71
47383.27
47387.16
47390.56
47391.09
47391.73
47392.50
47394.77
0.15
0.06
0.63
0.15
0.06
1.0
0.25
0.27
0.21
0.21
0.12
0.10
0.19
0.50
0.23
0.06
0.10
0.04
0.15
0.06
0.40
0.19
0.08
0.10
0.19
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.08
0.13
0.50
0.35
0.15
0.42
0.08
2 9.5
1 9.5
2 9.5
1 9.5
9
10
10
10
10.14 2 A
f 2A (.=+1)
10.14 2 A
term 1
2 11.5 1 1 10.14 2A
1 11.5 12 f 2A(.=+1)
1 9.5
2 11.5
1 9.5
10
12
9
17.14 2 A
10.14 2 A
17.36 21-
1 11.5 11 17.14 2A
1 11.5 11 17.36 2n
2 9.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
9.5
9.5
2 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
9
9
10
10
10.36 2n
17.98 2n
f 2 (=+1)
term2
9 term5
11 10.36 2n
11 17.98 2I
10 f 2n(2=-1)
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47395.57
47396.95
47399.57
47402.27
47406.57
0.11 1 9.5 10 18.14 2A
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.15
1 11.5 11 18.14 2A
1 9.5 10 f 2 (=-3)
Table 2.1.42 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 and
n*=18 Region.
PUMP line - A2 1-X 2 1 (0,0) P2(12.5) J=11.5, N=12, f-parity
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47339.16
47342.24
47347.57
47348.66
47350.63
47351.51
47356.06
47358.07
47359.14
47360.36
47363.21
47363.50
47365.09
47366.07
47368.25
47371.13
47375.29
47376.87
47380.54
47381.04
47382.57
47383.12
47383.37
47389.35
47390.88
47393.77
47395.44
47399.04
47399.64
0.11
0.06
0.73
0.08
0.13
0.08
1.0
0.42
0.10
0.35
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.29
0.08
0.08
0.04
0.21
0.13
0.08
0.19
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.13
0.42
0.31
2 10.5
1 10.5
2 10.5
10
11
11
10.14 2A
f 2 (=+1)
10.14 2 A
10.5 11 term 
2 12.5 12 10.14 2A
1
1
12.5
12.5
1 10.5
2 12.5
1 9.5
1 12.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
12 16.98 2H
13 f2 A(.=+1)
10
13
10
12
17.36 21
10.14 2 A
f 21 (.=-3)
17.14 2 A
11 f 2 (=-3)
11 17.36 21
2 10.5 10 10.36 21
1 12.5
10.5
12 17.36 21
1 1 term2
1 10.5 10 18.14 2A
2 12.5 12 10.36 21
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47400.79
47400.79
47403.11
47404.32
47405.27
47406.92
47408.60
47409.38
47409.90
47411.30
47414.75
0.41
0.41
0.06
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.04
0.08
0.08
1 12.5
1 10.5
1 12.5
10 10.5
1 2 17.98 2 blended
1 1 f 2n(2=-1) blended
1 2 18.14 2 A
1 1 f 2 (=-3)
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Part 2.2 - CaF Autoionization Data - C 2 (v=0) State Intermediate
Table 2.2.1 - C2 I13/2 (v=O) State PUMP Lines 2
PUMP line PUMP Energy (cm- 1) Term Value (cm- 1)
R21(3.5) 30234.017 30238.129
R2 1(4.5) 30234.875 30241.727
R21(5.5) 30235.701 30245.979
R21(6.5) 30236.496 30250.884
R21(7.5) 30237.258 30256.442
R21(8.5) 30237.992 30262.654
R21(9.5) 30238.692 30269.518
R21(10.5) 30239.360 30277.035
R21(11.5) 30239.997 30285.205
R2 1(12.5) 30240.602 30294.027
P2(6.5) 30222.554 30241.727
P2(8.5) 30220.070 30250.884
P2(10.5) 30217.461 30262.653
Table 2.2.2 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C2 fl-X 2 : (0,0) R2 1(3.5) J=4.5, N=5, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
74007.80
47010.48
47010.78
47013.11
47013.66
47014.84
47015.95
47016.58
47016.75
47017.43
47017.81
47019.15
47020.38
47021.22
47021.60
0.17
0.81
0.07
0.06
1.0
0.09
0.04
0.17
0.07
0.42
0.67
0.07
0.02
0.09
0.41
2 3.5 4 g 2 (=+1)
2 3.5 4 8.98 2i
2 3.5 4 f 2A (.=0)
2 5.5 5 8.98 2n
2 5.5 5 f 2 (.=+1)
2 5.5 6 g 2 (=+1)
2 5.5 6 8.98 2-
12 7
47022.83
47025.08
47025.84
47028.25
47029.40
47029.69
47029.98
47031.08
47031.56
47032.42
47034.11
47034.93
47035.52
47035.71
47036.55
47037.69
47039.14
47039.70
47040.60
47042.37
47044.06
47044.23
47045.30
47045.67
47045.86
47047.50
47048.18
47049.23
47049.74
47050.45
47050.91
47051.18
47053.01
47054.33
47055.15
47055.78
47057.56
47058.49
47059.51
47063.38
47064.08
0.01
0.07
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.06
0.22
0.09
0.11
0.15
0.68
0.74
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.11
0.03
0.39
0.44
0.28
0.40
0.03
0.18
0.17
0.06
0.30
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.13
0.55
0.35
0.22
0.09
0.07
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.04
0.02
2 3.5 3 f2n (=-1)
2 5.5 5 f2n (=-1)
2 3.5 4 f 2 (=-2)
1 5.5 6 f 2 (=+2)
1 3.5
1 5.5
2 5.5
4
5
6
f 2A (=0)
f 2A (=+1)
f 2n (=-2)
1 5.5 6 f 2A (=0)
2 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
5
5
4
1 5.5 6
f 2 (=-3)
f 2 (=-1)
f 2 (=-2)
f 2 (=-2)
12g
Table 2.2.3 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C2 rI-X 2 y (0,0) R21(4.5) J=5.5, N=6, e-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47004.95
47010.41
47013.79
47016.29
47016.74
47017.42
47017.77
47018.08
47019.10
47020.33
47021.17
47021.60
47021.86
47022.24
47022.82
47023.75
47024.24
47025.19
47025.46
47026.15
47026.45
47028.13
47029.35
47031.06
47032.49
47034.14
47034.96
47035.55
47036.03
47037.01
47037.68
47038.50
47038.78
47039.10
47040.24
0.'01
0.13
0.72
0.03
0.04
1.0
0.38
0.23
0.02
0.21
0.50
0.09
0.09
0.34
0.40
0.01
0.06
0.02
0.15
0.04
0.30
0.03
0.01
0.14
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.12
0.01
0.02
0.85
0.07
0.07
0.96
0.04
2 4.5 5 g 2 (.P=+1)
2 4.5 5 8.98 2l
2 4.5 5 f 2A (=0)
2 6.5 6 f 2 A (=+l)
2 6.5 6 8.98 2 I
2
2
6.5 7 g 2 (=+1)
6.5 7 g 2 (=+1)
2 6.5 7 f 2A (=0)
2 6.5 7 8.98 2i
2 4.5 4 f 2 (=-1)
2 6.5 6 f22n (=-l)
2 4.5 5 f 2 (=-2)
129
pert.
pert.
47067.68 0.01
47041.79
47042.86
47043.42
47044.03
47045.66
47047.49
47048.19
47049.24
47049.63
47050.45
47050.90
47051.19
47051.79
47053.14
47054.73
47055.09
47055.51
47055.77
47057.11
47057.53
47058.48
47059.51
47061.58
47063.16
47064.38
47067.64
47069.78
47070.09
47073.42
47075.67
0.06
0.07
0.02
0.21
0.83
0.03
0.07
0.32
0.11
0.17
0.08
0.11
0.02
0.34
0.07
0.06
0.45
0.07
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
2 6.5 7 f 2 (=+2)
1 4.5 5 f 2A (=0)
1 6.5 6 f 2 A (.e=+1)
1 4.5 4 f 211 (=-1)
2 6.5 7 f 2 (=-2)
2 6.5 7 f 211 (=-2)
1 6.5 7 f 2A (=0)
1 6.5 6 f 21 (=-1)
2 6.5 6 f 2I (.e=-3)
1 4.5 5 f 21 (.e=-2)
1 4.5 4 f 2 (.e=-3)
1 6.5 6 f 2(.e=-3)
Table 2.2.4 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in
PUMP line - C2 rI-X 2 y; (0,0) R21(5.5) J=6.5,
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v J' N' A ar
47010.41 0.01
47013.67 0.15
47017.44 0.07 2 5.5 5 f 2A
47017.80
47019.11
47020.36
0.74
0.11
0.03
pert
pert
the n*=13 Region.
N=7, e-parity
id n* comment
(1=+ 1
2 5.5 6 g 2 (=+1)
130
-
47020.88
47021.57
47021.84
47022.25
47022.84
47024.24
47025.48
47026.11
47026.45
47026.66
47027.98
47028.96
47030.66
47031.85
47033.18
47032.26
47034.13
47035.71
47037.34
47038.80
47039.15
47039.59
47041.83
47042.28
47043.26
47044.07
47044.70
47045.15
47045.89
47046.26
47047.35
47047.84
47048.20
47049.70
47050.92
47051.20
47053.17
47054.27
47054.44
47054.73
0.03
0.24
0.78
0.07
0.09
0.72
0.04
0.31
0.09
0.04
0.70
0.07
0.30
0.04
0.50
0.30
0.17
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.53
0.48
0.11
1.0
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.07
0.06
0.01
0.11
0.42
0.39
0.28
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
2 5.5 6 f 2A (=0)
2 5.5 6 8.98 21
2 7.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
2 7.5 7 8.98 2I
2 7.5 8 g 2 (=+1)
2 7.5 8 f 2A (=0)
2 7.5 8 8.98 2H
2 5.5 5 f 2 (=-1)
1 5.5 6 f 2 (=+2)
2 7.5 7 f 2 H (e=-1)
2 7.5 7 f 2 (=-1)
2 5.5 6 f 2 (=-2)
1 7.5 8 f 2 (=+2)
1 5.5 6 f 2 A (e=0)
1 7.5 7 f 2 (=+1)
1 5.5 5 f 2 (=-3)
1 5.5 5 f 2 f (=- 1)
131
pert.
pert.
47055.13
47055.50
47056.65
47057.04
47057.47
47058.92
47059.54
47060.31
47060.94
47062.47
47063.08
47063.43
47064.12
47068.21
47069.69
47070.30
47073.34
47075.69
47077.16
0.15
0.02
0.18
0.07
0.03
0.31
0.07
0.05
0.46
0.15
0.18
0.24
0.30
0.01
0.09
0.04
0.06
0.01
0.01
2 7.5 8 f 2 (=-2)
1 7.5 8 f 2 (=0)
1 7.5 7 f 2 (=-1)
1 5.5 6 13.14 2 A
1 5.5 6 f 2 (=-2)
1 7.5 7 13.14 2 A
1 5.5 5 f 2, (=-3)
Table 2.2.5 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C2 n-X 2 y (0,0) R2 1(6.5) J=7.5, N=8, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47007.94
47017.43
47018.04
47020.32
47021.89
47022.24
47022.82
47024.22
47025.07
47025.44
47026.44
47027.97
47028.93
47030.66
47031.81
47032.30
47033.97
0.17
0.11
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.43
0.51
0.02
0.01
0.26
0.73
0.07
0.98
0.04
0.41
0.03
0.68
2 6.5
2 6.5
2 6.5
6
7
7
f 2 (=+1)
g 2 (=+1)
g 2D (2=+1)
2 6.5 7 f 2A (=0)
2 6.5 7 8.98 2H
2 8.5 8 f 2A (=+1)
2 8.5 9 8.98 21
2 8.5 9 g 2 (=+1)
132
47034.60
47035.02
47035.57
47036.65
47037.69
47038.31
47038.73
47039.01
47039.39
47040.26
47041.83
47042.34
47042.89
47043.37
47044.12
47046.12
47046.76
47047.53
47049.00
47049.24
47049.62
47050.48
47050.70
47051.14
47052.12
47052.64
47053.17
47054.49
47054.77
47055.53
47056.73
47057.11
47058.06
47058.95
47059.84
47060.07
47060.95
47061.60
47061.91
47063.67
47064.09
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.47
0.19
0.02
0.43
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.19
0.07
0.26
0.24
1.0
0.03
0.11
0.87
0.60
0.23
0.04
0.02
0.13
0.11
0.43
0.21
0.07
0.04
0.56
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.06
0.21
2 8.5 9 f 2 A (=0)
2 6.5 6 f 2 (=-1)
2 8.5 9 8.98 2y
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=+2)
2 8.5 9 f22n
2 8.5 9 f 2n
2 6.5 7 f22n
2 6.5 7 f22n
1 8.5
1 6.5
1 8.5
9
7
8
(2=-1)
(1=-1)
(1=-2)
(.e=-2)
f 2 (=+2)
f 2A (=0)
f 2A (=+1)
1 6.5 6 f 2 (=-1)
2 6.5 6 f 2 (=-3)
2 8.5 9 f 2 (=-2)
133
47065.51
47066.70
47067.27
47067.89
47068.18
47068.79
47069.00
47070.12
47070.77
47074.44
47075.61
47078.60
47080.38
47081.65
47082.41
47085.04
0.34
0.05
0.53
0.09
0.15
0.02
0.02
0.36
0.30
0.02
0.34
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.01
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=0)
1 8.5 8 f 2A (=+1)
1 6.5 7 13.14 2 A
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=-2)
1 8.5 8 13.14 2 A
1 6.5 6 f 2 (=-3)
Table 2.2.6 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C2 nI-X 2 (0,0) R21 (7.5) J=8.5, N=9, e-parity
Term Value(cm -1 ) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
A7A' A n n
47021.85
47024.22
47026.68
47027.98
47028.91
47030.66
47031.43
47032.25
47033.95
47034.56
47036.66
47038.27
47038.80
47039.55
47040.61
47041.02
47041.84
47042.30
47043.46
Uv.U I
0.09
0.04
0.05
0.50
0.02
0.24
0.28
0.17
0.05
0.81
0.04
0.26
0.04
0.03
0.50
0.06
0.07
0.12
0.52
2 7.5 7 f 2 (=+1)
2 7.5 8 g 2 (=+1)
2 7.5 8 f 2A (=0)
2 7.5 8 8.98 2II
2 9.5 9 f 2 A (.e=+1)
2 9.5 9 8.98 21-
2 9.5 10 g 2(2=+1)
2 7.5
2 7.5
2 9.5
7
7
10
f 2 1l (=-1)
f 2II (=-1)
f 2A (2=0)
134
47044.34
47045.99
47047.39
47047.73
47049.67
47050.58
47051.06
47053.44
47054.00
47054.81
47055.09
47055.95
47056.68
47057.80
47058.72
47058.94
47060.08
47060.96
47062.71
47063.61
47063.97
47064.48
47065.49
47066.00
47066.50
47067.17
47068.16
47069.03
47069.57
47070.25
47070.69
47072.15
47072.87
47073.77
47073.93
47074.31
47075.50
47075.96
47077.10
47078.27
0.07
0.53
0.06
0.15
0.03
0.03
0.18
1.0
0.04
0.07
0.17
0.28
0.83
0.03
0.11
0.09
0.33
0.03
0.02
0.57
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.13
0.03
0.05
0.35
0.11
0.15
0.48
0.01
0.01
0.44
0.18
2 9.5 10 8.98 2
1 7.5 8 f 2 (=+2)
1 7.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
2 9.5 9 f 2 (=-1)
2 7.5 8 f 22 (=-2)
1 9.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
10
8
9
7
f 2 (=+2)
f 2A (=0)
f 2A (=+1)
f 2 (=- 1)
2 7.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
1 7.5 7 13.14 2A
2 9.5 10 f21 (2=-2)
1 9.5 10 f 2A (=0)
1 7.5 8 13.14 2 A
1 9.5 9 f 2 (=-1)
2 9.5 9 f 2 (=-3)
135
blended
47078.27
47081.16
47082.29
47087.90
47088.20
0.18
0.02
0.15
0.01
0.02
1 7.5 8 f 2N (=-2)
1 9.5 9 13.14 2 A
1 7.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
Table 2.2.7 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C 2 N-X2 i (0,0) R21(8.5) J=9.5, N=10, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47026.45
47028.05
47028.92
47033.94
47034.18
47034.56
4703.5.37
47034.64
47036.93
47037.63
47038.46
47038.79
47040.77
47041.04
47043.48
47044.54
47045.41
47046.83
47047.60
47047.94
47048.22
47049.28
47049.70
47050.51
47051.10
47052.21
47052.63
47053.51
47054.00
47056.80
47057.29
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.45
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.36
0.15
0.04
0.03
0.11
0.23
1.0
0.04
0.03
0.21
0.08
0.15
0.38
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.02
0.60
0.04
0.08
0.04
0.36
0.26
0.03
2 8.5 8 f 2A (=+l)
2 8.5 9 g 2 (=+1)
2 8.5 9 8.98 211
2 10.5 10 f 2A (=+1)
2 10.5 10 8.98 2i
2 8.5 8 f 21 (=-l)
2 8.5 8 f 2 (=-1)
2 10.5 11 g 2 D(2=+1)
2 10.5 1 1 f 2A(2=0)
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=+2)
2 10.5 11 8.98 2I
136
blended
47059.68
47060.22
47061.05
47062.10
47062.95
47064.04
47065.53
47065.53
47066.50
47067.21
47069.81
47070.68
47072.82
47074.27
47075.37
47078.26
47078.57
47079.11
47079.95
47080.70
47080.70
47081.26
47081.61
47082.22
47083.34
47084.51
47084.99
47086.23
47089.00
47089.89
0.13
0.96
0.11
0.38
0.11
0.89
0.23
0.23
0.26
0.02
0.07
0.49
0.01
0.04
0.11
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.12
0.12
0.19
0.13
0.38
0.03
0.02
0.32
0.13
0.02
0.13
2 10.5 10 f2II (=-1)
2 8.5 9 f 2I (2=-2)
1 8.5 9 f 2A(.e=0)
1 10.5 11 f2c1(2=+2) blended
1 10.5 10 f 2A(E=+1)
1 8.5 8 f 211(2=-1)
2 8.5 8 f 2 (=-3)
1 8.5 8 13.14 2 A
1 8.5 9 13.14 2 A
1 10.5 11 f 2 A(e=0)
2 10.5 11 f 2n (.=-2)
1 10.5 10 f 2 (=-1)
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=-2)
1 8.5 8 f 2 (2=-3)
47U90.55 0.04
Table 2.2.8 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C2 I-X 2 (0,0) R21(9.5) J=10.5, N=11, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1 ) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47034.54 0.09 2 9.5 9 f 2A (,P-= 1
47038.47
47040.70
47042.64
47043.13
0.01
0.42
0.04
0.11
- ' - .,
2 9.5 10 g 2 (Z(2=+1)
137
blended
47043.45
47046.01
47048.21
47048.53
47051.10
47042.30
47053.29
47053.51
47054.02
47054.84
47055.98
47057.22
47057.98
47058.32
47058.75
47059.52
47060.25
47060.87
47061.29
47061.95
47062.14
47062.69
47063.20
47063.64
47064.08
47064.59
47067.08
47067.57
47067.95
47069.26
47070.01
47070.22
47070.87
47072.11
47072.84
47073.12
47073.37
47073.71
47074.24
47077.55
47078.23
0.55
0.14
0.99
0.13
0.06
0.02
0.26
0.22
0.02
0.09
0.41
0.01
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.94
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.50
0.33
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.09
0.81
0.13
0.83
0.09
0.02
0.09
1.0
0.24
0.24
0.02
0.37
0.04
0.05
0.50
2 9.5 10 f2 A (.=0)
2 9.5 10 8.98 2n
2 11.5 11 f 2A (=+1)
2 11.5 12 8.98 2H
2 9.5 9 f 2 (=-1)
2 11.5 12 g 2 (1=+1)
1 9.5 1 0 f 2 (=+2)
2 11.5 12 f2 A(2=0)
2 11.5 12 8.98 2n
2 11.5 11 f 2n (2=-1)
2 9.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
10
10
12
f 2n (=-2)
f 2 A (=0)
f 2 (=+2)
1 1 f 2A (=+1)
9 f 2n (=-1)
2 9.5 9 f 2 (=-3)
1 8
47081.15
47082.42
47082.90
47083.63
47084.97
47086.22
47086.74
47088.16
47089.07
47089.62
47090.52
47090.82
47090.97
47091.82
47092.68
47093.62
47094.64
47095.54
47097.36
47098.19
47099.49
0.06 1 9.5 9 13.14 2A
0.31
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.04
0.17
0.05
0.55
0.52
0.02
0.03
0.35
0.11
0.03
0.03
0.18
0.09
1 9.5 1 0 13.14 2 A
1 11.5 12 f 2A (=0)
1 11.5
2 11.5
11
12
f 2 (.=-1)
f 2 (=-2)
1 9.5 10 f211 (=-2)
1 9.5 9 f 2 (=-3)
Table 2.2.9 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13 Region.
PUMP line - C2 1-X 2 Z (0,0) R2 1(10.5) J=11.5, N=12, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47041.01
47041.45
47045.54
47047.93
47050.16
47050.67
47051.10
47052.57
47053.03
47054.03
47055.73
47056.05
47059.57
47060.28
47060.85
0.09
0.07
0.02
0.28
0.07
0.07
0.57
0.01
0.01
0.15
0.17
0.99
0.05
0.23
0.02
2 10.5 10 f 2A (=+1)
2 10.5 11 g 2 (=+1)
2 10.5 1 1 f 2A (=0)
2 10.5 11 8.98 2 l
2 12.5 12 f2A (=+1)
2 10.5 10 f 2 l(2=-1)
139
47061.09
47061.87
47062.13
47063.51
47064.25
47064.76
47065.56
47066.76
47067.07
47068.81
47069.32
47070.31
47070.67
47072.11
47074.05
47075.10
47075.36
47075.56
47076.79
47077.54
47078.69
47079.63
47080.68
47081.23
47081.40
47081.55
47081.75
47082.74
47085.75
47086.18
47088.86
47089.92
47090.40
47091.17
47092.55
47093.64
47094.61
47096.37
47098.34
47099.21
47099.38
0.09
0.21
0.06
0.04
0.11
0.32
0.11
0.04
0.11
0.90
0.02
0.41
0.06
0.58
0.02
0.13
0.38
0.15
0.13
1.0
0.07
0.15
0.53
0.83
0.43
0.45
0.41
0.06
0.04
0.47
0.05
0.03
0.60
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.07
0.26
0.06
2 12.5 12 f 2A (=+1)
2 12.5
1 10.5
13 g 2 (=+1)
1 1 f 2 (=+2)
2 12.5 13 f 2A (=0)
2 12.5 13 8.98 21
2 12.5 12 f2n(2=-1)
1 10.5
2 10.5
1 12.5
11 f 2A (=0)
1 1 f 2 (=-2)
1 3 f 2 (=+2)
1 12.5 12 f 2 A (=+1)
2 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 12.5
10 f2 Z(1=-3)
10 13.14 2A
11 13.14 2A
13 f2A (.=0)
140
47100.20
47101.16
47101.36
47102.17
47103.06
47103.67
47106.56
47107.35
47109.26
0.55
0.06
0.26
0.03
0.57
0.05
0.03
0.19
0.09
1 12.5 12 f2nf(Z=-1)
2 12.5 13 f 2(Z=-2)
1 10.5 1 1 f 2 (=-2)
1 12.5 12 13.14 2A
1 10.5 10 f 2 y(_=-3)
Table 2.2.10 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - C2fl-X 2X (0,0) P2(6.5) J=5.5, N=6, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47026.16
47026.44
47027.55
47027.73
47028.15
47028.88
47029.12
47029.42
47029.61
47030.75
47032.04
47032.33
47033.24
47033.76
47034.07
47034.57
47034.91
47035.24
47035.68
47036.52
47037.15
47037.66
47038.35
47038.72
47039.08
47039.51
47040.17
0.53
0.17
0.11
0.26
0.14
0.18
0.07
0.04
0.13
0.30
0.14
0.16
0.04
0.23
0.86
0.46
0.99
0.67
0.23
0.04
0.48
0.07
0.03
0.44
0.13
0.11
0.21
2 6.5 7 8.98 2y
2 4.5 5 f 2 (=-1)
2 4.5 4 f 2 (=-2)
1 6.5 6 f 2 (=+2)
14 1
47040.37
47040.91
47041.44
47041.81
47042.26
47043.36
47043.67
47044.10
47044.78
47045.31
47045.69
47045.90
47046.08
47046.28
47047.00
47047.41
47047.82
47048.22
47049.03
47049.74
47050.90
47051.19
47052.98
47055.11
47055.88
47056.78
47057.51
47057.74
47059.53
47059.90
47061.16
47061.89
47062.50
47063.11
47063.53
47064.06
47064.93
47065.61
47066.04
47066.82
47068.36
0.23
0.44
0.06
0.44
0.08
0.88
0.23
0.80
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.14
0.14
0.11
0.38
0.86
0.28
0.78
0.58
0.51
0.71
1.0
0.37
0.30
0.51
0.46
0.04
0.04
0.14
0.10
0.07
0.13
0.23
0.28
0.07
0.14
0.08
0.06
0.34
0.48
0.24
2 6.5 7 f 2 (=-1)
1 4.5 5 f 2A (=+1)
2 6.5 6 f 2 (=-2)
1 6.5 6 f 2A (=0)
1 6.5
2 4.5
1 4.5
1 4.5
7
5
5
4
f 2 (=+1)
f 2y (=-3)
f 2n (=-1)
f 21 (=-2)
1 6.5 6 13.14 2 A
1 6.5 6 f 2n (=-2)
142
47068.88
47069.06
47069.23
47069.65
47070.20
47070.95
47071.99
47072.27
47072.95
47073.43
47073.76
47074.80
47075.56
47075.78
47076.24
47078.14
47078.75
47079.59
47080.76
47081.91
47083.22
47085.17
0.28
0.24
0.11
0.51
0.07
0.07
0.28
0.14
0.03
0.13
0.23
0.03
0.17
0.11
0.06
0.07
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.06
0.03
0.06
1 4.5 5 f 2 (=-3)
Table 2.2.11 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - C2 Hl-X 2 ; (0,0) P2(8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47015.87
47016.23
47017.75
47018.43
47018.81
47020.35
47021.83
47022.19
47024.16
47026.64
47026.72
47027.30
47027.42
47027.92
47028.27
0.16
0.11
0.09
0.04
0.23
0.03
0.36
0.04
0.32
0.09
0.10
0.09
0.13
0.83
0.16
2 6.5 6 g 2 (=+1)
2 6.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
2 8.5 8 g 2 (=+1)
142
47028.87
47029.18
47030.65
47031.50
47032.26
47033.42
47033.70
47034.57
47034.71
47036.97
47037.24
47037.48
47038.29
47038.73
47039.54
47040.65
47041.79
47042.02
47042.27
47042.92
47043.25
47044.09
47044.29
47044.65
47045.18
47045.91
47046.36
47047.34
47047.66
47050.01
47050.41
47050.90
47051.00
47052.93
47053.44
47054.27
47055.09
47055.94
47056.53
47056.67
47057.33
0.03
0.03
0.38
0.39
0.42
0.39
0.16
0.74
0.32
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.33
0.09
0.07
0.06
0.32
0.25
0.46
0.29
0.11
0.58
0.16
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.10
0.12
0.09
0.11
0.03
0.33
0.32
0.49
0.13
0.14
0.09
0.09
0.38
0.64
0.36
2 8.5 8 f 2A (=0)
2 8.5 8 8.98 2 1
2 8.5 9 f 2 A (=+1)
2 8.5 9 8.98 2l
2 6.5 7 f2n (=-1)
2 6.5 7 f 21 (=-1)
2 6.5 6 f 2 (=-2)
1 8.5 8 f 2 (=+2)
2 8.5 9 f 2n (2=-1)
2 8.5 8 f 2 (=-2)
14L
47057.85
47058.94
47059.19
47060.04
47060.43
47060.92
47061.67
47061.83
47062.42
47063.39
47063.62
47065.50
47067.67
47068.24
47069.04
47069.35
47070.30
47073.59
47073.78
47074.38
47075.03
47077.10
47080.50
47082.32
47083.52
47084.60
47084.89
47085.15
0.02
0.43
0.38
0.64
0.30
0.51
0.51
0.22
0.11
0.32
1.0
0.03
0.14
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.35
0.09
0.07
0.16
0.07
0.14
0.02
0.58
0.03
0.25
0.17
0.09
1 8.5 8 f 2A (=0)
1 6.5 7 f 2 A (=+1)
1 6.5 7 f 2l (2=-1)
1 6.5 6 13.14 2 A
2 6.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
1 6.5 7 13.14 2 A
1 8.5 9 f 2l (2=-1)
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
Table 2.2.12 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=13
Region.
PUMP line - C2 1-X2; (0,0) P2(10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n comment
, i , ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
47027.88
47030.60
47031.38
47032.66
47033.77
47034.51
47036.43
47036.67
0.08
0.05
0.12
0.12
0.14
0.49
0.03
0.04
2 8.5 8
2 8.5 8
g 2( (=+1)
f 2 (=0)
2 8.5 9 f 2A (=+1)
1 4E
47067.22
47039.12
47040.57
47041.23
47042.22
47043.20
47043.49
47044.87
47046.04
47046.28
47047.15
47047.52
47047.72
47048.20
47048.70
47051.05
47051.24
47053.30
47053.46
47054.50
47054.68
47054.79
47055.07
47055.94
47056.72
47057.18
47057.93
47058.31
47058.73
47059.83
47060.10
47061.80
47063.12
47063.67
47064.02
47064.43
47067.69
47069.23
47069.48
47072.08
47072.82
0.03
0.04
0.55
0.12
0.19
0.11
0.94
0.04
0.61
0.28
0.26
0.05
0.10
0.47
0.14
0.04
0.04
0.47
1.0
0.19
0.17
0.18
0.14
0.22
0.76
0.07
0.04
0.08
0.30
0.04
0.10
0.07
0.44
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.21
0.42
0.78
0.47
2 10.5 10 g 2(=+1)
2 10.5 10 f2 A(.=0)
2 10.5 10 8.98 2r
2 10.5 11 f 2A(.e=+1)
2 8.5 9 f 2 (=-1)
2 8.5 8 f 2 (=-2)
1 10.5 10 f 2(._=+2)
1 8.5 9 f 2A (.=+1)
2 10.5
1 10.5
10 f 2 (=-2)
10 f2 A (.=0)
14 6
47073.04
47073.67
47073.78
47074.25
47074.84
47075.56
47076.32
47077.06
47077.91
47078.22
47078.22
47079.36
47080.39
47081.25
47081.47
0.22
0.42
0.14
0.69
0.21
0.60
0.22
0.36
0.32
0.83
0.83
0.50
0.03
0.17
0.42
1 10.5 1 1 f 2 A (=+1)
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=-1)
1 8.5 8 f 2n (=-2) blended
2 8.5 9 f 2A (=-3) blended
1 8.5 9 13.14 2 A
1i47
Table 2.2.13 - Autoionization
Region.
PUMP line - C2 H-X2 Z (0,0)
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity
47110.37
47113.30
47116.92
47121.05
47123.56
47123.90
47124.99
47126.01
47126.20
47126.60
47127.29
47127.82
47128.69
47129.28
47130.73
47132.05
47132.30
47134.02
47134.96
47135.30
47135.76
47136.27
47136.75
47138.46
47139.41
47140.42
47142.25
47142.48
47143.94
47146.31
47146.78
47147.52
47148.93
47150.35
47151.80
0.07
0.04
0.36
0.26
0.50
0.17
0.05
0.14
0.04
0.14
0.14
0.36
0.03
0.19
0.62
0.50
0.95
0.21
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.01
0.19
0.67
0.12
1.0
0.83
0.62
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.11
0.01
Spectra Observed in the n*=14
R21(3.5) J=4.5, N=5, e-parity
v' J' N' A and n* comment
I~~~~~~~~~ Il l
3 3.5 3 7.55 2,
3 3.5 5 7.55 21
2 3.5 3 9.36 211
2 3.5 4 9.36 2rl
1 5.5 5 g 2 (=
2 5.5 5 9.36 2 l
1 3.5 4 f 2 (=
2 5.5 6 9.36 2I
1 5.5 5 f 2A (2=I
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
6
6
5
4
3
4
+2)
0)
0)
f 2A (=0)
13.98 2I
f 2 (=-1)
f 2rn (.e=-2)
14.19 2;
14.14 2 A
1 3.5 3 f 2 (=-3)
4 3.5 3 6.55 21
1 5.5 6 14.14 2 A
148
I
47152.14
47155.41
47167.90
47170.72
47174.67
0.02
0.11
0.07
0.02
0.12
4 5.5 5
2 3.5 3
6.55 2£
9.55 2I
2 5.5 5 9.55 2 ;
Table 2.2.14 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 I-X 2 Z (0,0) R21(4.5) J=5.5, N=6, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47113.25
47116.91
47121.28
47123.67
47124.09
47125.08
47126.25
47126.84
47127.61
47128.67
47129.26
47129.45
47129.63
47129.82
47130.63
47132.02
47132.44
47133.08
47134.17
47135.24
47135.70
47136.69
47134.29
47138.47
47139.08
47140.03
47140.46
47142.07
47142.27
47143.49
0.07
0.03
0.19
0.15
0.10
0.02
0.17
0.15
0.10
0.20
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.13
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.37
0.02
0.57
0.04
0.15
0.09
0.07
0.04
0.06
0.02
0.06
0.41
3 4.5 4 7.55 2;
3 6.5 6 7.55 2,
2 4.5 4 9.36 2 H
1 6.5
2 4.5
1 6.5
6
5
6
g 2F
9.36
(2=+4)
2rl
f 2( (=+3)
1 6.5 6 g 2 (=+2)
1 6.5 6 9.36 2I
1 4.5 5 f 2 A (=0)
1 4.5 5 13.98 2i
1 6.5 6 f 2A (=+1)
1 4.5 4 f 2n (2=-1)
1 6.5 7 f 2 A (=0)
149
47144.29
47145.11
47146.32
47146.80
47147.98
47150.60
47151.81
47152.18
47153.20
47155.42
47157.37
47159.79
47170.85
47174.62
47179.07
0.11
1.0
0.37
0.49
0.15
0.03
0.06
0.15
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.09
0.06
0.02
0.11
1 6.5 7 13.98 2 l
1 6.5 6 f 2 (=-1)
1 4.5 4 14.19 2 £
1 4.5 5 f 2n (2=-2)
1 4.5 5 14.14 2A
1 4.5 4 6.55 21
1 4.5 4 f 2 (=-3)
1 6.5 6 14.19 21
4 6.5 6 6.55 21
2 4.5 4 9.55 2£
2 6.5 6 9.55 21
Table 2.4.15 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C211-X2 E (0,0) R21(5.5) J=6.5, N=7, e-parity
Term Value(cm -1 ) Intensity v ' J' N' A and n* comment
47108.88
47116.96
47121.32
47126.40
47126.61
47127.32
47127.84
47129.26
47129.85
47130.65
47132.07
47132.07
47132.64
47133.08
47134.79
47135.71
47136.26
47137.39
47137.67
0.03
0.09
0.01
0.28
0.12
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.21
0.01
0.52
0.52
0.01
0.01
0.12
0.05
0.04
0.38
0.33
3 5.5 5 7.55 2£
3 7.5 7 7.55 2£
1 5.5 5 g 2 (=+2)
2 5.5 5 9.36 2l
1 7.5 7 g 2r (=+4)
2 5.5 6 9.36 2j
1 7.5 7 f 2 (=+3)
1 7.5 7 g 2q (=+2)
2 7.5 7 9.36 2 1
150
blended
blended
47138.45
47139.39
47139.96
47140.41
47143.26
47143.51
47143.94
47145.10
47146.81
47147.72
47149.28
47149.85
47150.61
47150.61
47151.77
47153.16
47155.42
47157.38
47161.73
47163.37
47164.86
47170.23
47174.58
47179.11
47184.31
0.31
0.02
0.36
0.05
0.17
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.40
0.12
1.0
1.0
0.24
0.38
0.05
0.21
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.09
1 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
2 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 5.5
4 5.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
4 7.5
1 7.5
2 5.5
f 2A (.=0)
13.98 2j
f 2 A (=+1)
f 2 (=- 1)
9.36 2I
f 2 A (.=0)
13.98 2H
14.19 21
f 2H (.=-1)
14.14 2 A
f 2n (=-2)
6.55 21
f 2 (=-3)
14.14 2 A
6.55 21
f 2I (._=-3)
9.55 2 
2 7.5 7 9.55 21
Table 2.2.16 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C 2fl-X 2 Z (0,0) R21(6.5) J=7.5, N=8, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
ml. 
47121.35
47126.46
47129.48
47130.65
47132.32
47133.11
47133.42
47134.77
47135.68
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.13
0.30
0.15
0.13
0.02
0.01
3 6.5 6 7.55 2,
1 6.5 6 g 2 D (.e=+2)
3 8.5 8 7.55 21
1 8.5 8 g 2r (=+4)
1 6.5 6 f 2A (.=+1)
1%1
blended
blended
47136.28
47136.37
47136.99
47137.28
47137.69
47139.57
47140.15
47141.22
47142.30
47143.06
47143.46
47144.29
47145.11
47145.23
47149.31
47149.51
47149.91
47150.63
47153.21
47154.19
47155.36
47155.82
47156.17
47156.95
47157.25
47158.10
47158.53
47159.43
47159.79
47163.41
47168.96
47170.29
47170.67
47177.90
47179.08
47184.32
47184.64
47187.97
47189.15
47190.28
0.53
0.32
0.02
0.10
0.02
0.11
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.77
0.28
0.04
0.10
0.17
0.06
0.06
0.20
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.19
0.34
0.24
1.0
0.19
0.02
0.02
0.62
0.06
0.27
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.17
1 8.5 8 f 2D (.=+3)
2 6.5 7 9.36 2n
1 8.5 8 g 2D(.=+2)
2 8.5 8 9.36 2 H
1 6.5 7 f 2A (=0)
1 6.5 7 13.98 2H
1 6.5 6 f 2 (.=-1)
1 8.5 8 f 2A (.e=+1)
2 8.5 9 9.36 2 H
1 6.5 6 14.19 2£
1 8.5 9 f 2A (=0)
1 8.5 9 13.98 2 n
1 8.5 8 f2n (.=-1)
1 6.5 7 14.14 2A
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=-2)
4 6.5 6 6.55 21
1 6.5 6 f 2 (.z=-3)
1 8.5 9 14.14 2 A
4 8.5 8 6.55 21
1 8.5 8 f 2 (.e=-3)
2 6.5 6 9.55 2£
2 8.5 8 9.55 21
1 2
Table 2.2.17 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 l-X2 (0,0)
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity
47126.48 0.14
47129.89 0.01
47132.10 0.01
47132.31 0.01
47134.78 0.09
47137.46 0.17
47137.46 0.17
47137.69 0.21
47138.87 0.31
47139.82 0.02
47141.21 0.76
47141.82 0.01
47143.20 0.12
47145.00 0.12
47145.32 0.09
47148.61 0.02
47149.12 0.67
47149.21 0.86
47149.21 0.86
47149.83 0.05
47150.60 0.06
47151.54 0.05
47155.81 0.07
47157.18 0.19
47157.75 0.02
47160.75 0.12
47162.50 0.05
47163.25 0.59
47164.08 1.0
47164.93 0.05
47166.53 0.83
47168.26 0.01
47170.22 0.38
47176.90 0.01
R21(7.5)
v'
3
1
1
J
7.5
7.5
7.5
1 7.5
2 7.5
1 9.5
N'
7
7
7
7
7
9
J=8.5, N=9,
A and n*
7.55 2£
g 2F (1=+4)
f 20 (j=+3)
g 2 (=+2)
9.36 2I
g 2r (=+4)
e-parity
comment
blended
blended
3 9.5 9 7.55 21
1 9.5 9 f 2 (=+3)
2 7.5 8 9.36 2I
1 9.5 9 g 2 (=+2)
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
2 9.5
2 9.5
1 9.5
1 7.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
4 7.5
1 7.5
9
10
8
8
7
9
10
10
7
10
9
7
8
f 2A (=+1)
f 2cD (e=+2)
f 2A (=0)
13.98 21
f 2 (=-1)
9.36 21-1
blended
blended
9.36 2n
g 2D (2=+1)
14.19 21
f 2A (=0)
f 2n (=-1)
6.55 2
f 2n (=-2)
1 7.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
153
-
=NO---
47177.19
47177.87
47184.32
47186.31
47192.30
47197.19
0.12
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.14
1 9.5 9 6.55 21
1 9.5 10 14.14 2A
2 7.5 7 9.55 21
1 9.5 9 f 2 (=-3)
1 9.5 9 14.36 21
1 9.5 9 9.55 2;
Table 2.2.18 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 n-X 2 z (0,0) R21(8.5) J=9.5, N=10, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47129.19
47132.37
47136.33
47139.60
47142.15
47143.03
47145.26
47146.19
47146.84
47147.43
47149.12
47149.87
47151.14
47151.30
47153.17
47155.99
47155.99
47156.88
47158.84
47162.95
47163.33
47164.12
47164.91
47165.63
47166.30
47166.58
47166.94
47170.33
0.03
0.11
0.01
0.07
0.06
0.30
0.02
0.32
0.75
0.04
0.04
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.03
0.89
0.89
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.07
0.11
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.09
3 8.5 8 7.55 21
1 8.5 8 f 2 (=+3)
1 8.5 8 g 2 (=+2)
1 10.5 10 g2 r(i=+4)
2 8.5 8 9.36 2I
1 8.5 8 f 2A (=+1)
3 10.5 10 7.55 21
1 10.5 10 f 2 (.e=+3)
2 8.5
1 10.5
9
10
9.36 2 l
g 2 (=+2)
1 10.5 10 f 2A(.e=+1)
1 10.5 11 f 2 ( .e=+2)
1 8.5 8 f 2n (=-1)
1 10.5 10 9.36 2 l
1 10.5
2 10.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
11 g 2 (=+1)
11 9.36 21
8
9
14.19 2£
14.14 2 A
154
47170.72
47171.32
47172.01
47173.06
47174.51
47172.76
47177.92
47184.44
47186.29
47190.37
47195.45
47200.68
47204.45
47205.92
0.04
0.49
1.0
0.03
0.68
0.02
0.34
0.07
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.02
4 8.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
8
11
10
6.55 2£
f 2 (=0)
f2 (2=-1)
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=-2)
1 8.5 8 f 2 (e=-3)
4 10.5 10 6.55 2£
1 10.5 11 14.14 2 A
2 8.5 8 9.55 2y
1 10.5 10 f 2 2(2=-3)
1 10.5 10 14.36 2 f
2 10.5 10 9.55 2£
Table 2.2.19 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 H-X 2; (0,0) R21(9.5) J=10.5, N=11, e-parity
Term Value(cm -1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47137.54
47138.96
47141.22
47145.01
47147.52
47149.12
47151.54
47153.17
47153.71
47154.26
47155.95
47157.18
47157.75
47157.95
47160.15
47162.83
47163.48
47163.48
47164.07
47166.94
0.02
0.09
0.01
0.09
0.02
0.36
0.02
0.76
0.03
0.26
0.02
0.09
0.03
0.12
0.01
0.04
0.74
0.74
0.04
0.02
3 9.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
2 9.5
1 11.5
9
9
9
11
9
9
11
7.55 2Z
f 2d (=+3)
g 2 (=+2)
g 2F (.e=+4)
f 2A (=+1)
9.36 2i
f 2 (=+3)
1 11.5 11 7.55 21
1 9.5 10 9.36 21-1
1 9.5 10 g 2 (=+1)
1 11.5 11 g 2 (=+2)
1 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
2 11.5
1 1 f 2 A(.=+1)
1 2 f 2 (=+2)
9
11
blended
blended
f 2 (=-1)
9.36 211
1 5
47170.79
47171.31
47171.99
47173.11
47173.43
47174.48
47177.24
47177.95
47178.86
47179.27
47180.15
47180.68
47182.35
47182.55
47183.13
47186.28
47192.42
47195.39
47197.25
47205.16
47209.71
47211.31
47213.07
47213.82
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.14
0.02
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.52
1.0
0.04
0.03
0.90
0.38
0.09
0.01
0.09
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.09
0.01
1 11.5
1 9.5
2 11.5
4 9.5
1 9.5
1 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
1 9.5
4 11.5
1 11.2
2 9.5
1 11.5
1 11.5
12
9
12
9
10
g 2 (=+1)
14.19 2;
9.36 21
6.55 2Z
14.14 2h
12 13.98 21
1 1 f2I (2=-1)
10
9
11
12
9
11
11
f 21 (=-2)
f 2I (.=-3)
6.55 21
14.14 2 A
9.55 21
f 21 (1=-3)
14.36 2i
2 11.5 11 9.55 2£
Table 2.2.20 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 I-X 2X (0,0) R21(10.5) J=11.5, N=12, e-parity
Term Value(cm -1l) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47146.27
47146.88
47151.17
47151.51
47153.60
47155.37
47155.98
47156.63
47158.83
47159.81
0.13
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.36
0.02
0.03
0.02
3 10.5 10 7.55 2£
1 10.5 10 f2 (=+3)
1 10.5 10 g 2 (=+2)
1 12.5 12 g2r (=+4)
1 10.5 10 f 2A (2=+1)
2 10.5 10 9.36 21
156
47160.20
47160.69
47161.78
47163.03
47163.50
47164.89
47165.44
47165.62
47167.90
47171.02
47171.34
47171.59
47171.84
47172.31
47172.73
47175.78
47179.49
47180.17
47180.98
47182.03
47184.10
47184.53
47186.30
47187.69
47188.21
47188.49
47189.73
47190.05
47190.66
47192.03
47192.59
47193.83
47194.63
47195.37
47199.94
47201.11
47202.75
47204.54
47205.98
47215.54
0.62
0.04
0.02
0.30
0.01
0.03
0.11
0.11
0.02
0.06
0.15
0.51
0.57
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.23
0.04
0.06
0.02
0.06
0.04
0.45
1.0
0.06
0.04
0.90
0.01
0.02
0.35
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.06
0.05
0.02
1 12.5 12 f2 (i=+3)
3 12.5 12 7.55 2I
1 10.5
1 12.5
2 10.5
1 10.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
11 g 2 (=+1)
12 g 2 (=+2)
11 9.36 2 I
1 1 f 2 A
12 f 2A
1 3 f 2~
(2=0)
(2=+1)
(.e=+2)
2 12.5 12 9.36 2H
1 12.5
2 12.5
4 10.5
1 10.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
13 g24(e=+1)
13 9.36 2i
10 6.55 2£
11 14.14 2A
1 3 13.98 2I
13 f 2A (2=0)
12 f 2 (=-1)
1 10.5 11 f 211 (=-2)
1 10.5 10 f 2 1(_=-3)
4 12.5 12 6.55 2Z
2 10.5 10 9.55 21
157
47219.35
47222.48
47223.22
47223.59
0.07
0.06
0.01
0.02
1 12.5 12 f2 (=-3)
1 12.5 12 14.36 2H
Table 2.2.21 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 II-X2Z. (0,0) R21(11.5) J=12.5, N=13, e-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
I II .
47153.22
47154.37
47156.47
47157.98
47160.41
47163.02
47163.52
47164.16
47166.93
47167.55
47167.91
47168.38
47172.54
47173.07
47173.59
47173.72
47174.46
47179.25
47179.75
47180.14
47180.51
47180.87
47181.35
47181.82
47185.32
47188.97
47189.23
47191.67
47192.54
47194.49
0.01
0.12
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.38
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.67
0.02
0.28
0.01
0.07
0.09
0.12
0.01
0.01
0.12
0.48
0.57
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.19
1 11.5 11 f20(.=+3)
3 11.5 11 7.55 2£
1 11.5 11 g2 (=+2)
2 13.5 13 g 2F(.E=+4)
1 11.5 11 f2 A(.=+1)
2 11.5 11 9.36 2II
1 13.5 13 f20(.e=+3)
3 13.5 13 7.55 2.
1 11.5 12 g 2C(e=+1)
1 13.5 13 g2 (.e=+2)
2 11.5 12 9.36 2I
1 11.5 12 13.98 2H
1 11.5 12 f 2A(.e=0)
1 13.5
1 13.5
1 3 f 2A(.e=+1)
1 4 f 20 (.e=+2)
1 13.5 13 9.36 21
2 13.5 14 9.36 2H
158
47195.41
47197.93
47198.30
47200.17
47200.17
47200.74
47202.25
47202.80
47205.16
47205.61
47210.58
47213.18
47216.89
47217.16
47225.64
47226.51
47229.65
47230.36
47233.09
47233.38
0.05 1 1 1 12 14.14 2A
0.01
0.06
1.0
1.0
0.04
0.05
0.76
0.31
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.03
0.03
1 13.5
1 13.5
1 13.5
1 11.5
1 11.5
4 13.5
2 11.5
1 13.5
1 13.5
14
13
14
13.98 2 l
f 2 (=- 1)
f 2 (=0)
12 f 2 (=-2)
1 1 f 2 (=-3)
13
11
6.55 21
9.55 2£
13 f 2 (=-3)
1 3 14.36 2H
Table 2.2.22 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 1 I-X 2 z (0,0) P2 (6.5) J=5.5, N=6, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47110.87
47113.00
47114.30
47116.91
47119.54
47120.09
47123.57
47124.06
47124.45
47126.45
47126.63
47127.31
47127.79
47129.08
47129.27
0.23
0.06
0.06
0.30
0.11
0.17
0.11
0.57
0.63
0.09
0.21
0.16
0.11
0.16
0.24
3 4.5 5 7.55 2,
3 6.5 7 7.55 2Z
1 4.5 5 g 2k (2=+2)
2 4.5 5 9.36 21-1
159
blended
blended
47129.84
47130.18
47130.54
47130.99
47131.82
47132.10
47132.10
47133.98
47134.91
47135.74
47136.68
47137.03
47137.41
47137.87
47138.36
47138.47
47139.49
47140.02
47140.47
47141.84
47142.29
47143.93
47145.10
47146.20
47150.60
47150.60
47151.02
47151.80
47152.36
47152.86
47153.26
47153.65
47155.43
47155.90
47156.69
47157.06
47157.37
47157.77
47158.74
47159.32
47159.99
0.18
0.11
0.17
0.12
0.13
0.46
0.46
0.06
0.04
0.08
0.07
0.31
0.80
0.26
0.66
1.0
0.14
0.38
0.68
0.31
0.38
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.28
0.28
0.13
0.13
0.15
0.14
0.21
0.17
0.08
0.50
0.60
0.17
0.24
0.03
0.43
0.50
0.07
1 6.5 7 g 2r (=+4)
2 6.5 6 9.36 2I
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=+3)
2 6.5 7 9.36 21
1 6.5 6 f 2A (=0)
1 6.5 6 13.98 2 n
1 6.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
1 4.5 5 f 2 (=-l)
1 4.5 4 f 2n (.=-2)
1 4.5 4 14.14 2A
1 4.5 5 14.19 2£
1 6.5 7 f 2n (=-l)
1 6.5 6 14.14 2 A
1 6.5 6 f 2n (=-2)
4 4.5 5 6.55 2Z
160
blended
blended
blended
blended
47160.85
47161.49
47161.65
47161.73
47163.27
47164.87
47167.13
47167.94
47169.70
47170.33
47174.33
47174.61
47178.88
47184.34
47186.17
0.06
0.57
0.30
0.28
0.18
0.03
0.06
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.17
0.17
0.07
0.03
0.03
4 6.5 7 6.55 2I
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
2 4.5 5 9.55 2£
2 6.5 7 9.55 2£
Table 2.2.23 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=14
Region.
PUMP line - C2 n .X 2 (0,0) P2(8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1 ) Intensity v' J' N' A and n* comment
47117.80
47120.19
47120.39
47121.12
47121.49
47126.46
47127.09
47127.60
47127.91
47129.88
47130.25
47131.91
47132.13
47132.13
47132.70
47132.89
47133.90
47134.80
47136.28
47137.36
47137.36
0.04
0.10
0.13
0.03
0.04
0.31
0.03
0.14
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.14
0.14
0.41
0.21
0.01
0.26
0.02
0.18
0.18
2 6.5 7 7.55 21
1 6.5 7 g 2r(2=+4)
2 6.5 6 9.36 2H
1 6.5 7 f 2 (.=+3)
1 6.5 7 g 2 (.e=+2)
2 6.5 7 9.36 2n
1 8.5 9 g 2r (=+4)
161
blended
blended
blended
blended
47137.68
47138.88
47139.97
47140.18
47140.55
47141.21
47142.80
47143.23
47143.88
47144.47
47145.36
47148.51
47149.08
47149.27
47149.67
47149.91
47150.15
47150.62
47150.81
47151.82
47153.21
47155.39
47155.81
47156.94
47158.20
47159.43
47160.79
47163.43
47164.09
47164.88
47165.56
47166.53
47167.23
47169.71
47170.26
47172.16
47172.86
47174.34
47175.13
47175.38
47176.66
0.44
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.66
0.10
0.18
0.17
0.13
0.08
0.04
0.18
1.0
0.27
0.17
0.30
0.94
0.57
0.20
0.30
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.20
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.04
0.40
0.13
0.24
0.57
0.33
0.18
0.51
0.37
0.40
0.14
2 8.5 9 7.55 2
1 6.5 7 f 2A (=+1)
1 8.5 9 f 2 I (.R=+3)
2 8.5 8 9.36 2 nl
1 8.5 9 f 2 A (=+1)
1 8.5 8 f 2A (.=0)
1 8.5 8 13.98 2n
1 6.5 7 f 2 (.=-1)
1 6.5 6
1 6.5 6
1 6.5 7
1 8.5 8
1 8.5 9
4 6.5 7
14.14 2 A
f 2n (=-2)
14.19 22
14.14 2 A
f 2n (=-l)
6.55 22
1 6.5 7 f 2 (=-3)
47177.53
47178.77
47179.08
47180.48
47181.69
47182.10
47182.89
47184.34
47187.05
0.63
0.08
0.17
0.04
0.08
0.06
0.16
0.23
0.04
2 6.5 7 9.55 2£
Table 2.2.24 - Autoionization Spectra 01
Region.
PUMP line - C2 NI-X2 (0,0) P2(10.5)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v' J'
47132.79 0.05
47133.06 0.03
47133.27 0.04
47136.81 0.03
47137.48 0.02
47138.90 0.35 3 8.5
47139.07 0.18
47141.23 0.10 1 8.5
47143.24 0.10 2 8.5
47143.71 0.33
47145.02 0.12 1 8.5
47146.88 0.01
47147.51 0.04 1 10.5
47148.32 0.01
47149.11 0.69 1 8.5
47149.87 0.02 1 8.5
47151.50 0.06 2 8.5
47153.15 0.83 1 10.5
47154.24 0.15 3 10.5
47155.80
47157.19
47157.99
47159.21
47159.86
47161.74
47163.28
0.03
0.12
0.17
0.05
0.12
0.07
0.68
2 10.5
1 10.5
bserved in the n*=14
J=9.5, N=10, f-p.
N' A and n* co
arity
mment
9 7.55 2£
9 f 2D (.=+3)
8 9.36 2i
9 g 2(D (.=+2)
11 g 2r (.=+4)
9
8
9
11
11
f 2, (.e=+1)
13.98 2n
9.36 2I
f 2D (.=+3)
7.55 2I
1 0 9.36 2i
11 g 2 (.e=+2)
1 10.5 10 f 2 A(.t=0)
.
MI
1 3
47163.40
47164.09
47164.48
47165.22
47165.96
47166.54
47166.64
47170.78
47172.05
47173.54
47174.62
47177.22
47177.90
47179.96
47180.68
47183.18
47186.28
47186.49
47189.00
47190.26
47190.67
47192.58
47193.04
47194.27
47194.34
47195.47
47196.81
47197.24
47198.01
47198.39
47198.95
47200.56
47202.26
47203.82
47206.15
0.47
1.0
0.17
0.30
0.11
0.46
0.36
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.07
0.04
0.01
0.11
0.35
0.49
0.19
0.10
0.06
0.21
0.14
0.17
0.33
0.28
0.15
0.21
0.24
0.08
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.04
0.04
1 10.5
1 8.5
4 8.5
1 10.5
11 f 2A(=+1)
9 f 2 (.e=-1)
9 6.55 2£
10 14.14 2A
1 10.5 1 1 f 2 (=-l)
1 8.5 9 f 2 (=-3)
1 8.5 9 9.55 22
Part 2.3 - CaF Autoioniozation Spectra - A 2 State Intermediate,
High-n* Spectra
Table 2.3.1 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=20-32
Region.
PUMP line - A 2 ni-X 2 (0,0) Q2(1.5) J=1.5, N=2, e-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) v J' N' A and n* comment
47381.43
47383.44
47384.55
47385.64
47386.58
47388.09
47390.40
47391.54
47394.06
47411.80
47412.49
47413.52 1 n* = 20.01 a
47415.32
47415.97
47417.23 1 n* = 20.15 a
47419.42
47421.94
47433.70
47435.06
47438.00
47438.87 1 n* = 21.01a
47441.37
47442.37 1 n* = 21.16a
47444.50
47446.25
47458.17
47458.49
47459.22
47459.54
47460.06
47460.86
47461.60 1 n* = 22.04a
47461.95
165
47463.24
47463.80
47464.20
47467.36
47469.51
47477.98
47479.50
47480.43
47482.07
47482.52
47483.19
47484.95
47485.60
47487.76
47494.57
47495.09
47496.35
47497.07
47497.40
47498.88
47499.19
47500.17
47501.93
47506.03
47510.20
47511.32
47512.24
47513.91
47514.68
47515.79
47516.05
47520.01
47521.63
47523.67
47524.75
47525.59
47527.02
47529.41
47535.36
47535.76
47537.28
1
1
n* = 23.02 a
n* = 23.14a
2 2.5 2 11.14 2 A
1
1
1
1
1
1
n* = 24.03a
n* = 24.14a
n* = 25.02a
n* = 25.14a
n* = 26.03a
n* = 26.15a
166
47537.86
47538.78
47540.20
47540.55
47540.86
47546.09
47547.80
47549.15
47555.76
47556.65
47557.30
47558.63
47559.00
47559.66
47563.52
47564.46
47565.81
47567.06
47571.81
47573.49
47574.65
47578.91
47580.54
47581.56
47582.21
47584.51
47585.51
47585.37
47590.12
47591.38
47592.49
47593.93
47596.67
47597.73
47599.47
47601.49
47602.48
47604.19
47605.72
47607.99
47608.96
47612.99
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
n* = 27.03a
n* = 27.16a
n* = 28.03a
n* = 28.16a
n* = 29.03a
n* = 30.03a
n* = 31.02a
n* = 32.03a
167
47613.75
47616.59
47620.08
47621.93
47622.76
47624.70
47626.64
47628.18
47632.54
47635.44
2 2.5 2 12.14 2 A
aI.p. = 47687.5 cm-1
Table 2.3.2 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=20-32
Region.
PUMP line - A2 FI-X2 ; (0,0) Q2(2.5) J=2.5, N=3, e-parity
Term Value(cm -1) v J' N' A and n* comment
Ill! I II I I I iII I I I I I. i .
I
47385.13
47386.23
47387.28
47388.02
47388.40
47388.86
47390.68
47391.33
47392.05
47392.80
47393.57
47394.62
47395.57
47395.94
47409.86
47411.52
47412.59
47413.50
47415.18
47416.95
47417.65
47418.28
47419.82
47421.69
47422.67
47423.60
1 n* = 20.16a
1 68
47426.80
47429.39
47430.77
47433.85
47435.39
47436.77
47437.79
47438.85
47440.48
47442.02
47443.14
47443.59
47445.00
47447.30
47447.68
47447.89
47450.50
47452.54
47453.73
47455.04
47458.15
47459.15
47560.02
47461.56
47462.17
47463.00
47463.78
47464.14
47464.63
47465.61
47466.99
47468.06
47469.05
47472.67
47478.80
47479.48
47480.05
47482.08
47482.50
47483.51
47484.26
47484.47
47485.55
169
47485.85
47486.88
47487.56
47487.87
47488.17
47490.70
47492.79
47495.29
47496.56
47498.92
47499.32
47499.56
47499.93
47501.25
47501.60
47502.25
47503.40
47503.89
47505.11
47511.40
47511.94
47513.80
47516.02
47516.34
47516.74
47519.90
47521.30
47521.98
47522.45
47524.13
47524.91
47526.61
47527.38
47529.28
47529.49
47529.98
47536.19
47536.82
47538.62
47538.90
47541.12
47541.47
2 3.5 3 11.14 2 A
1
1
1
1
n* = 24.96b
n* = 2 5 .9 8b
n* = 26.16 a
n* = 26.99 b
n* = 27.17a1
170
47542.00
47542.84
47547.14
47547.56
47549.51
47551.54
47552.38
47556.76
47558.16
47559.00
47559.58
47560.82
47561.33
47561.53
47565.29
47567.06
47567.96
47569.20
47569.43
47569.85
47573.22
47574.78
47575.64
47576.32
47576.99
47577.36
47578.03
47579.99
47580.36
47583.01
47583.94
47584.22
47586.29
47586.96
47589.19
47590.26
47592.11
47593.07
47594.13
47596.06
47547.20
47597.50
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
n* = 27.96b
n* = 28.17a
n* = 28.97 b
n* = 29.17a
n* = 29.96b
n* = 30.16a
n* = 30.98b
171
47601.28
47602.74
47604.39
47606.01
47606.75
47607.24
47608.10
47610.76
47614.74
47615.55
47618.54
47619.07
47621.94
47622.48
47624.67
47626.92 2
47629.97
47633.32
47637.39
aI.P. = 47689.8 cm -1
bI.p. = 47687.5 cm-1
2 3.5 3 12.14 2 A
Table 2.3.3 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=20-32
Region.
PUMP line - A2 II -X 2 , (0,0) Q2(3.5) J=3.5, N=4, e-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) v J' N' A and n* comment
47383.48
47384.54
47385.61
47386.59
47387.56
47388.10
47388.47
47390.46
47390.83
47391.39
47392.11
47394.02 1 n* = 19.15a
47395.00
47395.77
47396.94
172
I
47397.45
47397.99
47413.83
47417.70
47419.45
47420.85
47421.53
47423.21
47424.56
47425.48
47426.11
47426.53
47437.99
47438.97
47439.26
47442.83
47444.51
47446.22
47446.90
47448.20
47450.26
47450.52
47451.64
47457.25
47459.52
47462.11
47462.77
47463.66
47464.92
47465.58
47466.35
47467.38
47467.73
47468.03
47468.80
47469.69
47471.10
47471.68
47471.94
47473.41
47476.76
47477.34
1
1
1
n* = 20.15a
n* = 21.15 a
n* = 22.15a
173
47480.95
47481.72
47484.53
47485.00
47485.62
47487.36
47487.64
47487.74
47488.44 1
47490.45
47490.87
47492.09
47494.43
47497.03
47498.39
47501.34
47502.91
47504.27 1
47504.78
47505.58
47512.82
47513.57
47516.20
47519.03
47519.39
47519.62 1
47521.52
47523.58
47525.74
47526.84
47527.36
47528.11
47529.98
aI.P. = 47693.3 cm- 1
n* = 23.14a
n* = 24.13a
n* = 25.14a
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I
I
1
1
Part 3 - CaCI Spectra
Part 3.1 - CaCI Fluorescence Spectra - B 2 (v=0) State
Intermediate and REMPI - A 2 3/2 (v=0) State Intermediate
Spectra recorded using the fluorescence dip detection scheme
and one state recorded by the direct fluorescence detection method
are presented graphically in Figures 5.1-5.5 at the end of this
chapter. Those spectra were recorded using the B2 1 (v=0) state as
the intermediate state.
The direct fluorescence spectra recorded in the 37,000 cm-1 -
39,000 cm- 1 region are presented in Table 3.1 along with the REMPI
spectra recorded in the same region using the A 2 I13/2 (v=0) state as
the intermediate state. Only one PUMP transition was used to
record the REMPI spectra in this region and the spectra are of low
quality compared to the CaF autoionization spectra (see Figure 3.7).
The same is true of the direct fluorescence spectra recorded using
the B 2 (v=0) state as the intermediate state in this region. The
energies are only approximate term values for each state. These
values are accurate to about 10 cm-1 (absolute energy).
Table 3.1 - PUMP + PROBE Energy for REMPI and Fluorescence
Spectra Recorded in the 37,000 cm-1 - 39,000 cm-1 Region
REMPI Fluorescence A and n* (v",v')
(PUMP + PROBE (PUMP + PROBE
Energy (cm-1)) Energy (cm-l))
36919 G2A 0,0
37021 F2fi 3,0
37109 3.15 21 0,1
37140 3.16 211 0,1
37174 G2 A 1,0
37465 37470 3.15 2£ ; 0,0
37496 37500 3.16 2 n 0,0
37605 G2A 2,0
37912 37917 3.15 2I 1,0
37946 3.16 2 n 1,0
38034 G2A 3,0
39211 3.51 21 0,1
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Part 3.2 - CaCl Autoionization data - A 2113/2 (v=0) State
Intermediate
Only the spectra in the n*=16 region were of high enough
quality to provide reliable intensity information. The intensities
were not measured for the spectra recorded in the n*=17-43 region.
Table 3.2 - A2 rn3/2 (v=0) State PUMP Lines4
PUMP line PUMP Energy (cm-l) Term Value (cm- 1 )
P2(7.5) 16163.846 16174.78
P2(8.5) 16163.397 16177.06
P2(9.5) 16162.963 16179.66
P2(10.5) 16162.544 16182.58
P2(11.5) 16162.137 16185.76
P2(12.5) 16161.470 16189.37
P2(13.5) 16161.353 16193.23
P2(14.5) 16160.971 16197.40
Table 3.2.1 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A2 -X 2L (0,0) P2 (8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
48490.10
48495.27
48498.79
48501.09
48503.74
48505.39
48506.65
48512.95
48515.53
48516.68
48517.72
48519.04
48520.20
48520.61
48522.59
48524.17
0.15
0.03
0.06
0.39
0.15
0.06
0.09
0.13
0.09
0.13
0.15
0.72
0.19
0.17
0.38
0.41
2 6.5 7 11.06 2A
2 8.5 8 11.06 2A
2 8.5 9 11.06 2 A
2 6.5 7 11.16 21
1 6.5 7 16.06 2 A
2 8.5 9 11.16 21
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48525.40
48527.38
48528.15
48529.39
48531.70
48532.68
48534.42
1.0
0.43
0.24
0.06
0.09
0.23
0.30
1 8.5 8
1 6.5 7
16.06 2 A
16.16 21
1 8.5 9 16.10
1 8.5 9 16.16 21
Table 3.2.2 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A2 N-X 2Z (0,0) P2(9.5) J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
48503.73 0.29 2 7.5 8 11.06 2A
48506.79 0.06 2 9.5 9 11.06 2A
48508.87 0.07
48510.03 0.07 2 9.5 10 11.06 2A
48512.97 0.12
48515.56 0.11
48519.49 0.16
48520.70 0.25
48521.54 1.0 2 7.5 8 11.16 2y
48522.08 0.37
48524.00 0.23
48525.26 0.32 1 7.5 8 16.06 2A
48527.33 0.56 2 9.5 10 11.16 21
48528.45 0.99 1 9.5 9 16.06 2A
48529.92 0.59 1 7.5 8 16.16 2£
48531.47 0.28 1 9.5 10 16.06 2A
48532.76 0.18 1 9.5 10 16.10
48535.84 0.32 1 9.5 1 0 16.16 2E
48537.84 0.18
Table 3.2.3- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A 21-.X 2 Z (0,0) P2(10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
48495.82
48498.75
48502.83
48506.71
0.13
0.07
0.04
0.40 2 8.5 9 11.06 2 A
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48510.03
48513.71
48516.22
48516.66
48517.65
48518.52
48520.61
48522.41
48524.15
48525.43
48527.39
48528.05
48530.64
48531.65
48532.57
48534.99
48536.28
48539.49
48541.63
0.19
0.04
0.07
0.10
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.07
1.0
0.09
0.13
0.18
0.44
0.99
0.42
0.36
0.10
0.18
0.09
2 10.5 10
2 10.5 11
2 8.5
1 8.5
1 8.5
2 10.5
1 10.5
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
9
8
9
11
10
9
11
11
11
Table 3.2.4 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A2 n.-X 21 (0,0) P2(11.5) J=10.5, N=11, f-parity
Term Value(cm-l) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
48510.03
48513.01
48513.59
48517.61
48520.45
48521.84
48522.08
48524.02
48525.88
48527.30
48528.79
48531.37
48533.80
48531.85
48534.49
48535.42
48535.84
0.30
0.22
0.17
0.19
0.17
0.10
0.07
0.04
0.11
0.98
0.10
0.22
0.33
0.39
0.50
1.0
0.72
2 9.5 10 11.06 2A
2 11.5
2 11.5
11 11.06
12 11.06
2 9.5 10 11.16 2;
1 9.5 10 16.06 2A
2 11.5
1 11.5
1 9.5
12
11
10
11.16
16.06
16.16
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11.06 2 A
11.06 2 A
11.16 2 Z
16.16 2A
16.06 2A
11.16 2
16.16 2 A
16.16 21
16.06 2 A
16.10
16.16 2I
48539.01
48540.42
48543.18
48544.20
48545.86
48548.40
48549.40
0.42
0.25
0.29
0.14
0.25
0.04
0.08
1 11.5 12 16.06 2A
1 11.5 12 16.10
1 11.5 12 16.16 2,
Table 3.2.5 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A 2 -.X2 1 (0,0) P2 (12.5) J=11.5, N=12, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
48502.85
48507.23
48511.25
48513.65
48516.70
48517.53
48521.84
48523.85
48521.72
48524.40
48529.55
48530.68
48532.57
48535.06
48537.31
48538.53
48539.37
48539.37
48543.25
48544.72
48547.38
48548.86
48550.42
48553.39
0.15
0.15
0.06
0.13
0.15
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.15
0.15
0.13
0.83
0.07
0.32
0.19
0.31
1.0
1.0
0.21
0.26
0.21
0.26
0.11
0.09
2 10.5 11 11.06 2A
2 10.5 10 11.06 2A
2 12.5 13 11.06 2A
2 10.5 11 11.16 2Z
1 10.5 11 16.06 2A
2 12.5
1 12.5
1 10.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
13
12
11
13
13
13
11.16 2y
16.06 2 A
16.16 2Z
16.06 2 A
16.10
16.16 21
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blended
blended
Table 3.2.6 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A2 NI -X 2 Z (0,0)
Term Value(cm-1) Intensity v
48517.62 0.21 2
48520.42 0.19
48521.21 0.10
48522.13 0.07 2
48526.59 0.11 2
48527.28 0.05
48529.14 0.14
48513.12 0.05
48533.85 0.17
48534.51 0.68 2
48535.36 0.30 1
48537.02 0.18
48539.01 0.25 1
48539.80 0.22
48541.34 0.19
48542.88 0.54 2
48543.19 1.0 1
48543.79 0.72 1
48545.53 0.11
48545.86 0.05
48547.96 0.22 1
48549.50 0.25 1
48552.00 0.26 1
48552.75 0.04
48553.87 0.11
48555.54 0.12
P2(13.5)
J
11.5
13.5
13.5
11.5
11.5
J=12.5,
N' A and
12 11.06
13 11.06
14 11.06
12
11
N=13, f-parity
n* comment
11.16
16.06
11.5 12 16.06 2A
13.5
11.5
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.5
14
12
13
14
14
14
11.16 2£
16.16 2y
16.06 2A
16.06 2A
16.10
16.16 2
Table 3.2.7 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=16 Region.
PUMP line - A2 II-X 2 Z (0,0) P2(14.5) J=13.5, N=14, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) Intensity v J' N' A and n* comment
48505.12 0.13
48511.29 0.17
48513.61 0.07
48515.60 0.06
48517.18 0.07
48517.75 0.06
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-
555I
.
48521.99
48523.95
48524.76
48526.77
48531.55
48532.84
48533.94
48534.85
48536.26
48538.46
48539.92
48541.74
48543.24
48544.61
48454.71
48547.44
48548.18
48548.50
48552.89
48554.55
48556.92
48559.11
48560.95
48562.51
0.23
0.09
0.26
0.11
0.60
0.13
0.19
0.07
0.07
0.49
0.23
0.11
0.11
0.21
0.41
1.0
0.64
0.62
0.34
0.55
0.30
0.23
0.15
0.14
2 12.5 13 11.06 2 A
2 14.5 14 11.06 2A
2 14.5 15 11.06 2 A
2 12.5 13 11.16 22
1 12.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
2 14.5
1 14.5
1 14.5
1 14.5
1 14.5
13 16.06 2£
13 16.10
13 16.16 2£2
15 11.16 2£
14 16.06 2A
15 16.06 2A
15 16.10
15 16.16 2£
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Table 3.2.8- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 Region.
PUMP line - A2 I .X 2 I (0,0) P2 (7.5) J=6.5, N=7, f-parity
Term Value(cm-1) v J' N' A and n* comment
48563.40
48563.76
48564.70
48565.84 1 7.5 7 16.93 21-
48566.64
48568.54 1 5.5 6 17.06 2A
48570.89 1 7.5 7 17.06 2 A
48572.63 1 5.5 6 17.16 2 A
48573.39 1 7.5 8 17.06 2 A
48574.56 1 7.5 8 17.10
48575.41
48576.06
48576.79
48577.24 1 7.5 8 17.16 2 A
48578.32
48578.92
Table 3.2.9- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17 Region.
PUMP line - A2n.X 2 y; (0,0) P2(8.5) J=7.5, N=8, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) v J' N' A and n* comment
48568.35 1 8.5 8 16.93 2H
48569.78
48570.72 1 6.5 7 17.06 2A
48571.38
48572.49
48573.31 1 8.5 8 17.06 2A
48574.73 1 6.5 7 17.16 2£
48576.30 1 8.5 9 17.06 2 A
48577.38 1 8.5 9 17.10
48578.31
48579.86 1 8.5 9 17.16 21
48580.19
48582.01
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Table 3.2.10- Autoionization Spectra
Region.
PUMP line - A2 1-X2 1 (0,0) P2 (9.5) J=8.5, N=9, f-
Term Value(cm- 1) v J' N' A and n* comment
48558.10
48564.14
48565.07
48568.25
48569.99
48570.93 1 9.5 9 16.93 2I
48573.40 1 7.5 8 17.06 2A
48575.49
48576.45 1 9.5 9 17.06 2A
48577.19 1 7.5 8 17.16 2£
48579.57 1 9.5 10 17.06 2A
48580.76 1 9.5 10 17.10
48583.16 1 9.5 10 17.16 21
48584.03
48585.32
48591.34
48597.65
48600.03
Table 3.2.11- Autoionization S
Region.
IMTTI 1 A v myl n \
[pectra Observed in the n*=17
II I d fl T IIruivr nlle - AII -AL tUU) r21JU.0) J=7.) IW=1U,
Term Value(cm-l) v J' N' A and n* comment
f-parity
48556.54
48560.99
48567.92
48568.14
48568.33
48568.82
48571.34
48573.39
48574.33
48576.38
48578.43
48579.81
1 8.5 8 16.93 2'
1 8.5 8 17.06 2A
1 10.5 10 16.93 2y
1 8.5 9 17.06 2 A
1 8.5 9 17.16 2£
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parity
blended
Observed in the n=17
48579.81
48570.15
48582.53
48583.28
48584.44
48585.31
48586.68
1 10.5 10 17.06 2A
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5 11 17.16 2%
Table 3.2.12- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=17
Region.
PUMP line - A2 HI-X2 % (0,0) P2(12.5) J=11.5, N=12, f-parity
Term Value(cm - 1) v J' N' A and n* comment
48556.60
48557.69
48558.91
48562.33
48563.91
58567.83
48574.91
48575.56
48575.54
48578.36
48579.86
48580.42
48581.51
48582.09
48583.29
48584.41
48585.36
48586.75
48587.23
48587.73
48590.40
48591.56
48592.80
48594.80
1 10.5 10 17.06 2A
1 12.5 12 16.93 2I
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
11
11
11
12
13
13
17.06 2A
17.10
17.16 21
17.06 2A
17.10
17.16 2,
11
11
17.06 2 A
17.10
blended
Table 3.2.13- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=18
Region.
PUMP line - A2 n-X 2 1 (0,0)
Term Value(cm- 1) v J' N'
48592.85
48595.27
48600.11
48601.89
48605.98
48607.02
48608.62
48608.92
48610.60
48611.29
48612.32
48613.85
48614.91
48616.94
P2 (7.5) J=6.5, N=7, f-parity
A and n* comment
1 7.5 7 17.93 2n
1 5.5 6 18.06 2 A
1 7.5
1 5.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
1 7.5
7
6
8
8
8
18.06 2 A
18.16 21
18.06 2A
18.10
18.16 2A
48617.56
48618.81
48624.33
48624.77
Table 3.2.14- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=18
Region.
PUMP line - A2 I-X 2 1 (0,0) P2(9.5)
Term Value(cm - 1) v J' N' A and
J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
I n* comment
48597.57
48600.04
48605.99
48608.32
48610.58
48611.22
48612.12
48612.44
48613.78
48514.44
48615.64
48616.81
1 9.5 9 17.93 2n
1 7.5 8 18.06 2 A
1 7.5 8 18.16 21
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blended
.
.
48616.81
48620.04
48621.16
48622.99
48624.53
48625.78
48629.27
1 9.5 9 18.06 2 A
1 9.5 10 18.06 2A
1 9.5 10 18.10
1 9.5 10 18.16 2;
Table 3.2.15- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=18
Region.
PUMP line - A2H-X 2 ; (0,0) P2(10.5) J=9.5, N=10, f-parity
Term Value(cm- 1) v J' N' A and n* comment
48588.84
48589.42
48594.62
48600.56
48602.99
48608.44
48609.63
48611.35
48612.21
48614.46
48615.26
48615.75
48616.72
48617.82
48518.64
48619.90
48619.90
48621.82
48623.77
48624.90
48626.58
48628.29
48632.38
48632.87
48634.62
48636.70
1 10.5 10 17.93 21-
1 8.5 9 18.06 2 A
1 8.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
1 10.5
9
10
11
11
11
18.16
18.06
18.06 2 A
18.10
18.16 21
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blended
blended
blended
Table 3.2.16- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=18
Region.
PUMP line - A2 Il-X2 % (0,0) P2 (12.5) J=11.5, N=12, f-parity
Term Value(cm -1) v J' N' A and n* comment
48596.80
48598.68
48603.30
48607.47
48609.66
48615.62
48617.99
48618.47
48619.93
48621.70
48622.71
48623.68
48625.62
48626.64
48627.81
48632.24
48633.25
48634.83
48636.96
1 10.5
1 12.5
10 18.06
12 17.93
1 10.5 11 18.06 2A
1 10.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
1 12.5
11 18.16 2£
12 18.06 2A
13 18.06 2A
13 18.10
13 18.16 2£
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Table 3.2.17- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=19
Region.
PUMP line - A2 I-X 2 ; z(0,0) P2 (7.5) J=6.5, N=7, f-parity
Term Value(cm-l) v J' N' A and n* comment
48629.27
48632.47
48637.12
48639.85 2 5.5 5 12.06 2A
48640.92
48641.60 2 5.5 6 12.06 2A
48641.95
48643.61
48644.16 2 7.5 7 12.06 2A
48644.99
48646.09
48646.75 2 7.5 8 12.06 2A
48647.15
48648.60
48649.11
48650.81
48651.83
48652.94
48653.91
48655.07
48655.78
48656.15
48659.52
48663.20
Table 3.2.18- Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=19
Region.
PUMP line - A2 fi-X 2 L (0,0) P2 (9.5) J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
Term Value(cm-l) v J' N' A and n* comment
48630.99
48632.36
48635.75
48637.21
48643.12
48644.15 2 7.5 7 12.06 2 A
48646.69 2 7.5 8 12.06 2 A
1 8
48547.20
48648.39
48649.30
48649.83
48650.76
48653.02
2 9.5 9 12.06 2 A
2 9.5 10 12.06 2A
48653.79
48655.41
48656.11
48656.90
48658.46
48659.49
48660.06
48661.41
48665.27
48666.02
48667.13
48667.75
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Part 3.3 - CaCl Autoionization Data - A 2 I3/2 (v=0) State
Intermediate, High-n* Spectra
Table 3.3.1 - Autoionization Spectra Observed in the n*=20-43
Region.
PUMP line - A 2 II-X 2 y (0,0) P2(9.5)
Term Value(cm - 1) v J' N' A and
48673.59
48675.98
48676.77
48677.23
48678.07
48678.86
48679.53
48680.37
48683.80
48684.56
48685.82
48687.16
48688.70
48693.79
48696.21
48696.88
48698.76
48699.84
48701.52
48702.30
48702.67
48703.36
48703.91
48704.45
48705.56
48709.74
48711.81
48713.13
48722.45
48723.71
48724.51
48725.24
48725.82
J=8.5, N=9, f-parity
I n* comment
1 7.5 8 n* = 20.06a
1 9.5 10 n* = 20.13b
1 7.5 8 n* = 21.05a
1 9.5 10 n* = 21.13 b
1 7.5 8 n* = 22.06a
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I
48726.26
48727.41
48729.77
48731.51
48732.84
48734.34
48735.11
48736.82
48737.31
48737.82
48738.76
48740.20
48740.77
48742.36
48742.94
48743.83
48744.35
48745.01
48745.60
48746.12
48748.57
48750.55
48754.06
48755.05
48756.78
48757.19
48759.55
48760.43
48761.05
48761.84
48762.55
48763.32
48766.69
48767.29
48773.11
48774.88
48775.75
48776.79
48777.45
48778.21
48782.04
48788.32
1 9.5 10 n* = 22.13b
1 7.5 8 n* = 23.07a
1 9.5 10 n* = 23.14b
1 7.5 8 n* = 24.06a
1 9.5 10 n* = 24.15 b
1 7.5 8 n* = 25.03a
1 9.5 10 n* = 25.15 b
1 7.5 8 n* = 26.05 a
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48790.75
48793.24
48795.16
48800.25
48802.90
48804.58
48805.57
48806.67
48810.67
48811.44
48815.36
48817.19
48819.93
48820.90
48821.47
48823.62
48824.17
48826.58
48828.52
48834.90
48836.23
48837.03
48836.00
48842.83
48843.20
48845.60
48848.32
48849.52
48849.52
48849.65
48850.64
48852.82
48853.02
48854.05
48855.13
48855.36
48855.87
48858.66
48859.57
48860.60
48861.72
1 9.5 10 n* = 26.16b
1 7.5 8 n* = 27.07a
1 9.5 10 n* = 27.15b
1 7.5 8 n* = 28.06a
1 9.5 10 n* = 2 8 .16b
1 7.5 8 n* = 29.05 a
1 9.5 10 n* = 29.17b
1 7.5 8 n* = 30.05 a
1 9.5 10 n* = 31.21b
1 7.5 8 n* = 32.05a
1 9.5 10 n* = 3 2 .18b blended
1 7.5 8 n* = 33.05a blended
1 7.5 8 n* = 3 4.06a
1 9.5 10 n* = 33.18 b
1 7.5 8 n* = 35.03 a
1 9.5 10 n* = 34.21b
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48865.60
48867.00
48867.78
48870.08
48872.72
48874.24
48876.30
48876.76
48878.04
48881.62
48884.90
48888.04
48891.06
48895.82
48905.34
48907.11
48908.98
48910.08
48912.99
48914.79
48917.29
48917.62
48920.40
48923.24
48923.55
48925.06
48926.68
48927.40
48929.00
48949.29
48968.47
48969.82
48971.37
48972.15
48973.24
48974.58
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48977.72
48979.29
48980.77
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1 7.5 8 n* = 36.03a
1 9.5 10 n* = 35.21b
1 7.5 8 n* = 37.05a
1 7.5 8 n* = 38.06a
1 7.5 8
1 7.5 8
1 7.5 8
1 7.5 8
1 7.5 8
n* = 39.05a
n* = 40.05a
n* = 40.06a
n* = 41.06a
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Figure Captions
Figure 5.1 Spectra recorded using the direct fluorescence detection
scheme. These spectra were recorded using the B 2 (v=0) State as
the intermediate state. This is the highest energy state observed
using direct fluorescence in CaCl.
Figure 5.2 Spectra recorded using the direct fluorescence detection
scheme. These spectra were recorded using the B 2 (v=0) State as
the intermediate state. This is the highest energy state observed
using direct fluorescence in CaCl.
Figure 5.3 Spectra recorded using the fluorescence dip detection
scheme. These spectra were recorded using the B2 £ (v=0) state as
the intermediate state.
Figure 5.4 Spectra recorded using the fluorescence dip detection
scheme. These spectra were recorded using the B2 y (v=0) state as
the intermediate state.
Figure 5.5 Spectra recorded using the fluorescence dip detection
scheme. These spectra were recorded using the B2 I (v=0) state as
the intermediate state. These are the strongest transitions observed
using the fluorescence dip detection scheme in CaC1.
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Figure 5.1 Highest Energy State Observed by Direct Fluorescence in CaCI
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Figure 5.2 Highest Energy State Observed by
Direct Fluorescence in CaC - v=l, n*=3.8 2
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Figure 5.3 CaCI Florescence Dip Spectra
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Chapter 6
Analysis and Discussion
Part 6.1 - Assigning Spectra
The CaF double resonance Rydberg spectra recorded
previously, in the intermediate n* region, were relatively sparse,
therefore vibronic states could be usually be individually
identified. 1- 4 Vibronic states were assigned by their n* values and
the P and R branches of each vibronic state were identified based on
the expected P-R spacing. It was assumed that the rotational
constant was approximately the same for all of the Rydberg states
and therefore the P-R spacing was known. This assumption is valid,
but only for the core penetrating states at intermediate n*.
Murphy also assumed, since the spectra were not dense, that
only a few low-J (near 1.5), a few intermediate-J (near 11.5) and a
few high-J (near 48.5) PUMP lines were needed to characterize each
vibronic state. Spectra were not recorded using consecutive-J PUMP
transitions. This did not appear to be a problem when the spectra
were initially assigned and fitted. We now know that important
perturbations by core-nonpenetrating states were missed by this
coarse-grained-in-J approach. Those perturbations would have
allowed us to locate the core-nonpenetrating states sooner and at
lower n*-values.
Murphy's method of recording spectra from only a few PUMP
transitions and identifying branches by the P-R spacing did not work
for our spectra in the n*=13-18 region because the spectra were too
congested. It also did not work for the core-nonpenetrating states
because they have anomalous effective rotational constants due to
rapid -uncoupling. Since the vibronic states were no longer isolated
and we could not assume we knew the P-R spacings, different
methods of recording and assigning spectra were required. These
methods are described below.
The methods described below were also used to analyze the
CaCl autoionization spectra, however the amount and quality of the
spectra available were inferior to the CaF spectra, making the
analysis and interpretation more difficult.
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Part 6.1.1 - Identifying Branches
One goal of the analysis was to make n*- and A-assignments
and identify the previously unobserved core-nonpenetrating states.
To accomplish this goal, rotationless term values were needed for
each observed vibronic state. Plots of the reduced term value (term
value - BJ(J+1)) vs. J(J+1) and the reduced term value vs. N(N+1) (see
Figures 6.20-6.34) enabled the determination of the rotationless
term values. Discussion of how these reduced term value plots aided
in assignments is given in Parts 6.1.6 and 6.1.7.
Stacking the spectra using only the PROBE energy helped us to
identify rotational branches, each member of which, once assigned, is
represented by one point on the reduced term value plots. These
stacks of spectra were particularly helpful in the cases where only
the P(AJ=-I) or R(AJ=+1) branch showed up in the spectrum (it is
common near case d for the branches at the top and bottom of a
complex to have little or no intensity). Our unusual methods of
making J-and N-assignments would have left such "orphan"
transitions unassigned. These stacked spectra also aided in the
location of perturbations. Figures 6.1-6.13 show the stacked plots for
each observed n*-complex .
Part 6.1.2 - J-Assignments
In order to make J-assignments, we needed to assign each
transition as a P(AJ=-I), Q(AJ=0), or R(AJ=1) branch. Assignments
were made by comparing the term values (PROBE energy plus the
term value of the upper level of the PUMP transition) of two spectra
recorded from J and J+2 intermediate levels, for example Q2(3.5) and
Q2(5.5). The term value for the upper level of an R branch from the
Q2(3.5) PUMP transition would match the term value of a P branch
from the Q2(5.5) PUMP transition. Figure 6.14 shows why these term
values should agree. This method worked because our states are
near case b (the splitting of the J-levels within an N level is small).
This method enabled only P and R branches to be assigned and only
when both P and R branches have appreciable intensity. In our
spectra, the Q-form R (AN=O, AJ=I) and Q (AN=O, AJ=0) transitions
could not be resolved. The same was true for the P-form Q (AN=-1,
AJ=0) and P (AN=-l, J=-1) transitions. This was helpful because the
Q (AJ=0) branch was more intense than the P or R branch for all AA• 1
transitions. The fact the these transitions were not resolved ensured
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that one member of this composite transition would always be
detected. If the splitting of the two J-levels within each N-level had
been much larger than the calibration error of about 0.02 cm- 1,
assigning the P and R transitions could have been more difficult for
the AA*1 transitions. It is important to be aware of the relative
rotational branch intensity pattern as well as the Q form R - Q and
the P form Q - P splitting before assuming that this method of
assigning spectra will work. Figure 6.15 shows sample spectra with
some assignments.
Part 6.1.3 - N-Assignments
In order to make N-assignments, we needed to assign the
transitions as O(AN=-2), P(AN=-1), Q(AN=0) or R(AN=1) form branches.
N-assignments were important for two reasons. First, because N is
the pattern forming quantum number in case b, the term value plots
vs. N(N+1) are easier to interpret than those vs. J(J+1) (see Figures
6.24 and 6.25). Second, N-assignments are logically equivalent to +/-
Kronig symmetry assignments that appear on the term value plots.
The J-assignments were helpful in making N-assignments,
however some ambiguity remains. A P-R pair in J can be an O-Q pair
or a P-R pair in N (see Fig. 6.14). If the states are near case b rather
than near case d (large -uncoupling), the term values of spectra
recorded from J, J+1, J+2 and J+3, for example Q2(3.5), Q2(4.5), Q2(5.5),
and Q2(6.5) PUMP transitions could be compared in order to assign N.
The term value of the O (AN=-2) transition from the Q2(6.5) PUMP
transition should match the term value of the P (AN=-I) from the
Q2(5.5) PUMP transition which should match the term value of the Q
(AN=O) from the Q2(4.5) PUMP transition which finally, should match
the term value of the R (AN=1) from the Q2(3.5) PUMP transition (see
Figure 6.16). As the -uncoupling increases (the splitting of the + and
- total parity levels increases), comparing spectra from consecutive
Q2 PUMP transitions will no longer reveal the diagnostic patterns (see
Figures 6.16 and 6.17). Also, any perturbation caused by states near
case d could render this method useless since these perturbations
usually affect only one of the parity components. Figure 6.16 shows
how, when spectra are recorded from consecutive Q PUMP
transitions, the +/- total parities of the final states alternate. When
comparing spectra recorded from alternating P2 and Q2 branch PUMP
lines, for example Q2(3.5), P2(5.5), Q2(5.5), and P2(7.5), the +/- total
parity remains the same for each final state. Figures 6.17 and 6.18
show why the comparison of spectra from P2 and Q2 PUMP
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transitions avoids problems with perturbations and -uncoupling.
See Figure 6.19a for an example of how the term values of the AN
transitions line up when comparing spectra recorded from P2 and Q2
PUMP transitions. Figure 6.19b shows a comparison of spectra
recorded from only Q2 PUMP transitions, notice how the term values
of the AN transitions do not match for one of the states. This is the
14.14 2 A which is perturbed by the f H state.
Part 6.1.5 - Kronig +/- Symmetry Assignments
The +/- labels on Figures 6.14 and 6.16-6.18 are total parity
labels. These are related to, but not necessarily identical to the +/-
Kronig symmetry assignments which appear on the term value plots.
All the levels of 2£+ states have + Kronig symmetry. 5 ,6 For the A>0
states of CaF, the P form and R form transitions terminate on - Kronig
symmetry levels, and the O form and Q form transitions terminate on
+ Kronig symmetry levels when spectra are recorded via both an
A 2 fI-X2 I:+ P2 PUMP transition and C2 I-X 2 ;+ P2 PUMP transition.
When spectra are recorded via an A2 I-X 2 ;+ Q2 PUMP transition and
C21I-X22+ R21 PUMP transition the pattern is reversed. O-form and
Q-form transitions terminate on + Kronig symmetry levels and P-
form and R-form transitions terminate on - Kronig symmetry levels.
Part 6.1.6 - n*- and A-Assignments
Once the J- and N-assignments were made, reduced term value
plots were constructed in order to identify the rotationless term
value of each observed vibronic state. n* was calculated from these
rotationless term values using Eq. 3.1. Since we identify and group
states based on their n*-value, the reduced term value plots allowed
immediate identification of each of the core-penetrating states.
These plots also helped to identify states with anomalous rotational
constants. Assigning the core-penetrating states and identifying
those with anomalous rotational constants, by a process of
elimination, enabled us to assign a complete f complex (see figure
6.31) which had not been observed or identified previously.
The reduced term value plots for n*=13, 14, 17 and 18 spectra,
recorded using the A2yI-X2 y;+(0,0) PUMP transitions are presented in
Figure 6.20-6.25. Those for n*=7, 13, and 14, recorded using the
C2I-X2;+(0,0) PUMP transitions are presented in Figures 6.26-6.30.
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CaCi reduced term value plots for n*=16, 17, and 18 are presented in
Figures 6.33 and 6.34.
Part 6.1.7 - -Assignments
For case d states, is used to label the states rather than A
(which is not a good quantum number for case d). The pattern
forming quantum number for case d is R (R = N - .) which represents
the rotation of the CaF+ core. 7 ,8 Figure 6.31 shows the f and g states
observed in the n*=14 region. Reduced term value plots vs. N(N+1)
and R(R+1) are presented. The reduced term value plot vs R(R+1) is
compressed to 12 cm- 1 from 70 cm- 1 in the N(N+1) plot (this
suggests that R, not N, is the pattern forming quantum number for
these case d states).
Three pieces of information were used to make . assignments,
the Kronig symmetry, the slope of the term on the reduced term
value vs. N(N+I) plot and the location of the term on the reduced
term value vs. R(R+1). Each of the . components in an f or g complex
has an a priori known Kronig symmetry. Table 6.1 summerizes these
Kronig symmetry. The expected slope of the reduced term value vs.
N(N+1) plot, which is also included in Table 6.1, is also a priori known
based on the expected location of the component within the complex.
The components with negative values are at the top of the complex
in CaF and will have a positive slope. Those with a positive . value
will be at the bottom of the complex and have a negative slope.
Finally, the location of the term on the reduced term value vs. R(R+I)
plot is also an indication of a correct assignment. R is defined in
terms of so when all the components are correctly assigned, all the
term curves will be within a 12 cm-1 (this value is for the CaF n*=14
f complex, the size of the energy region will not be the same for
other molecules and other n* values) region on the reduced term
value vs. R(R+1) plot. If is incorrectly assigned for one of the
components, its curve will fall outside the energy region where all
the other components are located.
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Table 6.1 Kronig Symmetry and Predicted Slope on the Reduced
Term Value Plots for the Different Members of an f and g Complex
* an f complex does not have an I = +4 or -4 component
Part 6.1.7 - Vibrational Assignments
The vibrational assignments for CaF were made based on the
known vibrational constant for the CaF+ ion (683 2 cm-1)4 and the
calculated n* values. For CaCl the vibrational constant had not been
determined but we had an additional piece of information not
available for CaF. We recorded both Ca35CI and Ca37Cl spectra
simultaneously which enabled us to make vibrational assignments
based on isotope shifts. We were also able to approximate the
vibrational constant of the CaCl+ ion from our spectra which is 450 ±
2 cm-1. Figure 6.38 show the isotope shifts for v=l and v=2 of the
n*=17 complex.
Part 6.2 Discussion
For all the spectra discussed below the uncertainty of the
assignments increased as the congestion of the spectra increases.
The least congested spectra discussed below were recorded in the
n*=14 region.
Part 6.2.1 Spectra Recorded from the A2 I- State
In the n*=13 region (Figures 6.20 and 6.21) all of the predicted
states were observed except the v=2 9.14 2A state. This state is
predicted to be very near the location as the 13.14 2 A state. It is
possible that an interference effect ,like the one seen between the
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Z value Kronig symmetry for f Kronig symmetry for g
component and slope component and slope
-4 * +, strongly positive
-3 +, strongly positive -, positive
-2 -, positive +, positive
-1 +, slightly positive -, slightly positive
0 -, zero +, zero
+1 +, slighly negative -, slighly negative
+2 -, negative +, negative
+3 +, strongly negative -, negative
+4 * +, strongly negative
v=O 7.36 21-I and the v=l 6.36 2 statel, made this state difficult to
observe. There is an "extra" state where the 9.14 2A state should be,
but it was assigned as the v=3 7.36 2 state based on of the size of its
X-doubling(the splitting between the + and - Kronig symmetry
levels). It is unlikely that the 9.14 2 A state could have a X-doubling
larger than that of the 13.14 2 A state since the X-doubling of the q-
parameter is expected to scale as n*3 .
The identification of the state which perturbs the v=3 7.36 2l
state is unknown. It is most likely a v=2 f or g state that has not yet
been assigned. The assignments for this energy region are presented
on Figure 6.21 and in Tables 2.1.2-2.1.14. The perturbation in the
13.36 2 state is due to the = +4 g state.
In the n*=14 region (Figures 6.22 and 6.23) all of the predicted
states were observed. The perturbation in the 14.3621I state is again
due to the = +4 g state. The assignments for this energy region are
presented on Figure 6.23 and in Tables 2.1.15-2.1.27.
The n*=17 and n*=18 regions were very difficult to assign
because those spectra were so congested and there are also so many
perturbations. An attempt was made to assign all terms, but the
assignments in this region were not as certain as those in the n*=13
and n*=14 regions. Terms which could not be assigned that appear
on the reduced term value plot (Figure 6.25) were given labels
Terml, Term2 etc. A similar system was used in the n*=7 region but
these labels are not related to those in the n*=7 region. They are
only for book keeping purposes. The assignments for this energy
region are presented on Figure 6.25 and in Tables 2.1.28-2.1.42.
The high-n* spectra recorded out of the A21I state was a good
test for the value of the ionization potential determined by
Murphy 1- 3 . A value for the v=l ionization potential of 47,687 0.5
cm- 1 was determined from the states in the n*= 27-32 region.
Figure 6.35 shows a sample of the spectra recorded in this region
with some of the n* assignments. Since spectra from only three
PUMP transitions (Q2(1.5), Q2(2.5), Q2(3.5)) were recorded, no A, J, or
N assignments were made for these spectra. The ionization potential
determined from each series identified in this region is at the bottom
of Tables 2.3.1-2.3.3. The value of the ionization potential depends
on which N the series terminates on, so the value is slightly different
for each series.
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Part 6.2.2 Spectra Recorded from the C2n State
The spectra in the n*=7 region were very difficult to assign
because transition into the f and g states from v=0, 1 and 3 could all
occur in this region. Three of the terms were assigned. The v=0 f 2 A
is the only v=0 f state which has been detected and assigned (the
autoionization spectra all terminate v>0 levels). Terms 14 and 15
could be the v=3 f II state. Since very few terms were assigned, each
term was given a labels such as Terml, Term2, etc. These labels are
for book keeping purposes only. The assignments for this energy
region are presented on Figures 6.26 and 6.27 and in Tables 1.2-1.13.
Since N assignments are less reliable in this region due to the
complexity of the spectra, both a reduced term value vs. J(J+1) and a
reduced term value vs. N(N+I) are presented.
The spectra in the n* = 13 region were difficult to assign
because both v=l (n*=13) and v=2 (n*= 9) f and g states are expected
to occur in this region. The assignments are not as certain here as in
the n*=14 region. The assignments for this energy region are
presented on Figure 6.28 and in Tables 2.2.2-2.2.12. "Pert" in the
comment section of the tables means that the state is perturbed by
an unassigned state.
The spectra in the n*=14 region were much easier to assign
because there were no problems with v>l states making the spectra
congested. The assignments for this energy region are presented on
Figures 6.29-6.31 and in Tables 2.2.13-2.2.24.
Part 6.2.3 CaCI Spectra
The quality and quantity of the CaCl spectra provided only
limited insights into the electronic structure of CaCl. In the low
energy region, the first member of the third series (the n*=3.15 2y
state) was located (see Chapter 3). In the n*=16-18 region, five
series were located, all of which can be traced back to one of the
"valence"- state precursors of CaCl. The 0.10 series, which has no A
assignment, could be a member of the series which terminates on the
C2JI state.
The high-n* spectra, in the n*=20-24 region, enabled us to
determine the ionization potential of CaCl. This value of 48489 ± 2
cm- 1 had not been determinedpreviously. Two series were
identified in this n* region. The 0.05 series could be the part of the
0.06 A series and the 0.16 series could be part of the 0.16 series.
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Figure 6.36 shows a sample of the spectra recorded in this region
with some of the n* assignments. The ionization potential
determined from each series identified in this region is at the bottom
of Table 3.3.1. The value of the ionization potential depends on
which N the series terminates on, so the value is slightly different for
each series.
Part 6.3 MQDT Fitting
In order to determine which theoretical model appropriately
describes the core-nonpenetrating states of CaF a model is needed to
fit the data and determine the zero order quantum defects. The f
and g states are perturbed by the core-penetrating series. We need
to be sure that the quantum defects we come with theory reflect
only the effect of the multipole moments unless the theoretical
model includes the effects of the core-penetrating series.
Multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT)9 is the most
reasonable model since it is specifically designed for fitting Rydberg
states. This fitter has been successfully used to fit H2 10,11 and
N2 1 2 Rydberg spectra. MQDT treats each Rydberg series as a
channel instead of treating each Rydberg state individually. This
drastically reduced the number of terms needed to fit a group of
states. The concern of n mixing is also removed by this approach
because n mixing is taken in account when series are treated as
channels.
MQDT fits will be used to fit the spectra presented in this
thesis. These fits are not complete but the initial results look
promising. The final results will be discussed in a future publication.
The results from the initial MQDT fits of the n*=14 (- Kronig
symmetry) states are presented in Figure 6.37 and in Tables 6.2-6.6
below. Each table corresponds to a term curve in Figure 6.37 and is
labeled to match a curve on that reduced term value plot.
Table 6.2 Results of MQDT Fit for 14.36 I1-
N Observed Calculated
1 47154.22 47154.22
2 47155.72 47155.75
3 47157.98 47158.04
4 47161.03 47161.10
5 47164.94 47164.91
6 47169.55 47169.50
21C
7
8
Table 6.3
N
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Table 6.4
N
4
5
6
7
8
Table 6.5
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Table 6.6
N
4
5
6
7
8
47174.86
47181.07
47174.85
47180.97
Results of MQDT Fit for 2 = -2
Observed Calculated
47138.36 47138.37
47140.67 47140.71
47143.88 47143.88
47147.95 47147.97
47153.16 47153.17
47159.43 47159.39
47166.53 47166.47
Results of MQDT Fit for 14.14 A-
Observed Calculated
47142.22 47142.27
47146.76 47146.77
47151.76 47151.72
47157.21 47152.20
47163.39 47163.35
Results of MQDT Fit for 13.98 N-
Observed Calculated
47125.62 47125.58
47126.97 47126.97
47129.04 47129.04
47131.80 47131.81
47135.25 47135.26
47139.42 47139.41
47144.27 47144.27
47149.85 47149.82
Results of MQDT Fit for = 0
Observed Calculated
47130.73 47130.73
47134.17 47134.21
47138.46 47138.45
47143.49 47143.48
47149.28 47149.27
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Figure Captions
Figure 6.1 n*=13 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
Q2 of A2 N - X2 £. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are labeled
with AN, n* and A.
Figure 6.2 n*= 13 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
P2 of A21n - X2 l. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches.
Figure 6.3 n*=14 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
Q2 of A21- - X2;. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are labeled
with AN, n* and A.
Figure 6.4 n*=14 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
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P2 of A2H - X2 <. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches.
Figure 6.5 n*=17 and n*=18 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions
from Q2 of A2H - X22;. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It
is used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are
labeled with AN, n* and A.
Figure 6.6 n*=17 and n*=18 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions
from P2 of A2H - X22;. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It
is used to identify branches.
Figure 6.7 n*=7 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
Q2 of C2H - X21. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are labeled
with AN and . labels.
Figure 6.8 n*=7 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
Q2 of C2N - X2Z. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are labeled
with AN, n* and A.
Figure 6.9 n*=13 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
R21 of C2Ni - X22. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are labeled
with AN and . labels.
Figure 6.10 n*=14 stacked plot for CaF. PUMP transitions from
R21 of C2N1 - X2Z. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is
used to identify branches. Some of the assigned branches are labeled
with AN and labels.
Figure 6.11 n*=16 stacked plot for CaCl. PUMP transitions from P2 of
A 2rI - X2 1. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is used to
identify branches.
Figure 6.12 n*=17 stacked plot for CaCI. PUMP transitions from P2 of
A 2Nr - X2 1. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is used to
identify branches. The spectra from the P2(11.5) PUMP transition
are missing because they were never recorded.
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Figure 6.13 n*=18 stacked plot for CaCI. PUMP transitions from P2 of
A 2rI - X25. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.1. It is used to
identify branches. The spectra from the P2(8.5) and P2(11.5) PUMP
transitions are missing because they were never recorded.
Figure 6.14 This figure shows why comparing two spectra recorded
from J and J+2 intermediate levels allows J to be assigned . The open
arrows terminate on - total parity levels. The filled arrows
terminate on + total parity levels. The horizontal arrows identify
pairs of levels which will have the same term value. The R-P label
above the arrow describes the transitions in terms of AJ. The O-Q
and R-P labels above the AJ labels describe the transitions in terms
of AN.
Figure 6.15 A sample of spectra with P(AJ=-1) and R(AJ=1)
assignments. This type of plot is discussed in Part 6.1.2. This plot
shows how the R lines from the Q2(2.5) PUMP transition are at the
same term value as the P lines from the Q2(4.5) PUMP transition and
the P lines from the Q2(6.5) PUMP transition are at the same term
value as the R lines from the Q2(4.5) PUMP transition (comparing
two spectra recorded from J and J+2 intermediate levels allows J to
be assigned).
Figure 6.16 This figure shows how comparing a series of spectra
recorded from J, J+1, J+2 and J+3 allows N to be assigned (if the +/-
total parity splitting is small). The open arrows terminate on - total
parity levels. The filled arrows terminate on + total parity levels.
Figure 6.17 This figure shows what happens to the +/- total parity
splitting as the spin splitting and -uncoupling vary for A>O states.
The top line shows how the + and - total parity levels split as the -
uncoupling increases. If the spin-splitting remains constant, the
separation between the two - levels and the two + levels will remain
constant but the separation between each pair + and - levels will
increase. The right side shows what happens if the -uncoupling
remains constant and the spin splitting decreases. When the spin is
zero there will only be one + and one - total parity level, this is
represented by the overlap of the dashed and solid gray line. The
bottom of the figure shows how this pair of + and - levels behaves if
the -uncoupling increases.
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Figure 6.18 This figure shows why comparing spectra from P2 and
Q2 PUMP transitions allow N-assignments to be made, even in the
presence of strong -uncoupling. The open arrows terminate on -
total parity levels. The filled arrows terminate on + total parity
levels.
Figures 6.19a and 6.19b A sample of spectra with O(AN=-2), P(AN=-
1), Q(AN=O) or R(AN=1) assignments. This type of plot is discussed in
Part 6.1.3. These figures illustrate the importance of comparing
alternating P2 and Q2 PUMP transitions vs. Q2 PUMP transitions only.
In Figure 19a the 0, P, Q and R lines of the state in the middle of the
plot match, however when only the Q2 branch is used as in Figure
6.19b, these lines no longer match because this state is perturbed by
a case d state (see discussion is in Part 6.1.3). The first state on these
plots is close to case b so there is little difference in Figures 6.19a
and 6.19b.
Figure 6.20 Reduced term value vs. N(N+1) for n*=13 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the A2 r1 state. The +/- labels in the
legend box are Kronig symmetry.
Figure 6.21 Reduced term value vs. N(N+1) for n*=13 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the A2 II state.
Figure 6.22 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=14 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the A2 11 state. The +/- labels in the
legend box are Kronig symmetry.
Figure 6.23 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=14 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the A2I state. The e=+1 state in these
plots is a v=l state. It has a v=2 symbol because it is perturbed by a
v=2 state (in order to keep smooth, continuous curves).
Figure 6.24 Reduced term value vs J(J+l) for n*=17 and n*=18 of
CaF. These spectra were recorded out of the A2HI state.
Figure 6.25 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=17 and n*=18 of
CaF. These spectra were recorded out of the A21l state.
Figure 6.26 Reduced term value vs J(J+l) for n*=7 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the C2 rI state.
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Figure 6.27 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=7 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the C2H1 state.
Figure 6.28 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=13 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the C2H1 state. The +/- labels in the
legend box are Kronig symmetry.
Figure 6.29 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=14 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the C21r state. The +/- labels in the
legend box are Kronig symmetry.
Figure 6.30 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=14 of CaF. These
spectra were recorded out of the C2H state. The 2=+1 and = +1 g
states in these plots are v=l states. They have v=2 symbols because
they are perturbed by v=2 states (in order to keep smooth, continuos
curves).
Figure 6.31 Reduced term value vs N(N+1), and reduced term value
vs R(R+1) for n*=14 f and g states of CaF. These spectra were
recorded out of the C2N state.
Figure 6.32 The 0.362N and =-3 states of n*= 13-18 for CaF. This
figure shows how the basic pattern is repeated at each value of n*.
Figure 6.33 Reduced term value vs N(N+1) for n*=16 of CaCl. These
spectra were recorded out of the A2 1I state. The +/- labels in the
legend box are Kronig symmetry.
Figure 6.34 Reduced term value vs N(N+I) for n*=17 and n*=18 of
CaCl. These spectra were recorded out of the A2 I state. The +/-
labels in the legend box are Kronig symmetry.
Figure 6.35 High-n* spectra of CaF showing a few members of the
Rydberg series that were used to determine the v=l ionization
potential. These spectra were recorded out of the A211 (0,0) state.
Figure 6.36 High-n* spectra of CaCl showing a few members of the
Rydberg series that were used to determine the v=l ionization
potential. These spectra were recorded out of the A211 (0,0) state.
The Ca3 7C spectra which was used to determine vibrational
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assignments (from the expected isotope shift) is also included in this
figure.
Figure 6.37 Preliminary results of MQDT fit. Only those terms on
the plot have been fit (the - Kronig Symmetry states) so only those
are presented on this plot.
Figure 6.38 n*=17 complex of Ca35Cl and Ca37Cl showing isotope
shifts for v=l1 and v=2. The numbers identify the peaks that the
Ca 3 5Cl and Ca37Cl spectra have in common. These spectra were
recorded out of the A2JI (0,0) state. The isotope shift is 7.2 cm- 1 and
13.7 cm- 1 for v=l and v=2 respectively. The vibrational constant for
CaCl+ is 450 ± 2 cm- 1.
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n*=13 Term Value Plot for CaF
A2I state PUMP
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Part 7.1 - Summary of Results
In summary, autoionization spectra of core-penetrating as well
as core-nonpenetrating states have been recorded and assigned in
the n*=13, n*=14, n*=17, and n*=18 region of CaF. Autoionization
spectra have also been recorded and assigned in the n*=16-18 and
regions of CaCl. High-n* spectra (n*=20-30) have been recorded and
some high-n* series have been identified for both CaCl and CaF.
Molecular constants which were not previously known for CaCI
have been measured. These constants include the vibrational
constant (450 + 2 cm -1) of the CaCl+ ion, the rotational constant
(0.164 cm-l) of the CaCl+ ion, and the ionization potential of CaCI
[48950± 0.5 cm-l(N=8, v=l)].
The lowest member of the third 2+ series has been observed
in CaCl, so all the "valence"-state precursors are now accounted for in
CaCI.
The first example of a complete core-nonpenetrating f-complex
in a highly polar molecule has been recorded and assigned in the
n*=14 region of CaF. MQDT fits -of this spectra look promising.
Part 7.2 - New Experiments
Although this thesis contains new information about more than
4,000 rovibronic transitions in the CaF and CaCl molecules that has
brought us closer to understanding of the electronic structure of
these molecules, the spectroscopic task is far from complete. Two
fairly easy experiments (one on CaF and one on CaCI) and one
relatively difficult experiment (on CaCl) could offer the keys to a
better understanding of how the single nonbonding electron interacts
with the highly polar core composed of two closed shell atomic ions.
The spectra presented here and that of Murphyl1 4 provide a large
pool of spectra that can be used to test theoretical models of CaF.
Certain aspects that would be needed to test a comprehensive model
remain undetected. It would be unfortunate if the last few pieces of
information were not pursued.
One critical piece of information that is still missing for CaF is
an understanding of how the pattern of states within a core-
nonpenetrating complex changes with vibrational quantum number
(v). The autoionization data gives us information about v>0 states.
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It also gives us information at relatively high n* (n*>12) where the
spectra are complicated by numerous perturbations. The n*=7 data
contains information about v=0 states, however, v=l (n*=6) and v=3
(n*=5) are also in this region, making the data difficult to assign with
confidence. If v=0 data could be obtained for the n*=4 or 5 complex,
it would provide a foundation upon which the higher n* complexes
could be understood like the low n*-spectra from the core-
penetrating states of CaF helped us assign and understand the high-
n* spectra. This experiment which is similar to the one described in
Chapter 2, Part 2.1.1 would involve PUMPing the C 2 state. It would
be nearly identical to the experiment that was done in the n*=7
region of CaF. The n*=4 region would not be at a convenient
wavelength, but the n*=5 region could be reached with LDS821 in the
Lambda Physik 3002E dye laser. Important information could also
be obtained from the n*=6 and 8 complexes which could be reached
with LDS750 and LDS698 respectively. The autoionization data from
the n*=13 and 14 (v=l) complexes should make the analysis
relatively easy. The only difficulty with the experiment might be
finding a suitable calibration source.
We do not have the same amount of information about the CaCl
molecule, therefore the analysis and understanding is not as good as
it is for the CaF molecule. The intermediate n* (4-10) cannot be
observed by direct fluorescence, and has not been observed by any
other method, so it is difficult to make a smooth connection from the
lowest states to the states observed at and above n*=16. The survey
scans done in the 37,000-39,000 cm- 1 energy region (n*=3-4) using
the B21 state as the PUMP provide a hint about some states which
can be observed by direct fluorescence and could help to build the
bridge to the low energy valence states. States have been seen in
this region by REMPI and direct fluorescence. Energies for those
states are provided in Chapter 5, Table 3.1. A careful direct
fluorescence experiment would not be difficult and could provide
enough information to assign those states. Those states could help
provide the connection from the lowest states to the states at n*=16
and above, and provide useful information for the experiment
described below.
One way to observe these states above n*=4 which are severely
predissociated would be to probe the products of dissociation.
Calcium atoms could be ionized and detected in the time of flight
mass spectrometer. Observation of these states would aid in the
analysis of the current data state as discussed above. Another more
interesting aspect of this data is that is could provide an
understanding of the mechanism for predissociation of the highly
polar core. For the v=0 states a systematic study of linewidths would
provide information on the A, e and n* dependences of the
predissociation. For states above v=0O, the data would compliment
the autoionization data that already exists and provide information
about the competition between autoionization and predissociation.
The CaF dissociation limit is about 44,000cm-1 so it is also possible
that Rydberg states of CaF could be detected by this method as well.
Since the Rydberg states of CaF are so well characterized,
assignments would be easy and information about A, and n*
dependence of the predissociation could be readily extracted from
the data. Once the information about the dependences of A, and n*
is understood, it could be used to help interpret the CaCl data.
The experiment described above would provide an enormous
amount of useful data but it would not be as easy as the double
resonance experiments described previously. This experiment would
require at least three dye lasers, pumped by at least two Nd:YAG
lasers.
The CaCl fluorescence dip data provide in Chapter 5, Figures
5.3-5.5, could serve as a guide on where to find the predissociated
states of CaCl which should help in obtaining the first calcium atomic
ion signal. No predissociation has been detected in CaF, however, the
states above n*=10 are very weak in direct fluorescence. This could
be evidence of the onset of predissociation.
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The core-penetrating Rydberg series of the CaF molecule:
At the borderline between valence and Rydberg states
Nicole A. Harris and Robert W. Fielda )
Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(Received 17 August 1992; accepted 10 November 1992)
This paper reports the results of a pulsed optical-optical double resonance study of three new
low energy Rydberg states and the previously known but not rotationally analyzed F 21n state
[C. A. Fowler, Phys. Rev. 59, 645 (1941)] of the CaF molecule. The v=0 levels of these
four electronic states are in the energy region 36 000-39 800 cm - ' (n* 3-4). Molecular
constants (A,p,q) or y, and B were measured for all of the states. The F 21+ state at 36 125
cm- (n*= 3.177) is particularly important because it is the lowest and previously unob-
served member of the 'p' 21+ Rydberg series. The assignment of the F state as the lowest
member of the 'p' 21+ series corrects a mistaken assignment of the C 21+ state as the low-
est member of the 'p' 21+ series [J. E. Murphy, J.
R. W. Field, Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 1861 (1990)].
INTRODUCTION
Calcium monofluoride is a relatively simple molecule
consisting of two closed shell atomic ions (Ca2 + and F-)
and a single outer electron. However, the dipole moment of
the CaF + ion core, which is calculated to be about 11 D, is
much larger than that of any other molecule with a well
understood Rydberg spectrum. The electronic spectrum of
calcium monofluoride should therefore serve as a paradigm
for Rydberg spectra of more complicated dipolar-core mol-
ecules.
The lowest electronic states of CaF are well repre-
sented by a ligand-field atomic-ion-in-molecule model.' In
this model the CaF states are described as Ca+ atomic ion
states perturbed by a point charge, the F-, which causes
the atomic Ca+ nlA states to mix and thereby destroys '1'.
Each of the lowest states of CaF is represented as a linear
combination of Ca+nl/ atomic-ion states.
In a recent letter we showed that each of the Rydberg
series can be extrapolated back to its "valence"-state pre-
cursor.2 In the "valence"-state precursor the unpaired elec-
tron occupies an orbital which consists only of the intra-
core loops of the Rydberg orbital. It is in this sense that we
say the Rydberg orbital collapses into the core (for the
lowest states). This collapse of the Rydberg orbital into the
molecular-ion core is accompanied by only a relatively
small deviation in the quantum defect (see Fig. 1). The
quantum defect () is defined by the familiar Rydberg
formula
RE.*=I.P.--,
n
*2
where
n*= n-.
In this equation, n* is the effective principal quantum num-
ber, R is the Rydberg constant (a value of 109 737 cm - '
a'To whom all correspondence should be addressed.
M. Berg, A. J. Merer, N. A. Harris, and
was used), I.P. is the ionization potential, and p is the
quantum defect.3 The ionization potential for the CaF mol-
ecule was determined to be 46 998 cm-. 4 s
"Valence states" embody the effects of the Rydberg
orbital collapse into the molecular core. In the CaF mole-
cule the most prominent of these effects could be (i) a
decrease in the quantum defect caused by the extra repul-
sion by the F- ion, (ii) an increase in the quantum defect
due to the extra attraction by the +2 charge on the Ca2+
atomic ion [as opposed to the +I charge on the CaF+
molecular ion], and (iii) large energy denominator effects
manifested in second-order fine-structure parameters [as
the states shift due to the stronger interaction of the elec-
tron with the Ca2 + and F- ions, the states can approach
each other (in energy) causing unusually large fine struc-
ture parameters and large deviations from the expected
n-scaling of these parameters].
The largest such low-n* deviation of the quantum de-
fect is seen in the series which terminates on the C2n
state.6 This deviation is a result of the "reverse" polariza-
tion of the C state. The r orbital is polarized toward the
fluorine ion which causes the C state to be destabilized and
thus appear at higher energy (smaller quantum defect).2
The F 2 state (the second member of this reverse polar-
ized series) shows some effects of reverse polarization, but
these effects become less important at higher n* (because
the amplitude in the loop of the radial wave function where
the overlap with F is large, decreases as -n -3/2) and
the quantum defect becomes constant (see Fig. 1).
We previously 2 invoked reverse polarization effects to
justify what turned out to be an incorrect assignment of the
C ,'2+ state as the lowest member of the 'p' 21+ series
(the F 21+ state had not been observed). Theoretical cal-
culations7 8 indicate that the C' 22+ and D 21+ states can-
not be two separate electronic states. Experiments by J.
Verges et aL, 9 Gittins et aL, 10 and Ernst et aL6 confirm
these predictions. Verges and Gittins found that the
"D 21+ (v=O)" state is in fact v= 1 of the C' 21+ state.
Previously, we incorrectly assigned the C' state as the low-
est member of the 'p 2+ series and the D state as the
2642 J. Chem. Phys. 98 (4), 15 February 1993 0021-9606/93/042642-05506.00 C 1993 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Plot of n* (mod 1) vs n*; n'=n-L. This plot shows how the
quantum defects (/x) of the valence states connect smoothly to the core-
penetrating Rydberg states with only modest changes in quantum defect
at low n*. The new states discussed in this paper are in bold type. The
B' 2A state in this figure was recently observed by J. d'Incan et aL (Ref.
12).
second member of the 's' 21+ series.2 It is now clear that
the C' state is the second member of the 's' 21+ series,
which leaves the 'p' 21+ series without a "valence"-state
precursor.
The primary objective of the present experimental
study was to locate and characterize the lowest member of
the 'p' 21+ series. We also hoped to characterize all of the
low-n* members of the core penetrating Rydberg series in
CaF which had not been observed in this previously unex-
plored energy region.
Molecular fine structure constants, such as the spin-
rotation constant, 7, have proven very useful in helping to
arrange Rydberg states into series.4' 5 We expect the molec-
ular constants to scale with n* in a predictable manner
within a series. For example, we expect the spin-rotation
constant to be nearly constant within a series. The low-n*
deviations from n*scaling relations provide diagnostically
valuable information about how the Rydberg orbital col-
lapses into the molecular ion core. Such deviations can
provide the crucial tests of a unified atomic-ion-in-
molecule model whereby all molecular electronic proper-
ties are derived from atomic data.
EXPERIMENT
Gaseous calcium monofluoride was produced from
crystalline calcium difluoride in a high temperature oven.
TABLE I. Molecular constants (cm-).
F 12+ F 2 n 3.55 2+ 3.90 2y+
n
* a 3.177 3.418 3.553 3.901
To 36125.976(7) 37 604.597(7) 38 305.052(7) 39 785.856(7)
B0 0.37317(2) 0.359871(5) 0.36974(2) 0.36795(2)
Y, -0.0066(2) 0.0053(2) 0.0269( 1 )
A 9.184(3)
p 3.5(9) X 10- 4
q 2.20(1) X 10-4
D0 x 106 0.330(8) 0.384(2) 0.441(6) 0.443(9)
AG]n 692.80(1) 675.58(1) 671.13(1)
AG3,2 686.17(1) 665.36(1 )
anf is unitless.
The temperature in the oven is approximately 1400 C. The
pressure is maintained at about 200 mTorr by a constant
flow of argon which is used as a carrier gas. The Rydberg
states were observed by pulsed Optical-Optical Double
Resonance (OODR) fluorescence excitation spectroscopy
using the A 2fn32, v=0 state as the intermediate level.4 We
detected direct fluorescence to the X 21+ ground state us-
ing a solar blind photomultiplier (Hamamatsu model
250S) behind a broadband (330-250 nm) interference fil-
ter. Various A 2n -X 2+(0,0) rotational transitions ter-
minating on levels from J= 1.5 to 52.5 (both e and f par-
ity) in the A 2n3/2 state were used as PUMP transitions.
The PUMP was a Lambda Physik FL3002E pulsed dye
laser. The PROBE was a Spectra Physics PDL-1 pulsed
dye laser. The PUMP and the PROBE dye lasers were
pumped by the same Spectra Physics DCR2A Nd:YAG
laser.
RESULTS
The results are summarized in Table I. The molecular
constants presented in Table I were determined using the
nonlinear least squares fitting procedure described by Berg
et aL to fit the Rydberg -A 2113/2 transition frequencies of
CaF.4 The data used in the fits is given in 'Table II. The
Hamiltonian used by Berg et al is presented in Table III.
The v=O level of the F 21+ state was observed at
about 36 125 cm-i (see Table I). This state was assigned
as a 2+ state from the pattern in its fluorescence excita-
tion spectrum. From the A 2n intermediate state, OODR
spectra of 21 + states typically have a two line pattern
(three lines when the spin-rotation splitting is resolvable).
2Hn and 2A states have a four (case b) or six (case a) line
pattern. The F 21+ state was assigned as the lowest mem-
ber of the 'p' 21+ series from its n* value (see Fig. 1) and
the sign (negative) and magnitude of its spin-rotation con-
stant. The 'p' 21+ series is the only series observed to have
a negative spin-rotation constant.
At higher energy, 37 604 cm- ', the v=0 level of the
F2 I state previously observed by Fowler" at low resolu-
tion was observed and rotationally analyzed. Fowler cor-
rectly assigned this state as a 21 state. However, he re-
ported only the To value and the AG,/2 vibrational interval
for the F state. The F state has been assigned as the second
member of the 'd' 2H series.2 The measured spin-orbit
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TABLE II. Observed and calculated line positions (in cm-'). Numbers in parentheses are (obs-calc) in
10- 3 cm- '.
F'2 +-A 2n3n
P,2(3.5) 19557.921(19) Q2 (3.5) 19563.141(-8) R1 2(3.5) 19563.141(21)
PI2(5.5) 19 556.130(-11) Q2(5.S) 19 564.372(-15) R]2(5.S) 19 564.372(28)
P12 (46.5) 19563.572(1) Q2(46.5) 19 633.032(9) R12(46.5) 19 632.713(3)
P12(48.5) 19 566.145(17) Q2 (48.5) 19 638.548(5) R12(48.5) 19 638.205(-12)
Ps2(SO.5) 19 568.902(4) Q2 (50.5) 19 644.269(-4) R 2 (50.5) 19 643.919(- 15)
P2(15.5) 19561.549(-7) Q,2 (15.5) 19 561.440(-13) R2 (15.5) 19 586.158(-22)
F 2n -A 2ln3
P2(3.5) 21 041.530(4) Q2 (1.5) 21 043.837(-2) R 2(1.5) 21 045.717(3)
P2(5.5) 21 040.521(-17) Q2(3.S) 21044.148(-2) R 2(3.5) 21 047.520(3)
P2(9.5) 21 039.112(5) Q2(5.5) 21 044.648(-5) R2(5.5) 21 049.508(6)
P2(1.5) 21 038.070(-1) Q2 (9.5) 21 046.160(1) R2(9.5) 21 053.979(5)
P2(21.5) 21 038.129(-2) Q2(1S.5) 21049.477(10) R2(15.5) 21 061.684(0)
P2(24.5) 21 038.534(4) Q2(21.5) 21 053.825(9) R2(21.5) 21 070.413(-7)
P2(46.5) 21 047.709(-6) R2(24.5) 21 075.135(-6)
P2(50.5) 21 050.707(3) R 2(46.S) 21 115.727(-14)
P2 (53.) 21 053.207(-5) R 2(50.5) 21 124.384(-16)
R2(53.5) 21 131.117(-34)
P12(3.5) 21 032.846(26) Q12 (3.5) 21 035.239(0) R,2 (3.5) 21 038.357(9)
P 2(5.S) 21 031.358(-11) Q12 (5.5) 21035.188(11) R 2(5.5) 21 039.690(9)
P,2(9.5) 21 028.465(0) Q2(9.5) 21 035.084(2) R12 (9.5) 21 042.401(11)
P1 2(15.5) 21 024.329(-6) Q 2 (15.5) 21 035.228(-7) R1 2(15.5) 21 046.771(-5)
P 2(21.5) 21 020.722(-25) Q12(21.5) 21 035.983(10) R 2 (46.5) 21 080.791(-21)
P12(46.5) 21 014.125(3) Q 2 (24.5) 21036.596(-9) RA2 (50.5) 21086.794(-6)
P,,2(50.5) 21014.449(11) Rl2 (53.5) 21 091.537(-13)
P12(53.5) 21 014.949(4)
3.55 2+ -A 11
P]2 (2.5) 21 737.950(17) Q2(2.5) 21 741.615(-2) R 2 (2.5) 21 741.615(-20)
P12(48.5) 21 737.164(3) Q2(48.5) 21808.222(-9) R12 (48.5) 21 808.486(-6)
P12(50.5) 21 739.170(-4) Q2(50.5) 21 813.155(17) R 12(S0.5) 21813.406(-4)
P2(21.5) 21 742.232(-7) Q 2(21.5) 21742.367(14) R 2(21.5) 21 775.477(6)
P2(24.5) 21 744.060(- 15) Q12(24.5) 21 744.214(10) R 2(24.5) 21 781.723(-1 )
3.90 2+ A 2n32
P12(3.5) 23 217.804(15) Q2(3.5) 23 222.840(-6) R12 (3.5) 23 222.963(-4)
P12(5.5) . 23215.999(11) Q2(5.5) 23 223.922(-13) R 12 (5.5) 23 224.107(-2)
P 2 (48.5) 23 214.439(2) Q2(48.5) 23 284.105(-3) R,,2 (48.5) 23 285.438(-4)
Pl2(50.5) 23 216.130(6) Q2 (50.5) 23 288.637(5) R12(50O.) 23 290.015(5)
constant of about 9 cm-' is what one would predict from
the other members of that series because the spin-orbit
constant is expected to scale as n*3. 4
The v=0 level of the next higher energy state, the 3.55
21+ state, was observed at 38 305 cm 1-. This state was
assigned as the third member of the 's' 21+ series. Its spin-
rotation constant is positive and small like those of the
other members of the 's' 21+series.
Finally, the v=0 level of the 3.90 21+ state was ob-
served at 39 785 cm- . This state was assigned as the third
member of the 'd' 21+ series. Its spin-rotation constant is
also positive but a factor of 4 larger than that of the 's' 21+
series, which is consistent with the y values of other mem-
bers of the 'd' 2+ series.
Higher vibrational levels were examined for the F 21 +
state (v= 1 and v=2), the F2nl state (v= 1), and the 3.55
21+ state (v= I and v=2) (see Table I). The AG1 2 and
AG3/2 vibrational intervals for all three of these electronic
states are similar to those measured for higher Rydberg
states of the CaF molecule. The average AG1/2 vibrational
interval measured for the Rydberg states above n=4 is
about 683 cm'.4 We expect the potential curves and thus
the vibrational constants to be similar for all of the Ryd-
berg states, with the exception of the lowest members of
core penetrating series, as discussed later. The molecular
constants for the n*=3.55, 3.90, and the F (3.41) states
are exactly what we would have predicted by extrapolation
from higher-n* members of the respective series; these con-
stants confirm our assignments and analyses of the core-
penetrating series.
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TABLE III. Hamiltonian matrix elements for 2+ and 2n states. Letting
0-21+, 1 -213n, 2-.211/2, the matrix elements are constructed by sum-
ming over the appropriate interaction; xmJ+. Matrix elements are writ-
ten f parity over e. The elements in this table were taken directly from
Ref. 14.
(0,0)= 
E (1,1)=1
(2,2) =
A (I,l)=
(2,2) = -
(0,0) =x(x+ 1)
B (l,l)=x2-2
(1,2)=-(x2- 1) '
(2,2) =x 2
'.38 ;>-- . _. ......- - .
.36-
A6. 
p (,2)=(-1/2)(x2-1)
(2,2)=(1/2)(1 *x)
0.33 -
0.32 -
o! , ,~, .... ~- 
'so c,
Z.55 Fll'
d2 see 0;
: 
·7K 3z
I 234 5 7 ! 
a$(1,)=(/2)(x2_ 1)
q (1,2) = (- 1/2) (i+x)(x- 1) 2
(2,2)=(l/2)(1 x) 2
y (0,0) = (- 1/2) ( x)
.38 -:
0.37 .
.3 -
'I 0.3S d,
. :
0.34 
0.33 -
0. -
(0,0) =X2(x 1)1
D (l,1)=(1-x)-(x2-2)2
(1,2) =2(x2-1 )3
(2,2) = ( 1-x4 ) -x '
;-0o.73 
-
; 1.I 4 5I 7i l5
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DISCUSSION
One characteristic feature of Rydberg states is that, for
the members of a series, the nodes of the wave functions
line up inside the core. In other words, the Rydberg elec-
tron samples the core in the same way for each member of
a series. This nodal structure is the basis for scaling rela-
tions for molecular constants, such as the spin-orbit and
spin-rotation constant. Therefore, by characterizing only a
few states, we expect to be able to predict the behavior of
many states. This is why the lowest members ("valence"-
state precursors) are so important. Each member of each
core-penetrating Rydberg series has a nodal structure in-
side the ion core that resembles the nodal structure of one
of these "valence" states.
Although all of the electronic states of the CaF mole-
cule can be treated as Rydberg states, diagnostically im-
portant deviations occur in the molecular constants as n*
decreases. One such deviation is seen in the rotational and
vibrational constants (Fig. 2). CaF is ionically bound, thus
when the Rydberg orbital collapses into the molecular core
region the Rydberg electron partially shields the Ca2+ ion
from the F- ion and thereby weakens the ionic bond. This
weakening of the ionic bond causes a decrease in the rota-
tional and vibrational constants at low n*. The C 2 n state
orbital is polarized toward the F- ion, so the C 211 state
has higher electron density between (e.g., shielding) the
two ions than any of the other electronic states of CaF.
This increased electron density between the ions causes the
C 2II state to have the smallest rotational and vibrational
constants of all known states of CaF (see Fig. 2).
Since we expected the previously unobserved F 22+
state to be the lowest member of the 21+ series which is
most strongly (reverse) polarized toward the fluorine, one
might expect that, like the C211 state, the F 21+ state
should also have rotational and vibrational constants
smaller than those of the all the other known 21+ states of
CaF. One might also expect that the F 22+ state would be
located at higher energy than would be predicted from a
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 98,
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FIG. 2. Plots of Bo vs n* and AG/2 vs n* for all the electronic states of
CaP for which these values are known. These plots show how the CaF
ionic bond is weakened due to shielding by the Rydberg electron, which
causes a decrease in Bo and AGn/2 when the Rydberg orbital starts to
collapse into the core region. The horizontal dashed lines on the Bo vs n*
and the AG/2 vs n* plots represent the Bo and AGIn values, respectively,
of the CaF+ ion estimated from our study of the higher n* Rydberg states
of CaF (Ref. 4). Deviations in Bo values at high n are due to
I-uncoupling effects (Ref. 5). Such deviations are expected. These high-n*
deviations can provide information about the interactions between Ryd-
berg series and the resultant mixed-i character of the series (Refs. 5 and
13). The Bo and AGIn values for the states above n'=4 were taken from
Refs. 4 and 5.
simple extrapolation to the lowest member of the series
that contains the F' state. Interestingly, this is not what is
found. The Rydberg orbital in the F 2 + state is polarized
toward the F-, but this state is pushed so high in energy
due to repulsion by the F- that the corresponding orbital
is essentially pushed out of the core region.
This is evident by its n* value (see Fig. 1) and its
rotational and vibrational constants (see Fig. 2). The F
state is the only "valence"-state Rydberg precursor whose
rotational and vibrational constants are nearly equal to
those of the CaF + ion, indicating that the F state has the
least (of all the valence states) electron density between
the two nuclei. If we use the Bohr model to estimate the
average distance of the Rydberg electron from the Ca2 +
ion core, we conclude that (r) 2R, at n* 3. This result
suggests that the reverse polarization of the F state actu-
ally places most of the electron density in the "4p" orbital
on the far side of the F- ion. This also explains why the F
state has low electron density between the two nuclei.
In the energy region examined (36 000-39 800 cm-l),
one 2 state is expected. We did not observe this 2 state.
Our detection scheme involves recording direct fluores-
cence to the ground state (X 2+ ). Since the 2A state can-
not decay directly to the ground state, it was not observed
in our OODR spectra. The 2A state can decay directly to
2n and 2h states below it, but the UV passing, visible
absorbing interference filter blocked the wavelengths of
No. 4, 15 February 1993
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transitions which occur in the visible and near IR regions.
We predict that the v=0 level of the '4d' 2A state will be
found at about 35 650 cm-l and will have a spin-orbit
constant of about 3 cm-.
CONCLUSION
Four low-lying Rydberg states, one 2H11 and three 21+
states, of the calcium fluoride molecule have been observed
and rotationally analyzed. These states are on the border-
line between valence and Rydberg states. The results from
the rotational analyses of three of these states were pre-
dictable from the molecular constants we measured for the
higher Rydberg states of the calcium fluoride molecule.4
The present results confirmed our previous assignments
and analyses.
The results of the rotational and vibrational analyses of
the 3.18 21+ state (the F state) were surprising. The 3.18
21+ state did not have the smallest rotational and vibra-
tional constants of all the 2+ states in this region, as we
expected for a 2+ state polarized toward the fluorine,
instead, it had the largest constants. These results are
shown to be consistent with the expected reverse polariza-
tion, but where the "4p" orbital is so large that its reverse
polarization is primarily into the region behind the F ion.
We now understand the characteristics of this lowest mem-
ber of the 'p' 21+ series and thus understand the charac-
teristics of the 'p' 21+ series.
All of the electronic states of the CaF molecule below
38 900 cm - l (approximately n*=4, where the first mem-
bers of the non-core penetrating 'f series should appear)
have now been observed, with the exception of the 2A state
mentioned above. Each core-penetrating series now has a
fairly well characterized "valence"-state precursor.
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Rydberg States of Calcium Fluoride
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We derive the entire singly excited electronic level spectrum of a dipolar molecule (CaF) from atomic
properties alone (the quantum defects of Ca+). In the approach presented here the motion of the lone
electron is treated as a double scattering process involving the closed-shell Ca++ and F- centers with
F - treated as a point charge. The energies of all known electronic states of CaF are well reproduced by
the theory. Refinements of the model such as inclusion of the finite volume of F - or of polarization
effects are deferred as are extensions of the model to account for spin-orbit and other fine structure
effects.
PACS numbers: 31.20.-d, 31.50.+w, 33.10.Cs, 34.80.Kw
Two years ago Murphy et al. [11 used optical-optical
double resonance fluorescence spectroscopy to study ex-
cited states of the calcium fluoride molecule. They un-
covered an extended system of previously unknown states,
showing that CaF belongs to a novel class of Rydberg
molecules (not encompassed by Herzberg's earlier defini-
tion [21). This is one in which the outer electron is bound
to a core with total electric charge + 1, but where the
core itself is subdivided into two distinct entities, a
closed-shell calcium ion carrying two positive charges and
a closed-shell fluorine atom carrying a single negative
charge.
A few years prior to this, Rice, Martin, and Field [3]
had already shown that the electronic structure of the
lowest states then known of CaF, as well as of several re-
lated alkaline earth halides, could be calculated success-
fully on the simple assumption that these states result
from the interaction between a free Ca+ ion, in various
of its lowest states, perturbed and distorted by the field of
a negative point charge placed at the position of the
fluorine atom. While this "ligand field model" accounts
nicely for the lowest states of several alkaline earth
halides it cannot be readily extended to the newly ob-
served higher states. This is because with increasing en-
ergy the electron cloud of the lone electron on Ca++
gradually grows around the F- ligand until both ions are
completely surrounded by it, a situation which is not easi-
ly handled by the perturbation approach of Ref. [3].
We have here an interesting prototype system. If the
F- indeed acts as a negative point charge it should then
be possible to derive the full system of electronic states of
CaF from the properties of the Ca + ion alone. Specifi-
cally, the three nonzero quantum defects of Ca+ , ,
0.802, up-0. 4 3 2 , pd-0. 6 1 5 , should tell us all that is
required to predict the molecular electronic structure of
CaF, including the evolution between the limiting situa-
tions of an "electron on Ca++ " and an "electron on
Ca++F-." This is therefore a novel application of the
concept of "atoms in molecules," and it is one of the sim-
plest ways to turn an atom into a strongly dipolar mole-
cule.
© 1993 The Americ
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The theoretical development presented below treats the
electron core interaction in terms of scattering theory; it
is an application of the so-called "generalized quantum
defect theory" [41, and it is closely related to the molecu-
lar multiple scattering method (MSM) put forward a
number of.years ago by Dill and Dehmer [5]. We make
use of the fact that the Schr6dinger equation is locally
separable in two regions of space (cf. Fig. for refer-
ence), namely, outside an appropriately chosen ellipsoid
' -o surrounding the two ions (region I), as well as near
the surface of the Ca+ + ion (region III). The main task
of the calculation then consists in bridging the gap be-
tween those two regions; it is here in the reaction zone 11,
that the lone electron evolves from an atomic into a
molecular electron or vice versa. We discuss regions I,
11l, and II in turn.
In region I the lone electron experiences only the elec-
trostatic field -Z/ri-Z 2/r2 , where r and r2 are the
distances from the calcium (Zl -+2) and the fluorine
(Z 2 -I ) ions, respectively. The quantum description
of its motion is therefore separable in elliptical coordi-
nates -(rl+r 2)/R (I oo) and 7tl(rl-r 2)/R
(-I r + ). Any particular solution W of the
¾I ~ Ia " rl=r
a,< '1,`
FIG. . Various zones relevant to the description of an elec-
tron interacting with an atomic core and a point charge.
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molecular electronic Schr&dinger equation can therefore
be written as a superposition of products of elliptical radi-
al channel functions ji(e,g) and ji(e,¢) (regular and ir-
regular at the origin, respectively) with elliptical angular
factors Yi(q,),
Wp(e,',¢1, O) ' R.(e, X (21)/2
x 1[fi(e,¢)ii(e)- , 4 J1p(e) . (I)
Here e is the electron energy which may be positive (elec-
tronic continuum) or negative (bound state spectrum). 
is the electron orbital angular momentum component
with respect to the axis joining atoms I and 2. It is a
good quantum number as long as the nuclei are kept
fixed. The tildes on f, i, and Y (and on other quantities
later in the text) serve to distinguish these functions from
their spherical analogs. The differential equations which
yield the elliptical functions f/, i, and Ye. depend on Z,
Z 2, R, and e; they are well known [61 and will not be re-
peated here. The calculation of the energy-normalized
channel basis functions fi and gi for arbitrary positive e is
straightforward and may be performed by any standard
numerical propagation scheme. For negative energy it is
the main task of generalized quantum defect theory [4,71.
We wish to determine the coefficients lip and Jip in Eq.
(I) in terms of an adequate set of independent eigensolu-
tions p. The reactance matrix Ki,, or the equivalent
quantum defect matrix pi/, is then given by
Kii.(e, R) - tanr/i ( e,) R )n-Jipj;' . (2)
The matrices 1, J, K, and 1F depend on what happens to
the lone electron inside the reaction zone II. If both ions
were simple point charges, then J, and consequently K
and A, would be zero. Once the quantum defect matrix fi
is known, the electronic bound state spectrum emerges
from the requirement that the wave function vanish for
¢-. oa. In the framework of generalized quantum defect
WI(e, rl,O,) - Y (O1,) - [f,(e,r )cosxrpj -gI(e,r r)sir
I'I
theory this leads to the condition that
Ptanfig(e,R) + tanpi(e,R )8plZi '-0
I.
(3)
for each elliptical partial wave . The parameter Pi in Eq.
(3) is the so-called accumulated phase at the given ener-
gy e < 0, which, on division by x, simply gives the num-
ber of half oscillations carried out by the regular function
fi(e,¢) of arbitrary e before it diverges as ¢4- o. Pl/r is
just the generalization of the familiar effective principal
quantum number for a Coulomb field, pCOu/r-v C °" l
-I-Z(-2e)-/2-l, with the difference that in the
general case the relationship between the accumulated
phase and the energy is no longer given by the Rydberg
equation but must be evaluated numerically. The reader
who is not familiar with quantum defect theory may easi-
ly convince himself that for a single channel Eq. (3)
reduces to the condition i+8p/x n (n integer). In other
words, the contributions to the total accumulated phase
of the bound state radial wave function arising inside
(xnF) and outside () the reaction zone must add up to a
multiple of r.
We next consider the wave function near each of the
scattering centers Ca ++ and F-, respectively, and, in the
spirit of the MSM, we consider each center separately.
The e -- F- interaction is repulsive and hence the corre-
sponding scattering phase shifts must be small. We actu-
ally set them to zero, thus replacing the fluorine ion by a
negative point charge as is done in ligand field theory. By
contrast, the scattering off the strongly attractive calcium
ion depends sensitively on the internal structure of the
latter. Near the doubly charged core the potential term
-Zl/ri dominates so that the electronic Schrodinger
equation becomes locally separable in terms of the spher-
ical coordinates rl,0 1,0 centered on the nucleus . There-
fore we obtain the constraint on each eigensolution p in
region 11 that it must reduce to a superposition of spheri-
cal atomic partial waves on the boundary of the atomic
region I11, r -rA,
nrpl], (4)
where the Y are now ordinary spherical harmonics and
fi and g are energy-normalized regular and irregu-
lar Coulomb functions, respectively. Each component
rv/i(rl) is characterized by a constant logarithmic de-
rivative on the ion surface r rA,
O(rsvt)/Oribt(rl) -- (rl IWI )
f/ (r 1)cosnl- g (r l)sinul (5)
f/(rl )cosru, -g(rl)sinrp
The coefficients pI in Eqs. (4) and (5) are simply the
known atomic quantum defects of the Ca + ion. Equation
(5) expresses the fact that the knowledge of these quan-
tum defects is tantamount to the knowledge of a corre-
sponding set of radial boundary conditions b on a suit-
ably chosen spherical surface near the Ca + + nucleus.
We now turn to the problem of constructing a set of
eigensolutions yp valid throughout the reaction zone I1,
which have the correct logarithmic derivatives on the
111/11 boundary as required by Eq. (5) and which may be
matched to the asymptotic form Eq. (1) at the 11/1
boundary. We introduce at this point the auxiliary region
Ila which is the region between the two spherical surfaces
rl rA and r -r centered on the metal nucleus I and
enclosing the ellipsoid -40 (see Fig. I), and the smaller
atomic core surface rl rA. The advantage of using re-
gion Ila is that it may be spanned by a set of spherical
free-particle eigenfunctions defined for positive as well as
negative energy that have well defined boundary condi-
2682550
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tions on the edge of region 111. These are
(6a)
(6b)
The coefficients c and d in Eqs. (6) are determined for each function by the appropriate atomic boundary condition
b,(rl -rA) [Eq. (5)1 on the one hand, and by an additional condition b(rl -r,) at the outer boundary of region Ila on
the other hand. This second condition is regarded as a free parameter at this stage and is chosen to be the same for all
partial components , bj(rl -rs)b(rB). The set of functions Y,,(bB) defined by Eq. (6) is orthonormal and discrete
as indicated by the radial quantum number m.
The Hamiltonian in region Ila for rA - r, < rB, is simply the electrostatic interaction between the lone electron and
the two charges Z, and Z2. The matrix representation of the potential energy for each value of A is given by the in-
tegrals
H. m##(b(ra)) J-ffwIn(r)r![ - rl2r
All matrix elements depend parametrically on the bound-
ary condition b(ra) and are of course diagonal in the
quantum number X.
Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix Eq. (7)
yields a set of eigenenergies e&()(b(ra)) and eigenfunc-
tions |)(b(re)) valid everywhere in region lIa and thus
also in the enclosed region II. Since we wish to match
the eigenfunctions gp to the asymptotic form of Eq. (1)
at a preselected energy , the parameter b(re) must be
varied until one of the eigenvalues ep coincides with e.
This is the iterative eigenchannel R-matrix procedure of
Fano and Lee [81, with the difference that here boundary
conditions are imposed on an inner as well as on an outer
boundary. There will be as many distinct eigenvalues
bp(re) as there are partial waves I in the basis set Eq. (6).
Their inverses are just the eigenvalues of the conventional
R matrix [91. Rather than varying b(rg) explicitly we
have used the equivalent noniterative variant [101 of the
eigenchannel R-matrix method which yields the eigenval-
ues bp directly as the solutions of a generalized eigenvalue
problem.
Once the set of eigenfunctions yWp s anning region Ila
has been evaluated for the desired energy e, the values
Y'(40o) and derivatives Wvj(4o) with respect to on the
surface of the reaction zone 11 are also known. The ma-
trices I and J are then calculated through matching by
means of Eq. () and its derivative. The result is
lip-ir(iuip-jup), Jp-'r(fijuyp-.fup ), (8a)
where primes refer to differentiation with respect to 4 and
where we have made use of the fact that the Wronskian
W(fiji) equals I/X. The coefficients u result from ex-
panding Vp on the reaction surface in terms of the ortho-
normal "surface harmonics" Y]'(r7):
Ujp(4) ff i (q1,¢)[(2 I- )/2V0 )(,,)ldld .
(8b)
The right-hand side of Eq. (8) is evaluated for 4 -0; the
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(r? -2riR cosOi + R 21] /2
(7)
resulting matrices I and J are independent of ¢o. Use of
Eq. (2) then completes the calculation of the elliptical
quantum defect matrix /2i.
In a typical calculation we have taken the values
rA-0.8 a.u., r-6.5 a.u., o0-2.7, and e -0.01 a.u.
corresponding to v(C°u)--7. R 3.54 a.u. is the equilib-
rium internuclear distance of CaF+. The Ca+ quantum
defects for 1-0-2 used are those quoted at the beginning
of this Letter. For I 2 3 we set 1' 0 . We have found
that ten radial components m and five angular com-
ponents I in the basis Eq. (6) yielded converged results.
The Rydberg energies ex(R) are then calculated from
the jJ matrices by means of the generalized Rydberg
equation (3).
The results are conveniently displayed with reference to
the effective principal quantum number
(Coul). ZI+Z 2(_ 2ex) i/2, n-l,2,.... (9)
referring to the Coulomb system with total charge
ZI +Z 2 -+ I. The effective quantum numbers thus eval-
uated combine contributions due to the core dipole field
and higher multipole components as well as penetration
into the Ca++ core. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are plots of
v(Coul)(modulo I) vs v,(Co°" ) and compare the experimen-
tal values from various sources [1,11,121 (dots) with the
theoretical results (lines). It can be seen that the agree-
ment is satisfying. An important point to note is that the
theory predicts correctly the lowest state of each of the
six known Rydberg series; the successful calculation of
the ground state at v(CO°")-1.541 (observed 1.528) is
particularly gratifying and shows that even the ground
state of CaF can be viewed as a Rydberg state in the gen-
eralized sense employed here. In terms of energy, the
lowest states are reproduced to within 0.1-0.2 eV, with a
smaller mean error than in all previous calculations
[3,13,14]. The agreement is about 10 times better for the
higher states.
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Ymr~rlelr)' 11(1~9 [c.1e"'ll+d.1e_'N"'1l (eln'- TK.21- In) 
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BE E _ still lacking.
- . . . · Finally, the present work should lead to a considerable
extension of the multiple scattering method for calculat-
ing e-molecule scattering processes [5]. This will in-
x * * * . . * - volve representing the second center (here F-) by an
6 s+ - -atomic core region with associated quantum defects as
has been done here for center 1. Our diagonalization
procedure then removes a major drawback of the MSM,
-. . . . . namely, the need to have a constant potential between the
214.F centers. Charged constituent atoms can thus be treated
( a ) as well as neutral ones, and polarization terms are incor-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 porated readily.
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FIG. 2. Effective principal quantum numbers (modulo I) of
CaF plotted vs their absolute values. (a) 2 + states: (b) 2n and
:A states. Dots. observed values; lines, calculated values. All
presently known electronic states of CaF are included. The la-
bels at the right indicate for each Rydberg series the dominant
elliptical angular momentum components including their
phases.
The theoretical method presented here opens up a
range of avenues to be pursued in the future. First of all,
it should be possible to predict several finer features of
the CaF states such as the spin-orbital coupling, which is
a probe of the wave function near the Ca nucleus [15].
The evolution of the effective principal quantum numbers
n(XCuI) as functions of the internuclear distance R may be
calculated, giving in effect the electronic potential energy
curves which are the goal of standard quantum-chemical
calculations. In addition the R dependence of the quan-
tum defect matrix elements Fi7r will allow the coupling
between vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom to
be calculated, i.e., the breakdown of the Born-Oppen-
heimer separation. Experimental information on all of
these effects exists already [116].
Second, the method outlined here should allow us to
deal with dipolar systems in general. Obvious candidates
are the alkaline earth halides other than CaF, such as
BaF for which s,p,d as well as f states are core penetrat-
ing and the corresponding more extended system of states
(1=0-3) has indeed been found [17]. The rare gas hy-
drides constitute another class of dipolar systems which
have recently been studied [18] extensively, and where a
comprehensive interpretation of the electronic structure is
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